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Introduction
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Abstract
We present the structure and guiding principles of this Special Issue, with a brief description
of the participants’ contributions and the relations holding between them. The intersection
between aesthetics and ethics as a field of philosophical enquiry is presented under the guise
of a ‘layer cake’: at the top layer we find the most general metaphysical and epistemological
issues concerning the nature of value, aesthetic and ethical; the middle layer encompasses
several normative issues about the interactions of aesthetic, moral and cognitive values
in art; finally at the bottom layer we introduce issues of a more restricted focus, like the
aesthetic peculiarity of political songs and the ethics of artistic appropriation.

Keywords

aesthetic value, art, cognitive value, moral value, theory of value.

Our main goal with this Special Issue is to lay out some of the various ways in which the
fields of philosophical ethics and aesthetics intersect, how moral and aesthetic value relate,
whether it be the way artistic practices raise moral issues, or how ethics plays a role within
the production and appreciation of artworks. The articles gathered in this volume deal with
different angles when one considers that intersection; hence the diversity of approaches is
also part of what unifies all articles thematically—since we are trying to provide a vivid
picture of the richness and complexity of questions that arise when we consider these two
pervasive aspects of value in human experience (the aesthetic and the moral). Can we be
sure it is two wholly separate spheres we are talking about here? And if not wholly separate,
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then how separate? What lines are to be drawn and how sharply can they be drawn? Maybe
every slice of human experience in whatever historical or social context is always suffused
with ethical and aesthetic aspects, in such a way that a sharp dividing line between them is
intractably difficult to trace. However, none of that means there are no distinctions to be
made. In a similar fashion, Putnam once suggested that just because there is no dichotomy
between fact and value and (as he held) these aspects are always entangled, that doesn’t mean
there is no distinction between fact and value.1 The same applies to distinctions within the
realm of value. And even if distinctions cannot always be sharply made, that doesn’t amount
to say that they cannot be clear. To be equipped with clear distinctions is a precondition
of being able to think clearly; to think clearly is a precondition of further refining our
distinctions and critically assessing our so-called ‘intuitions’, as well as making informed
decisions and taking action. Even in a field that might seem far removed from practical
matters we find the need for clear distinctions connecting practice with theory, and some
articles in this volume are precisely examples of this.

The intersection between ethics and aesthetics is not a novelty as a field of research in
its own right. There are at least two ways of substantiating this claim. One of them would
be simply to list a few reference works published under that guise, such as the anthologies
edited by Jerrold Levinson (1998) Aesthetics and Ethics: Essays at the Intersection—to which our
own title, through paraphrase and deference, alludes—or by Bermúdez & Gardner (2003);
monographies such as Elisabeth Schellekens’ (2010) Aesthetics and Morality or the more
recent Intersections of Value, by Robert Stecker (2019); more specific works within the field,
such as Berys Gaut’s (2007) Art, Emotion and Ethics or Marcia Eaton’s (2001) Merit, Aesthetic
and Ethical; as well as a vast amount of articles that have been published on the general topic,
or on specific topics within this field.2 One could also point out the fact that in important
reference anthologies the connection between aesthetics and ethics, as well as between
aesthetics and politics, is rightly acknowledged.3 Another approach would be to argue, quite
straightforwardly, that the idea of a separate aesthetic field is a specifically modern idea, as
old (one should say ‘as young’) as the coinage of the term ‘aesthetics’ into the philosophical
vocabulary: what is called ‘aesthetics’ (ancient, medieval and early modern ‘aesthetics’) must

1 Putnam 2002.

2 We point out here the recent research work by Panos Paris, who specializes in the intersection of ethics and
aesthetics: https://www.panosparis.com/research.

3 See Gaut & Lopes (eds.) 2013, Levinson (ed.) 2003.

https://www.panosparis.com/research
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in fact be thought of within the intersection of ethics and aesthetics.4 This is due not only
to the premodern absence of a clear cut distinction between ‘the good and the beautiful’
but also to the fact that the category of art itself (the main focus of so much of modern and
contemporary aesthetics) may be, as some have been arguing from Kristeller (1951, 1952)
to Shiner (2001), and, more recently, Clowney (2011) and Wolterstorff (2015), a modern
invention.5 Furthermore, contemporary aesthetics, even in the analytical tradition, has been
increasingly interested in the intersection of both domains, as a consequence of the fact that
the very two categories on which what we may call the ‘project’ of modern aesthetics has
revolved—the aesthetic and art—are put into question. The modern project has consisted,
to a large extent, in attempts to 1) show how these two concepts specify distinct spheres
of human experience, 2) explain one of those distinct spheres through the other (e.g. to
provide an aesthetic theory of art;6 and the contrasting view that only because we have
art are we also able to see nature and everyday life aesthetically).7 It is an open question
what the boundaries of the aesthetic are; and not only do we still have disputes about the
nature of art and scepticism about the prospects of reaching a definition of it, we also
have eliminativism about the art concept.8 So, depending on what theory of the aesthetic
and of art we end up with, the ‘intersection’ might turn out to be simply a placeholder
for the field’s genuine and perhaps still to be invented name, while the idea of a separate
sphere of aesthetics and art is but a province, a regional oddity within that field. We do

4 In fact, even a lot of modern aesthetics must, if we are not blinded by the influence of Burke and Kant on
this topic. See Norton 1995.

5 But see Porter 2009 and Young 2015 for an interesting contrarian approach on this. Young disputes
Kristeller’s reading of classical sources (which he claims has become ‘orthodoxy’) and holds that the modern
idea of ‘fine arts’ corresponds quite closely to the ancient idea of ‘mimetic arts’, as well as descending from
the latter.

6 In the way different philosophers such as Bell (1914), Fry (1909), Beardsley (1982) or Zangwill (2007) do.

7 An extreme example of this would be Oscar Wilde’s reversal of the mimetic theory of art: “life imitates
art far more than art imitates life.” (1904: 32). A more moderate view is that only when in the possession
of what Kendall Walton (1970) calls ‘categories of art’, in virtue of which we spontaneously organise the
properties of artifacts into standard, variable, and contra-standard properties depending on the artistic
categories under which we subsume the object, and only when our experience is thus organised, are we able
to see any aesthetic qualities in them. The extreme view is to say that all aesthetic experience depends on our
possession of such artistic categories.

8 See Bartel & Kwong 2021.
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not know because these are open questions, which lends further force to the intersection as
a promising ‘research program’.

As James Shelley (2019) has put it nicely (and Derek Matravers in this Issue reminds
us), the two main questions in aesthetics are the following: 1) what makes aesthetic value
aesthetic? 2) what makes aesthetic value value? (The two corresponding questions in ethics
would be the following: a) in what does moral goodness consist? b) why should one choose
to live morally?) Whether or not we are to conclude that there is a special sort of value which
is ‘aesthetic’ by contrast with other values, such as moral value, any route we take towards
the right conclusion must go through the intersection of both philosophical subjects. It
is not difficult to see why if we consider that what Kant was striving to accomplish in his
Critique of Judgement (1790/2000), a foundational text of modern aesthetics, was to clearly
distinguish ‘judgements of taste’ (aesthetic) from both theoretical and moral judgements
(judgements of pure reason and judgements of practical reason). This brief apologetic
remark already allows us to start sketching a map of the field, according to topics/questions
and the relationships holding between them.

With the intersection of ethics and aesthetics things behave pretty much the way they do
in the rest of philosophy, from the rarefied heights of general metaphysics and epistemology
to the earthier (though no less puzzling or dizzyingly abstract) nether regions of the various
‘philosophies of. . . ’ something (action, perception, law, science, religion, history, etc.). We
can imagine philosophy as a sort of layer cake in which questions are assigned to a certain
layer by level of generality or dependence relationships (what is explanatorily dependent
on what), etc.9 Each layer is made up of two essential ingredients: ‘what is. . . ’ questions and
‘how do we know. . . ’ questions (i.e. metaphysical and epistemological), and differs from
other layers according to what else is ‘mixed’ with those ingredients: ‘what makes an action
morally good?’, ‘how do we know?’, ‘what makes something aesthetically good?’, ‘how do
we know?’ etc. With this in mind, we can now ask about the ‘top’ layer at the ‘intersection’:
what is it all about? And the natural answer to this question is: the metaphysics and
epistemology of value. The nature of value, the varieties of value, the objectivity of value
judgements, the relationships that hold between aesthetic and moral normativity, what is
explanatorily prior, what is metaphysically more fundamental, etc.

9 With the exception of the layer cake metaphor, we owe much of this way of framing the structure of
philosophical enquiry to our colleague, Desidério Murcho. Of course, nothing of this implies he has any
particular conception of the relationship between ethics and aesthetics.
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Moving to the lower layers, we find questions like the following: is there such a thing
as aesthetic experience? How is it related to our moral experiences? What is the role of thick
concepts in both aesthetic and moral descriptions of the world? How to make sense of the
apparent entanglement of the aesthetic and the moral in certain predicates and descriptions?
Can artworks have moral properties? How are the aesthetic properties of artworks related
to their moral properties if they have any? Can we acquire knowledge through art (and
particularly moral knowledge) in a way that is specific to art?

Move a bit lower and find questions such as the moral status of artistic appropriation
(borrowing material from existing work), the moral status of cultural appropriation in
general (e.g. the turning of ‘indigenous craft’ into ‘art’ by ‘museification’ and other practices),
whether or not art and pornography are mutually exclusive, whether specific artistic genres
have an effect on moral character10 (which is different from asking about connections
between moral and aesthetic properties in works), the moral status of destroying works
of art, the aesthetic and moral status of forgeries in art, etc. These are what we could
call, without too much imprecision, questions of ‘applied ethics/aesthetics’. To expand
just a little bit on the first of these examples: how we think about copyright in artistic
productions will inevitably be bound up with ontological questions about the status of a
work and its ‘versions’, in what circumstances we have a separate though derivative work,
as opposed to different versions of a single work, e.g. how exactly a ‘cover’ differs, if it
does, from any run-of-the-mill performance of a song, and so on. Supposing there can be no
‘creativity’ without the borrowing of pre-existing material at some point, then how much
borrowing is ethically permissible and how to impose limits on it without compromising
creativity, under which criteria? Such practical questions are riddled with philosophical
ballast and only by ignoring it can we sustain the illusion that philosophy plays no role in
them.

Perhaps the most venerable question concerning the intersection, one that goes back
at least to Plato and Aristotle, is that of the moral effects of the ‘mimetic arts’ on people’s
behaviour. This is the problem of whether art really has the power often ascribed to it of
improving (or perverting) human character. Though this question most often arises in the
context of representational art, particularly literature, it has been a topic of interest since
classical antiquity whether instrumental music can have such effects—of course, both Plato
and Aristotle considered even instrumental music to be ‘mimetic’ and thus representational,

10 A question not all aspects of which are strictly philosophical.
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but that is another matter. A closely related topic to this one is the question of the value
of ‘aesthetic value’ itself—this is the sort of question implied in discussions of ‘resource
allocation’ in what concerns public funding of the arts—although that is a quite simplified
way to put it, and it assumes we have a clear enough distinction between aesthetic and
moral values to work with. Also, conceptions of aesthetic value are normative; they are not
simply gathered from empirical observation or inferred from ‘natural facts’. We should ask
whether our conception of aesthetic value is the best we could have, whether it is the one we
should have; the one we need in order to think properly. The only way to go about dealing
with such problems is to rehearse different conceptions and see whether or not they allow
us to solve problems, or at least make things clearer. Perhaps aesthetic and ethical values,
even if conceptually distinguishable, are somewhat like the components of aqua regia (nitric
and muriatic acid): only together can they dissolve gold, and the metaphorical focus of this
simile lies in the correspondence between ‘dissolving gold’ and ‘constituting meaningful
human experience’.

Another topic closely related to the previous ones is whether artworks can afford
knowledge as art (a painting may inform us that Napoleon had a nose and that at some
point he was in Moscow, but such knowledge can be gathered by non-artistic means; it is
hardly specific to art), and this is also deeply connected to representation: if we are to learn
something from art, it must be through what it conveys us; and imparting knowledge is
a privileged way we might think artworks would have a moral impact on our character.
If art is to exert an impact over our moral character, then a specific way through which
we would gather moral knowledge from art would be the natural way to think that might
happen. This opens up to yet another topic: are artworks themselves to be assessed morally?
For instance, if an artwork may be said to be ‘immoral’ to the extent that it invites from
the audience certain morally questionable responses in order to achieve its purposes (such as
empathising with morally perverted characters), does this affect its aesthetic value? And here
is yet another issue: we often use moral vocabulary to describe and understand the inner
workings of a novel, poem, or short story. Is that evidence that we actually assess those
works morally or is this practice internal or subservient to the aims of aesthetic evaluation,
as an autonomist on the relationship between moral and aesthetic value would defend?

To provide the reader with a useful ‘map’ here: in the philosophical literature, aesthetic
autonomism is the view that in an artwork aesthetic value is independent from moral value;
that it is not affected, either positively or negatively, by moral value. Radical autonomism
(Oscar Wilde) will hold that artworks are not to be morally evaluated at all, whereas
moderate autonomism will hold that even if artworks can be morally virtuous or vicious in
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some ways, this bears no connection with their aesthetic value. Moralism in aesthetics comes
in different versions: it is either the view that, in an artwork, moral virtues always constitute
aesthetic success, and moral vices are always, ipso facto, aesthetic ‘blemishes’ (Berys Gaut’s
‘ethicism’ is of this form);11 or the view that sometimes, in certain circumstances, positive
and negative moral values in art constitute aesthetic ‘pluses’ and ‘minuses’, respectively.
These are all nuances of scope within moderate moralism. There have been very few radical
aesthetic moralists, and just listing the two most prominent ones is almost self-explanatory:
Plato and Lev Tolstoy. Finally, a position sometimes misleadingly referred to as immoralism,
or, in Robert Stecker’s less misleading term, ‘anti-theoretical view’,12 claims that positive
and negative moral values sometimes determine aesthetic value, but this can flow in either
direction, which means that sometimes, in certain circumstances, aesthetic virtues may flow
from morally negative qualities in artworks (hence the misleading term immoralism). A
leading proponent of such a view has been Matthew Kieran. 13 In practice, this view is a
form of cognitivism, since the way in which a moral ‘minus’ in an artwork is said to constitute
an aesthetic ‘plus’ is by way of affording insight. This is in line with those philosophers who
see aesthetic/artistic value in close connection with cognitive value.

While all these issues are often debated by contemporary aestheticians and ethicists
in the analytical tradition, there is also an important historical dimension to them that
we should not overlook. The concepts we now employ such as art and aesthetic are the
result of 18th century developments in both philosophy and society at large, concepts which
we inherited and apply as if they are as ‘consensual’ or ‘pre-philosophically established’
as, for instance, the concept of morality or moral value. We must not ignore that the
overwhelming influence exerted on the development of aesthetics as a discipline by Kant’s
ideas in his Critique of Judgement, for instance, play an important explanatory role in shaping
many of our contemporary debates, when, in fact, the 18th century, like any other, was the
site for a clashing of different conceptions. If it is ‘intuitive’ nowadays to take the phrase
‘moral beauty’ as a metaphor with no deep philosophical implications, that has in part
something to do with Kant’s influence on later philosophy. However, moral beauty was
still an important concept in the rise of modern aesthetics, throughout the 18th century,
running through Shaftesbury, Hume, and Reid, for all of whom ‘beauty of soul’ was not

11 Gaut 2007.

12 Stecker 2008.

13 Kieran 2003. See also Eaton 2001.
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such a misleading metaphor. And if we think of aesthetic evaluations, as opposed to moral
ones, as independent of desires and interests, that also has something to do with Kant’s
influence. Thus, and since aesthetics is, to a great extent, an invention of the 18th century,
it is well worth revisiting not only the details of Kant’s aesthetic theory but also some of
those conceptions that did not become as overwhelmingly influential as Kant’s, to see what
we stand to learn from them about the way we go about doing aesthetics in our own time.

Finally, despite the growing notoriety, since the 1990s, of phenomena like ‘artivism’ or
street and performance art groups with a marked political aspect, the relationship between
art and politics remained on the whole far removed from the concerns of philosophers
working in the tradition of analytical aesthetics (in contrast with what has been the norm in
the continental tradition), with marginal though important exceptions. One such notable
exception is Noël Carroll, who writes generously (by comparison) not only on the general
connections between art, society and politics, but on such specific issues such as cinema
and ‘nation building’ (apropos Eisenstein) (Carroll: 2003). However, it would not be far-
fetched to say that ethics is a mediating link between art and politics, since so many of our
paradigmatic examples of ‘political art’, from a variety of historical contexts, are political
in virtue of making a moral point (namely, ‘protest’ art) which also articulates the collective
experience of social groups and not just isolated episodes in the lives of individuals. On
the whole, scarcely any attention has been given to forms of art making like ‘social protest’
songs, but also forms which are now perfectly traditional, such as the political mural or the
role of politics in cinema. Maybe one explanation for this is a widely shared assumption
that such issues have no bearing on aesthetic matters. And maybe it is about time one
should question such assumptions and, so to speak, probe deeper.

With that goal in mind, we assembled an equally diverse group of authors, most of them
seasoned specialists with longstanding and widely acknowledged contributions in the fields
of either aesthetics or ethics, but also less experienced researchers with their own thoughts
to share on the matter. We present here each individual contribution with a summary of
their topics and goals, the specific focus of each article, pointing out the different ways in
which some of the articles relate with one another, by way of either contrast, continuity, or
both. Contributors are distinguished from other authors mentioned in this introduction
by having their names in bold fonts.

We hope the ‘map’ we provided the reader in the previous pages will help to make it
clear how the different contributions to this Special Issue not only form a cohesive whole
but also represent the wide spectrum of issues raised by the intersection between ethics
and aesthetics. These include highly general questions concerning the nature of moral
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and aesthetic value; epistemological issues concerning our experience and appreciation of
artworks; normative issues concerning the relationship of moral and aesthetic values as
features of artworks; and practical issues concerning the moral effects of art in our lives
and the place of aesthetics in them, as well as the moral status of certain artistic practices.

Nick Zangwill (“Kant on Pleasure in the Good”) is well-known as a major proponent
of both aesthetic realism (aesthetic judgments are belief-like, not imagination-like, and
justified by objective, mind-independent aesthetic states of affairs) as well as a formalist ac-
count of the nature and experience of beauty and the value of art in general, and specifically
of instrumental music.14 As a formalist, Zangwill strongly opposes a literal understanding
of ‘moral beauty’ as well as any form of connection between aesthetic and moral norma-
tivity. For him, as for Kant, judgements of beauty and judgements of moral goodness are
fundamentally different, since their attendant mental states are also different, namely,
—pleasure in the beautiful’ and ‘pleasure in the good’. This sets him in stark contrast with
other philosophers working in both aesthetics and ethics (two examples are Panos Paris15

and Levno von Plato16, the latter being a contributor to this volume) for whom ‘moral
beauty’ is to be taken quite literally as a real phenomenon. At the heart of the divergence
lies precisely, on the one hand, the ‘urge to purge’ aesthetics from layers of ‘conceptual
clutter’ and confusion (of which the idea of moral beauty would be one example), and,
on the other hand, the idea that far from ‘muddling the waters’, connecting morality and
aesthetics is required if one is to have a complete image of either.

Zangwill examines the Kantian notion that moral pleasure is interested, as opposed
to the disinterestedness of pleasure in the beautiful. Here is how one could describe the
gist of his argument: as a formalist, his aim is to keep aesthetic and moral pleasures neatly
apart. In Kantian terms, pleasure in the beautiful grounds aesthetic judgements, whereas
moral pleasure is grounded by moral judgements. One threat to the aforementioned
separation would be the idea that aesthetic pleasures, like moral and ‘agreeable’ pleasures,
are interested. Zangwill is a Kantian to the extent that he sees this separation as a basic
tenet of aesthetics. Another sort of threat would be that moral pleasure (i.e. pleasure in
the morally good) turned out to be disinterested. So, his specific aim in this article is to
show how the Kantian characterization of moral pleasure as ‘interested’ would survive

14 See Zangwill 2001, 2007, 2015.

15 See Paris 2018.

16 See von Plato 2018.
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even some fundamental changes, e.g., if one were to abandon Kant’s ‘internalist’ view of
moral motivation (i.e. the view that moral judgements are ‘intrinsically motivating’) for an
externalist position (the view that moral motivation depends on desires that are ‘distinct
and independent’ from the moral judgement). While it is debatable whether or not pleasure
in the morally good flows exclusively from moral judgements (Kantian internalism about
moral motivation), Kant’s argument, at any rate, is that reason alone is practical within the
moral domain. And when reason is practical, pleasure is not separable from the will, as it is
in the aesthetic realm, where pleasure is merely contemplative and not practical—which is
at odds with what Schiller (and von Plato through Schiller) claims when considering that
self-determination entails full harmony between sensibility and reason. The bottom line is
that disinterestedness allows us to draw a fundamental distinction between pleasure in the
beautiful and pleasure in the good (be it moral, instrumental or prudential good), and this
entails a separation of the two realms and the autonomy of the aesthetic. That is the focus
of the article.

Derek Matravers’ article (“The Value of Aesthetic Value: Aesthetics, Ethics, and the
Network Theory”) has a different focus from Zangwill’s, though they are indirectly related
to the extent that both are directly related to two fundamental questions about aesthetic
value which are laid out in a recent book by Dominic Lopes—17and Matravers’ article is, in
a way, a reaction to that book. The two questions laid out by Lopes are a) the ‘demarcation
question’ (what makes aesthetic value aesthetic), and b) the ‘normative question’ (what makes
aesthetic value a value). Whereas Zangwill’s exploration of a Kantian notion of aesthetic
pleasure lies clearly within the purview of the demarcation question, both Lopes’ book and
Matravers’ article concern the way theories of aesthetic value tackle the normative question.

Another way Zangwill’s and Matravers’ articles are related is that the theories discussed
by Matravers are, respectively, Aesthetic Hedonism (AH), Deweyan aesthetics (DA), and
Lopes’ own Network Theory (NT), which is a development of DA. AH is a most natural
companion to the formalism espoused by Zangwill. According to AH, the aesthetic value of
anything is explained by the ‘non-instrumentally valuable experiences’ it is deliberately made
to afford. Another name for these non-instrumentally valuable experiences is ‘pleasure’.
Here is the main ‘primitive question’ of aesthetics according to Lopes: what is the place
of aesthetic value in our lives? This is akin to the Socratic primitive question in ethics:
‘How should we live?’ We go into a lot of trouble to bring aesthetic value into our lives.

17 See Lopes 2018.
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How then do we go about justifying this? In order to pursue our ‘aesthetic lives’ we
allocate resources that might be spent elsewhere. From this, Matravers proposes a test that
theories of aesthetic value should pass, based on a tenet from Peter Singer’s ‘maximising
consequentialism’: the idea that if we can prevent the suffering or death of fellow human
beings without thereby sacrificing anything of comparable importance then we should do so;
these are called ‘Singerian duties’. For Matravers, the existence of Singerian duties imposes
two problems on any theory of aesthetic value: the ‘resource allocation’ problem (how will
aesthetic value figure in a procedure to decide the allocation of resources?) and the ‘relative
weight’ problem (is aesthetic value ever a reason to do or refrain from doing something?).
This is the test, in a nutshell: one has to show how aesthetic value provides us with reasons
to allocate resources in pursuit of it and how it could measure up against other values, such
as human welfare, the reduction of harm, etc.

AH passes Matravers’ first test: pleasure is the sort of thing that can enter the Singerian
calculus; i.e. AH affords an ‘unbounded’ sense of aesthetic value. AH does provide an
answer to the main question ‘what is the value of aesthetic value?’ (namely, pleasurable
experiences) and thus a method to weigh the relative importance of such value (it bears
on its sleeve how it can be a player in utilitarian calculus). By contrast, Matravers argues,
NT does not provide a defence of aesthetic value in an ‘unbounded sense’, since according
to this theory, aesthetic value is always relative to a given practice within the ‘network’.
Matravers argues, nonetheless, that such an unbounded sense of aesthetic value is required
in order to adequately deal with the problems of resource allocation and relative weight.
One may wonder, though, whether the difficulty lies precisely in the way these questions
are formulated.

Levno von Plato (“Schiller on the Aesthetic Constitution of Moral Virtue and the
Justification of Aesthetic Obligations”) is a prominent defender of what is sometimes called
the Moral Beauty View (roughly, the idea that moral virtues and vices are also, in a quite
literal sense, aesthetic qualities), and thus provides an interesting contrast to Zangwill’s
view. He focuses on this issue from the point of view of both the history of philosophy and
contemporary philosophical practice. His purpose is twofold: i) to examine and clarify
Schiller’s thesis, and ii) to trace its implications for contemporary debates. Concerning
the first point, von Plato attempts to show how Schiller goes beyond Kant, avoiding the
limitations of the latter’s moral theory. According to von Plato, Schiller argues not merely
for a desirable though purely instrumental harmony between the rational and sensual
aspects of human nature (the ‘form-drive’ and the ‘sense-drive’), but for a much stronger
thesis—aesthetic qualities as constitutive of moral virtue. In von Plato’s reading, Schiller
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draws an interesting contrast between the ‘good-hearted’ and the ‘beautiful soul’. For the
good-hearted, harmony between sensibility and reason is merely accidental; instead, the
‘beautiful soul’ achieves harmony through its active will. However, Schiller also concedes
that this perfect harmony or self-determination is hard to achieve, and, thus, much closer
to an ideal. That is why Kantian moral theory is not entirely dismissed—one first needs
to follow the dictates of practical reason if one is to become a ‘beautiful soul’, and only
then trust her inclinations. At a certain point, following Schiller, von Plato states that only
those who act gracefully, i.e. those who achieve harmony between sensibility and rationality,
may be guided by their sentiments (these are people with a ‘beautiful soul’ or, as he calls
them, ‘children of the house’), this being also a vivid example of how the Moral Beauty View
presents potentially fruitful ties to Aristotelian virtue theory (a topic which von Plato does
not tackle in this article) and captures the idea that it takes the right kind of person, with
an appropriate constitution and training, to apprehend moral and aesthetic qualities. As
with Aristotle, Schiller too considers that the normative standard assesses and appraises the
whole person, not just individual, atomized actions. Moral virtue—understood as the full
self-determination of a human being—is the assessment of a person’s moral value and thus
should not be understood merely in terms of practical rationality (it is not a question that
can be clarified simply by scrutinising the motives and reasons behind people’s actions). It
is because Schiller understands moral virtue in this holistic sense that, according to von
Plato, it is not only possible but necessary for his moral theory to include an aesthetic
dimension. Also, the fact that there are characteristic relations between the aesthetic and
the moral aspects of certain determining actions suggests that it may be possible to provide
aesthetic reasons for action and aesthetic obligations, for instance. And von Plato does
argue, in the final sections of his paper, that this move opens up many resources for current
research on the interactions between various normative demands, and even suggests a route
to justify the concept of aesthetic obligations.

Peter Lamarque (“Literary Form and Ethical Content”) focuses not on the issue of
whether an artwork such as a poem, a novel or short story can have moral content but on
how such moral content, when it is present, is conveyed to the reader and what relationship
it bears to artistic value. Is this moral content essential to our experience of the work as
literature? Lamarque’s proposal is interesting in that it explores the possibility that ethical
value in literature is a part of its formal value, which means that the presence of ethical
content, if Lamarque is right, is compatible with aesthetic autonomism: we do engage in
moral assessments in order to appreciate literature, but such assessments are ultimately
subordinated to the overall task of aesthetic assessment. In other words, literature is not
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supposed to provide us with moral learning just because it involves the application of moral
predicates. Consequently, a formalist of Zangwill’s persuasion, for instance, should in
principle have no problem with the ascription of moral content to literature (but never to
instrumental music!), under such a view.

But can moral content be conveyed through the very structure of the poem, its artistic
form? Lamarque takes his cue from Terry Eagleton’s remark that “the language and structure
of a literary text may be the bearers and progenitors of so-called moral content”.18 He
then argues that by artistic form Eagleton means ‘macro-narrative features’ of the text,
such as ‘genres, work-structures, or the general stylistic character’. One could, of course,
debate whether Lamarque’s understanding of Eagleton is adequate, but the crucial point
is that Lamarque wants to go further than Eagleton, without denying this initial claim:
he contends that ethical values are ‘deeply ingrained’ in literary narrative, that the ethical
tone of a literary text is most adequately expressed through micro-narrative features. Why
should this make any difference? Lamarque argues that ethical content, conveyed in this
fine-grained way, is grasped by the reader through a reflective reading process, and this
process is part of what it means to engage with a work of literature and constitutive of
the aesthetic enjoyment that we get when we deeply relate to a work of art. This means
that the ethical appraisals we may form when engaging in that reflective process make
a contribution to the overall aesthetic value; they help us to appreciate the work better,
but they are not some kind of moral lesson that we can draw from a specific work of art
and apply to our personal lives. Thus, Lamarque does not simply hold that literary texts
have a moral content, but, more importantly, he believes that this moral content is closely
intertwined with the artistic form, with ‘the very fabric of the work itself’. Therefore, its
value is, first and foremost, aesthetic. It could happen that reading literary fiction makes
people more sympathetic; or that it leads them to make better moral judgements; or maybe
not. Either way, it would not explain the value of literature as literature. Lamarque asks us
the following question: what is the value of ‘ethical content’ in literature? Whether or not
it makes us more sympathetic, it is not translatable into a set of moral hints applicable to
our lives; it is not normative in that sense, nor exemplary nor educational, nor is it supposed
to be. The value of ethical content in literature is subservient to its aesthetic value.

Guy Dammann and Elisabeth Schellekens (“Aesthetic Understanding and Epistemic
Agency in Art”) discuss the sorts of knowledge we may acquire from our experience of

18 Eagleton (2012: 46).
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artworks and how. In response to a recent challenge issued by Gregory Currie,19 that if we
do in fact gain knowledge from reading fiction then we should be able to clearly articulate
what such knowledge amounts to, Dammann and Schellekens argue that it is possible to
learn from art, even if the standards required to ground knowledge claims about art turn
out to differ from those that govern knowledge claims in the natural sciences, which are
usually taken as paradigmatic for any sort of knowledge claim. But the question here then
is ‘how?’.

Dammann and Schellekens contrast two models of how we supposedly acquire knowl-
edge from art, namely, the ‘subtractive’ and the ‘cumulative’ models. They embrace the
cumulative model and their argument for it is a sort of inference to the best explanation: if
we adopt it, then the scepticism of non-cognitivists’ concerning the difficulties of precisely
specifying what knowledge we draw from the experience of artworks will lose some of its
appeal, partly because it allows us to break the spell of scientism, but also because it affords
an explanation of why it is so difficult to state not only what we stand to learn from art but
also the standards by which one is to assess that knowledge.

Dammann and Schellekens seem to agree with Lamarque at one point at least: it is
not to be expected that we should draw any useful moral conclusions or any sort of moral
knowledge that would be directly applicable to our lives from reading, say, Anna Karenina, in
the way we could draw conclusions about inflation from reading a textbook on economy. As
they suggest, this would be somewhat like asking what we have learned from our friendship
with a particular person. The authors claim that it is neither fair nor adequate to transpose
the criteria for knowledge at work in natural sciences to the domain of art, because we do
reap cognitive benefits, but these are not translatable into applicable knowledge claims
about particular objects or events. Dammann’s and Schellekens’ argument is clear: we
will never be able to enumerate everything we learn from a work of art, or everything we
learn from a friend, no matter how thoroughly or exhaustively we attempt it, because the
understanding of the world a work of art affords us will always surpass in scope what we are
able to translate into tangible or applicable ‘knowledge items’. Dammann and Schellekens
of course concede that it is possible to retain and extract tangible information from a work
of art (e.g., how a 19th century farming implement was handled), and this is the kind of
knowledge they call ‘subtractive’. However, when we want to define what we learn from
a work of art as a whole, the answer eludes us. And it eludes us because there is another

19 Currie 2020.
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way to learn from works of art—by acquiring understanding through time, through our
cumulative experience of multiple works of art, in a variety of contexts, taking note of the
relationships in which they stand to one another. As it happens with many other encounters
in our lives, art might be able to alter our epistemic makeup by changing the way we think
about the world, ourselves and the situations we find ourselves in.

James O. Young (“Assessing the Ethos Theory of Music”) is a well-known anti-formalist
who holds that good art is good in virtue of its cognitive value. Here he discusses and
defends a version of the Ethos Theory of Music: the view that exposure to certain sorts of
musical compositions will enhance listeners’ capacity for empathy and prosocial behaviour.
And while Young’s views do stand opposed to formalism, we should note here that being
an anti-formalist does not oblige one to endorse the Ethos Theory.

Young sets out to analyse some versions of the Ethos Theory, and describes what he sees
as the best version, namely, one that is susceptible to empirical testing, and was embraced
in the 19th century by Herbert Spencer. Young observes that, broadly speaking, the theory
can be traced back to several authors in classical Antiquity and the Middle Ages, also
in different versions,20 which he groups in two broad categories: the Pythagorean, and
another one tracing back to Plato and Aristotle. According to Young, what distinguishes the
Pythagorean version is the idea that a phenomenon akin to ‘sympathetic vibration’ explains
the effects of music on the soul, while for Plato and Aristotle mimesis is the key mechanism
by which music affects the soul. Young begins his argument with two observations: 1)
the Pythagorean version may be summarily dismissed because it is incompatible with
modern science; 2) while some contemporary empirical researchers seem to believe they are
testing Aristotle’s version, they are in fact testing the Pythagorean version, and the results
don’t actually confirm or disconfirm the Ethos Theory, but rather show something trivial:
i) music induces positive and negative moods in people, and ii) people in a happy mood are
more prone to engage in prosocial behaviour, with the added nuisance that such ‘prosocial’
behaviour might actually amount to acting within a tribal or sectarian ‘social logic’, with less

20 And here one could quibble endlessly with the interpretation of ancient and medieval texts, as well as with
secondary literature, though that would be beside the point. ‘A rose by any other name. . . ’ would pass or
fail certain tests, which are the heart of the matter here. If something like the Pythagorean version of the
theory, as Young describes it, is what empirical researchers are testing instead of a version that hinges on
expression/representation (mimesis) and the arousal of emotions; and if Spencer’s variant is in fact the most
suitable to empirical testing, then Young has indeed started to chisel away the conceptual clutter. This is
the true core of the article.
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than commendable moral results. While this is compatible with the Ethos Theory, it neither
proves nor disproves that music has enduring effects on moral character. And here is where
the philosophical aspects kick in: we need conceptual clarity, at the very least, if we are to
reap the benefits of empirical research. Young then argues that Herbert Spencer’s version
of the Ethos Theory is the most promising one, with the added virtue that this version of
the Ethos Theory is not only plausible but also testable. He concludes by suggesting that
in order to support the Ethos Theory, a longitudinal (rather than cross-sectional) study
that would establish a correlation between habitual listening to highly expressive music
and increased empathy needs to be undertaken. He also suggests that this can be further
complicated by music’s diverse effects on people of different personality types.

Vı́tor Guerreiro (“Is there an Aesthetics of Political Song?”) makes the case that politics
and art are more closely interwoven in people’s experience than is suggested by our standard
notions of what ‘political art’ is. To unpack this, he focuses on political song, but also
drawing on examples from other art forms. He relates the political character of a song to
the ways it functions as a representation: engaging with songs of this kind enables one to
recognize aspects of human experience of which one might be previously unaware, even if
one had undergone the sorts of experience articulated in that sort of music. A variety of
challenging musical examples are provided as the article progresses.

Guerreiro comes close, here and there, to Schellekens’ and Dammann’s position on
the cumulative nature of art’s cognitive value: he too claims that the knowledge we may
get from these sorts of artworks is not reducible to propositional content, nor assessable
in terms of truth conditions, nor acquirable through means other than experience of the
artworks themselves. In fact, the way in which he frames his answers to the questions
set out in the beginning suggests that the cumulative model is the most suitable to this
approach. Art is the articulation of human experience in such a way that certain aspects
of that experience come into focus, acquiring a salience they normally lack in everyday
routine; and human experience is ‘politically structured’. Guerreiro makes use of a variety of
ideas from several philosophers, with the aim of establishing a model for the understanding
of (political) songs in which the broadly political content is itself a part of the song’s form
as an artistic representation and, as such, part and parcel of its aesthetic force. It does
this by way of an apparatus that includes: Kulvicki’s notion of ‘non-detachable syntactic
parts’ (originally applied to the meaning of pictures);21 Carroll’s notion of form as the

21 Kulvicki 2020.
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‘ensemble of artistic choices’ fitting together in part-whole relations according with artistic
aims;22 Young’s concept of ‘illustrative representation’;23 and Max Black’s explanation of
metaphor in terms of (literal) frame and (metaphorical) focus and a ‘system of associated
commonplaces’ (metaphor being taken as a paradigm case of illustration).24 A political song
is a complex organic whole, made up of non-detachable syntactic parts that may include
such unorthodox elements as the fact that handaxes are used as percussion instruments. The
form of the song is not just a set of sounds or an AB song pattern, but the way all syntactic
parts are made to fit and work organically. To understand a song as a representation is
not just to understand the lyrics as one would a poem; but to detect what significant
relationships hold between the syntactic parts, e.g. the sound of the handaxes playing the
role of ‘focus’ over a ‘frame’ defined by other syntactic parts of the song. The fact that
such relationships are contextual is part of what makes representation in song dense and
relatively replete, contrary to what we would think by focusing on song texts as vehicles of
meaning. Summing up: ‘political art’ is a quality that permeates the form of an experience,
to paraphrase Dewey; experience as articulated, organised in a ‘syntactic’ whole which is, in
this particular case, the song. Political ‘content’ is, first and foremost, political ‘form’. It is
an aspect of how experience is organised by representation.

Nemesio Puy (“Ethical Issues on Musical Appropriation”) shows us the relevance of
musical ontology for practical issues in artistic practice that have some moral aspect. It is a
fact of contemporary life that musicians must rely on publishing and selling their music if
they want to go on existing as musicians. Then there is the ancient practice of a composer
appropriating other composers’ extant musical material (the ‘source work’) in her own work
(the ‘derivative work’). In fact, appropriation of some sort is ubiquitous and unavoidable:
it is impossible for any individual to have nothing but original ideas in her head at any
moment. Whenever creating something, one constantly borrows from others, elaborating
on previously existing ideas. In short, creativity presupposes appropriation. However, it
comes in kinds and degrees. Some are trivially unobjectionable, like the appropriation of
‘atomic parts’ (e.g. an individual chord); some seem straightforwardly objectionable, like
the appropriation of the whole sound-sequence of a work; while the truly controversial
cases consist in the appropriation of more than just atomic parts, but falling short of

22 Carroll 2016.

23 Young 2001.

24 Black 1955.
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appropriating the whole work. How to adjudicate in such cases?
Puy draws and expands on James Young’s (2020) work on the same topic. Whereas

Young proposes a method to sort out the objectionable cases of musical appropriation
derived from ontological considerations plus a criterion of fair use based on economic harm,
Puy contends that the truth of such claims is liable to vary depending on the musical genres
to which the source and derivative works belong. Ethical claims on musical appropriation
are genre-relative, since different genres come with different sets of normative constraints.
What is objectionable in one genre may be permissible in another, even if we restrict
ourselves to Young’s economic notion of harm. This is an improvement on Young’s position.
Puy seeks to show how the practice of using the first measures of a source work as the first
measures of a new (derivative) work is permissible in the genres of theme and variations,
tribute works, and liturgical music, whereas it is non-permissible in the genres of film music,
opera overture, and minimal music. For instance, liturgical music directly contrasts with film
music in that the latter requires that the first measures of a soundtrack consist of original
material (either an original pattern or an original use of a commonplace pattern, e.g. a
folk tune) that univocally identifies the film, its place of action and dominant mood, or
effectively introduces the Leitmotive associated with main characters. In the case of liturgical
music, appropriation of both commonplace patterns (e.g. plainchant monodic melodies
and melismas) and their use do not conflict with the more fundamental aim of establishing
a link to liturgical tradition and facilitating recognition. In both cases, appropriating
commonplace patterns is permissible, but appropriating particular uses of such patterns
(specific manners of presenting their content) is permissible in one case and non-permissible
in the other.

A final note of interest are the underlying connections between Puy’s argument and his
own theory of nested types, with which he has recently made a very important contribution to
musical ontology, adding clarity to various aspects of what is known as ‘musical platonism’
(the theory that musical works are abstract types). In this view, for instance, when a
musician composes a work, she creates two entities, not just one: the higher-order type
which is the musical work and the lower-order type which is the first version of that musical
work.

According with the ‘layer cake’ model we explained at the beginning of this introduc-
tion, the eight articles comprising this special volume can be organised thus: three layers,
of which the top layer is occupied by Zangwill, Matravers and Von Plato; Lamarque and
Schellekens & Dammann in the middle layer; and, finally, Young, Guerreiro and Puy in
the bottom layer. The three layers correspond, respectively, to ‘higher order’ questions on
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the nature of value, aesthetic and ethical; ‘intermediate’ questions on the epistemology of
art and aesthetic experience; and, finally, ‘lower order’ questions concerning the moral
effects of music, the nature of political song, and the ethical status of different kinds of
musical appropriation. These are not impervious, and a reasonable amount of ‘bleeding’
is expected to occur from one layer to another, in both directions. Furthermore, this
particular distribution of articles and topics is a most appropriate way of fleshing out the
structure of the intersection, as we presented it above. We hope the readers of this Special
Issue, whatever their degree of acquaintance with philosophical aesthetics and ethics, will
find this selection of ours most useful, and as much a pleasure to read as it was for us to
bring them together.
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Abstract
I analyze and defend Kant’s claim in the Critique of the Power of Judgement that pleasure in
the good is interested.
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In the Critique of Judgement, Kant argues that his notion of ‘disinterestedness’ distinguishes
pleasure in the beautiful both from pleasure in the agreeable and from pleasure in the good.
He thinks that pleasure in the agreeable and pleasure in the good are both ‘interested’,
by contrast with pleasure in the beautiful. In this short paper, I examine only what Kant
says about pleasure in the good.1 I assume that disinterestedness is at least a necessary
condition of judgements of beauty.2 Furthermore, I shall not examine Kant’s aspiration to
use disinterestedness to demarcate pleasures in the good from pleasures in the beautiful.

1 The main passage discussing the interestedness of the good is section 4 of the “Analytic of the Beautiful” of
The Critique of the Power of Judgement (Kant 2000). I shall focus on this book without bringing in other material
from the rest of Kant’s other writings, which may or may not be consistent with this book. I cite primarily
the Paul Guyer and Eric Matthews translation (Kant 2000), although I agree with Hannah Ginsborg, in her
review of that translation, that “pleasure” or “liking” is preferable to “satisfaction” (Ginsborg 2002). I also
think it important to distinguish “Object” from “Gegenstande”. On some occasions, I will also cite the James
Creed Meredith translation (Kant 1928), who marks this distinction in his translation.

2 I have discussed and defended that claim elsewhere: Zangwill 1992, 2013, 2022.
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What I will argue is that Kant is right to think that pleasures in the good are interested,
given what this means for him.3

Let us start with an understanding of what it would be for a pleasure to be disinterested
or interested. When introducing the idea in section 2, Kant writes:

The pleasure that we combine with the representation of the existence of an object
[Gegenstandes] is called interest. Hence such a pleasure always has at the same time a relation
to the faculty of desire, either as its determining ground, or else as necessarily intercon-
nected with its determining ground. (Guyer & Matthews’ translation: 90, substituting
“pleasure” for “satisfaction”, see Ginsborg 2002)

For Kant, interest is a type of pleasure, not something the pleasure is related to: an interest is
a pleasure that is essentially and necessarily connected with desire. The notion of ‘interest’
is best understood as a technical term, forgetting what the word might suggest if it were
an English word, a contemporary German word, or even an eighteenth-century German
word. If a pleasure in an object is ’disinterested’, in Kant’s sense, it means that it bears no
essential or necessary relation to desire for the existence of an object.

Given this, Kant states his thesis about the good as follows:

We call something good for something (the useful) that pleases only as a means; however,
another thing is called good in itself that pleases for itself. Both always involve the concept
of an end, hence the relation of reason to (at least possible) willing, and consequently a
pleasure in the existence of an object [Objects] or an action, i.e. some sort of interest. (Guyer
& Matthews p. 92–3, again substituting “pleasure” for satisfaction)

As we shall see below, for Kant, ‘willing’ seems to come to the same thing as “pleasure in
something’s existence”, and it implies desire (Kant 2000: 94). But desire does not imply
willing or pleasure in existence. Will implies desire but desire does not imply will. Since
interest is pleasure in something’s existence, it involves the will, and therefore desire.

Let us first consider instrumental goodness. We take pleasure in the thought that a
hammer is a good one only if we will the end of knocking in nails. So, such pleasures are
interested. One of Kant’s examples nicely illustrates the contrast this creates with pleasure

3 I have elsewhere examined and partially defended Kant’s claim that pleasure in the agreeable is interested.
See Zangwill 1995.
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in beauty (I am assuming that Kant is right that pleasure in beauty does not presuppose a
desire). That a palace has no purpose, beyond that of being contemplated, is relevant only
to an instrumental judgement, not to a judgement of its beauty (Guyer & Matthews: 90–1).
The beautiful is not the useful. The same goes for prudential goodness. Pleasure in winning
a lottery is obviously interested pleasure. Either it is dependent having a desire for wealth
and security that we believe the win will satisfy, or else the thought that it is to our benefit
involves desire. Prudential pleasure presupposes prudential desire. Kant seems to be right
about non-moral goodness: both instrumental and prudential pleasures are interested.

But why should we think that pleasures in the morally good are interested? This is less
obvious. Kant says that the moral judgement that the sweat of people was wasted on a
palace is irrelevant to a judgement of its beauty (Guyer & Matthews: 90). However, that
example by itself is not sufficient to make the point that Kant wants to make because
the fact that the judgements are different and unconnected does not show that they are
different in respect of their relation to interest and thus to desire.

Contrasting pleasure in the beautiful with moral pleasure, Kant writes:

. . . the pleasure in the aesthetic judgement . . . is merely contemplative and does not produce
and interest in the object [Object], while in the moral judgement it [the pleasure] is practical.
(Kant 2000: 107; also Kant 1928: 63–4)4

(In the German this last ‘it’ refers unambiguously to moral pleasure not judgement). The idea
is that moral pleasure is ‘practical’, unlike pleasure in the beautiful. But we need to know
more. To say this does not help us to know exactly how moral pleasure is bound up with an
interest, and thus why it is “always combined with an interest in [its] object [Gegenstande]”
(Kant 2000: 94; this is translated as “invariably coupled” at Kant 1928: 48, lines 4–5).

Kant answers this when he writes:

. . . the morally good . . . carries the highest interest with it. For the good is the Object
[Object] of will (i.e. of a faculty of desire that is determined by reason). But to will some
thing and to take pleasure in its existence, i.e. to take an interest in it, are identical. (Kant
2000: 94; also Kant 1928: 48, lines 8–12)5

4 See also Kant (2000: 153) and Kant (1928: 123, line 13).

5 The Meredith version omits a bracket.
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And later:

. . . the pleasure (in the moral feeling) is the consequence of the determination of it [an a

priori principle of reason determining the will], but precisely on that account it cannot,
therefore, be compared with the pleasure in taste. . . (Kant 2000: 169)

In another translation:

The truth is that the pleasure (in the moral feeling) is the consequence of the determination
of the will by the principle. . . . it cannot, therefore, be compared with the pleasure in taste
at all. . . (Kant 1928: 146, lines 1–4).

This looks different from an identity claim. It could be that Kant claims this consequence
because of the identity. Or he could mean something weaker than identity. However, he
reaffirms an identity claim when he writes:

The state of mind of a will determined by something, however, is in itself already a
feeling of pleasure, and is identical with it, thus it does not follow from it as an ef-
fect. . . (Kant 2000: 107)

Alternatively rendered into English as:

. . . the mental state present in the determination of the will by any means is at once in
itself a feeling of pleasure and identical with it, and so does not issue from it as an effect.
(Kant 1928: 63, lines 25–8)

So, let us assume that Kant means an identity claim, and that the consequence relation
between the determination of the will and pleasure is a consequence of the identity. Let us
now ask: what are we to make of this identity claim? Kant’s reason for thinking that moral
pleasure is interested depends partly on his view of moral motivation according to which
moral judgements can move the will by themselves. But there is more to it than that. What
we have, at this point in the Critique of Judgement, is not just the familiar claim that reason
alone can determine the will—although this cardinal doctrine of his moral philosophy is
indeed essentially involved. When reason is practical, Kant also holds that will and pleasure
are not separable; one is not the cause of the other—they are identical.

Given knowledge of Kant’s moral philosophy, we should expect him to say that when a
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moral judgement is in question, pleasure does not determine the will. But why should Kant
not think the converse—that the will determines pleasure (that pleasure is a consequence
of the will)? The identity claim is, in fact, a rather surprising claim. It is not clear what
motivates Kant to claim the identity between will and pleasure. A different view, but one
not too far from Kant, would be that moral judgement is the common cause of both moral
pleasure and will. On such a view, moral pleasure does not produce will, and will does not
produce moral pleasure, but both moral pleasure and will have a common source—the moral
judgement.

Kant writes:

. . . the good . . . [is] always combined with an interest in [its] object [Gegenstande].
(Kant 2000: 94, my emphasis)

Alternatively rendered in to English as:

. . . the good . . . is . . . invariably coupled with an interest in its object [Gegenstande].
(Kant 1928: 48, lines 4–5, my emphasis)

This is vague enough not to discriminate between the two options. Even if we do not go
as far as to agree with Kant that moral pleasure and moral motivation (will) are the one
and the same, Kant’s reasoning seems good once we grant his internalism about moral
motivation: moral pleasure (or displeasure) must rest on moral judgement. But moral
judgement involves volition or motivation. Therefore, moral pleasure is interested; that
is, it is a pleasure that is bound up with the faculty of desire. To put it another way: we
necessarily will the existence of what we judge to be morally good; and moral pleasure
depends on moral judgement; so, there can be no moral pleasure unless we will the existence
of the object of the pleasure. Therefore, moral pleasure (“pure practical delight” as Kant
calls it (Kant 1928: 48, line 18; see also Kant 2000: 95)) is interested.

We might shy away from Kant’s identification of will and pleasure. We might think
instead that will is the cause of pleasure, together with the relevant beliefs. So, the two are
not identical. However, even if we say this, Kant’s position can still be defended. Kant could
reason that moral pleasures necessarily presuppose moral judgements; andmoral judgements
are intrinsically motivating, that is, productive of will; therefore, moral pleasures are at
least indirectly bound up with the will. It might not be interested because moral pleasures
themselves generate willing, but because moral pleasures make a necessary reference back to
moral judgements, and moral judgements make a necessary reference forward to willing.
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So, even if we drop Kant’s identity claim, moral pleasures still fall out as interested.
This revised account presupposes Kant’s internalist view of the role of the will in ethics.

Suppose, for independent reasons, we reject Kant’s internalism about moral judgement
and motivation? Must we also reject his view that moral pleasure is interested? Not all
philosophers agree with Kant’s view of moral motivation. Kant held that in the case of
moral judgements, reason alone can be practical; moral judgements, by themselves, can and
do move the will to act. But what if Kant is wrong about that? Some philosophers think
that Kant was wrong about moral motivation; they think that he should not have agreed
with Hume’s internalist assumption that moral judgements are intrinsically motivating.6

This is not the place to engage with this issue. However, suppose for the sake of argument
that a non-Kantian ‘externalism’ about moral motivation is correct, and moral motivation
depends on some desire, the existence of which is distinct from and independent of the
moral judgement. It would still turn out that moral pleasure is interested. The externalist
model of moral motivation would then be a case of instrumental motivation: the moral
belief functions to supply the end that figures in the content of moral desires. A standard
role of intentional pleasures is that they are based on the belief that we have got something
that we desire. That is: we desire something; we believe that we have got it; and as a
consequence, we are pleased that we have got it. If a non-Kantian motivational externalism
were true, there would also be a similar story in the case of moral pleasure. Moral pleasure
would be grounded on moral judgements plus distinct moral desires. Take, for example,
guilt, or the moral horror one feels when watching documentaries about the Nazi holocaust
or the Japanese massacres in Nanking. A non-Kantian externalist idea is that, as in the
case of pride, the rational-causality runs from moral beliefs and moral desires to moral
displeasure. Since desire is an essential precondition of the feeling, and the feeling would
not exist without the desire, it follows that such moral feeling would be interested—even
though moral judgements may still be ‘disinterested’ in the quite different senses that moral
truth does not depend on our desires, and moral judgements should be impartial or unbiased.
Non-Kantians externalists about motivation think that there is a rational-causal route from
desire, via judgement, to feeling or pleasure. Therefore, they can agree with Kant that
moral pleasures are interested, but for the unKantian reason that, unlike pleasure in beauty,
moral pleasures are dependent on pre-existing desires and beliefs. Moral feelings would be
interested, but the connection with desires would be less direct than it is on Kant’s own

6 See Foot 1978, Brink (1989: ch. 3) and Zangwill 2003, 2008, 2015.
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account.
If we are motivational internalists and we think of moral pleasures as directly evoked

by moral judgements alone, and we think in the same way about the connection between
moral judgements and the will, then we will think that pleasures in the good is necessarily
connected with the will. If we are motivational externalists, we will think that moral
pleasures derive from both moral judgements plus distinct and independent desires. Both
ways, Kant would be right to claim that delight in the morally good is interested.

Add to this that what Kant says about the interestedness of pleasure in what is in-
strumentally good for an end, and in what is prudentially good, is fairly plausible and
uncontroversial. If, in addition, Kant is right that pleasure in the beautiful is disinterested,
then disinterestedness succeeds in demarcating pleasure in the beautiful from pleasure in
the good—that is, from pleasure in the instrumentally good, the prudentially good, and the
morally good.

Therefore, assuming that Kant is right that pleasure in the beautiful is disinterested,
Kant is confronted with a couple of benign dilemmas as far as the morally good is concerned.
Whether or not Kant is right about his identity claim, and whether or not Kant is right about
his internalism about moral motivation, disinterestedness serves to distinguish pleasure in
beauty from pleasure in the thought that something is instrumentally good, prudentially
good, and morally good. Whether or not the identification of will and pleasure is correct,
and without raising the issue of internalism and externalism about moral motivation, we
can see that what Kant says about the interestedness and disinterestedness of pleasure in
the good has much to be said for it.

Nick Zangwill
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Abstract
The standard discussion of the relation between aesthetics and ethics tends to avoid the
fundamental question: how are those two values ranked against each other in terms of
importance. This paper looks at two arguments, the ‘resource allocation argument’ and
the ‘relative weight argument’. It puts forward the view that any theory of aesthetic value
should characterise aesthetic value in a way that allows for the existence of these arguments.
It argues that hedonism does that successfully, but the more recent approaches to aesthetic
value—in particular Dominic McIver Lopes’s ‘Network Theory’ have more of a struggle.
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1 The value of aesthetic value

How important is aesthetic value? In his book, Being for Beauty, Dominic McIver Lopes
quotes Monroe Beardsley’s 1968 Presidential Address to the American Society for Aesthet-
ics.

Discoursing on aesthetic theory. . . ought to be done with quietness and patience. But a quiet
voice is all too easily drowned out by the cries of anguish and anger we hear around us, and
patience is a virtue that only those who live in a less terrified society can afford to cultivate.
Even hardened aestheticians (an obvious oxymoron) may suffer from doubts that beauty
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or significant form is what the world needs most right now, when quite different goods—
intelligence and charity, for instance—are more likely to restore our sense of community and
stop us from creating a society whose answer to all problems—aesthetic or otherwise—will
be violent repression. When so many of us in this troubled land do not seem to care very
much even for one another—much less for the ravaged nature and crumbling cities our
descendants will inherit—the aesthetic point of view becomes difficult to sustain. It may
even seem absurd. (Lopes 2018: 4)1

In a world divided into ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’, the predilections of the haves to pursue
aesthetic improvement when they could be addressing pressing concerns, such as the well-
being of the have-nots, requires some defence. Consider the claim that we all have duties
to our fellow creatures, including duties to assist and duties to rescue. The canonical
formulation of this is from Peter Singer’s ‘Famine, affluence, and morality’: “If it is in our
power to prevent something bad from happening, without thereby sacrificing anything of
comparable moral importance, we ought, morally, to do it” (my italics) (Singer 1972: 231).
Singer’s examples of “something bad” are “suffering and death from lack of food, shelter,
and medical care” (Singer 1972: 231). Thus, we have a duty to prevent these bad things
unless by doing so sacrifice something of comparable moral importance. This can get very
subtle (do I have a duty to prevent your losing your legs if by doing so I lose a finger?) but if
we fail to prevent the suffering and death of human beings because we are pouring resource
into living aesthetic lives, this would show that we regard aesthetic value as of comparable
moral importance to preventing the suffering and death of human beings.2 Thus, to defend

1 The original quotation is from Beardsley (1969: 3).

2 One might argue that Singer’s injunctions are not relevant to aesthetics. Singer’s claim is that we should
act unless, by doing so, we sacrifice something of “comparable moral importance”. If we take ‘moral’ in the
narrow sense, we could claim that Singer is silent on non-moral things of importance—such as aesthetics.
On this reading it would be compatible with Singer’s claim that we are excused our duties to rescue if doing
so would mean sacrificing something of aesthetic importance. It is clear that this was not Singer’s intention.
There are two ways around this. Either we can simply read the claim as referring to importance per se: “If it is
in our power to prevent something bad from happening, without thereby sacrificing anything of comparable
importance, we ought, morally, to do it”. Alternatively (which comes down to the same thing in the end)
we can (a) consider what we would sacrifice in preventing something bad from happening; (b) assign some
moral value to that sacrifice (even if it is not a sacrifice of moral value); and (c) assess whether the moral
value of the sacrifice is greater than, equal to, or less than the moral badness we have prevented. Having
clarified this point, I shall ignore it for the rest of this paper.
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a situation in which we do pour resource into aesthetic value would require a sense of it
being ‘important’ enough for us to be able to weigh it against ‘anything of comparable
moral importance’.

One might try to escape the need for us to justify our aesthetic lives by rebutting
Singer’s argument. One could simply deny that we have Singerian duties. Less stringently,
one could point out that Singer’s position inherits all the weaknesses of his maximising
consequentialism and thus well-rehearsed moves can be made to escape the burdens it
seems to imply. One might, for example, think there are limits to our duties to others—we
have a duty to do something, but once we have discharged those duties we should be left to
get on with our lives as we think fit. We discharge our duties through paying taxes, leaving
it to institutions who are better able than individuals to make the kinds of difference that
needs to be made (Kekes 2002). Once this has been done, we are not answerable for the
way we spend our resources and hence no defence, and no notion of importance, is needed.

Such rebuttals of the argument come with costs. First, a straightforward denial that we
have Singerian duties might not be enough; if Thomas Pogge is right and we are responsible
for the situation of those most in need of help, we would not only have to deny that we
have Singerian duties but we would also have to deny that we have duties not to harm,
which looks a great deal less plausible (Pogge 2001). Secondly, even if the argument for
limits to our duties were to be accepted, it would follow that no state resources should be
spent on safeguarding or promoting aesthetic value which would rule out state subsidies of
the arts, which we might not want to do. Thirdly, there is something uncomfortable in the
thought that, once we have paid our taxes we are free to spend our resources as we like.3

This is particularly so if we accept Pogge’s view—that our spending, even after paying our
taxes, may well be violating our duties not to harm our fellow human beings.

It is surprising (at least to me) that philosophers have not paid more attention to these
issues.4 The silence of aestheticians on the issue might be explained by the belief that it is
not a problem that particularly affects the sub-discipline. If we take Singer seriously then
failing to fulfil our duties because we are spending resource on anything above the level of
sustaining ourselves as productive beings is morally wrong. Hence, aesthetic value simply

3 Consider this rueful moment in Alan Clark’s diary when faced with a protest from the unemployed:
“Uncomfortable, I thought what [Nicholas] Soames and I can spend between us on a single meal at Wilton’s”
(Clark 1994: 72).

4 The only paper I know that addresses them directly is Munoz-Dardé 2013.
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joins the long list of other values that are, in the eyes of Singer and his followers, suspect.
Of course, that still means it is suspect, but it is no more incumbent upon aestheticians
than upon anyone else to come up with an answer. This is not quite true, however, as there
are several ongoing debates in which aesthetic value and (broadly) moral value appear to
be in direct conflict. First, there are debates over the general issue of the allocation of
resources. As there are only ever finite resources available, resource spent on protecting
and promoting aesthetic value will be at the expense of resource spent elsewhere. This is
more fundamental than the debate between liberals and perfectionists as to whether arts
funding is compatible with liberal impartiality. The issue is, rather, whether that question
should arise at all; whether aesthetic value has a comparable weight to values such as the
reduction of harm to even make it to the table when the division of resources is being
discussed. I shall call this ‘the resource allocation argument’. Second, there are debates over
particular issues such as the debate over morally problematic public art or the protection of
pristine nature. Should the aesthetic value of statues of individuals who supported various
morally discredited endeavours such as the slave trade be given weight in the debate as
to what should be done about them? Should the aesthetic value of pristine nature weigh
against policies that would clear it to grow crops includes that doing so will provide a
livelihood for those who would otherwise not have a livelihood? If aesthetic value is relevant
to these debates, how much weight should it be accorded? I shall call this ‘the relative
weight argument’.

Singer’s principle does not commit us to a particular mechanism for comparing the costs
and benefits of assistance. Nonetheless, both the allocation argument and the relative weight
argument require such a mechanism. Thus, in as much as an aesthetic theory acknowledges
these arguments, it would require a conception of aesthetic value that would be able to
engage with such a mechanism. This provides us with a criterion for evaluating aesthetic
theories of aesthetic value. According to Lopes, given an option to support one of a number
of such theories, we should support the one that has the most explanatory power. In arguing
for his own theory, he provides “a limited abductive argument”; there are explananda about
our aesthetic lives for which it provides a better explanation than do its rivals (Lopes 2018:
10-11). The resource allocation argument and the relative weight argument are explananda.
Any theory either should characterise aesthetic value in such a way that explains these
arguments could arise, or it should have some ‘error theory’ to explain the appearance
that these arguments could arise. There is also a supplementary test for any theory that
manages to pass the first the first test: it needs to tell us how aesthetic value will fare in
these arguments.
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2 Aesthetic hedonism

The theory which is, according to Lopes, dominant in the field is aesthetic hedonism. This
claims that the aesthetic value of an object is explained in terms of the non-instrumentally
valuable experiences to which that object gives rise, provided those experiences are based
on a correct understanding of that object (Budd 1995). In order to position itself in a way
in which it could pass the test we have set for it, aesthetic hedonism needs to establish
two conclusions: first, that it has a conception of value that can enter into the Singerian
calculus and, second, that people have reason to care about that value.

The pay-off of aesthetic hedonism is a ‘non-instrumental value’ (or, to use a more familiar
term, ‘final value’ (Korsgaard 1983)). The final value postulated by aesthetic hedonism is
some sort of positive hedonic state. Lopes argues that we should refer to such a state as
‘pleasure’; nothing depends on our doing so, but it makes matters clearer (Lopes 2018: 54).
‘Final value’ is ambiguous, meaning both the final end at which our actions are aimed and
that which is, in the final analysis, valuable. Clearly pleasure is (at least) one of the states at
which our actions are aimed and is also a state which is valuable. Hence, it is precisely the
kind of state which can play a role in the Singerian calculus. Valuable end states are the
kinds of things our actions ought to produce in the world; we measure the comparative
moral importance of course of action in terms of the quantity of such value. The right
course of action is the one that produces the greatest amount of value. Thus, aesthetic
hedonism passes our first test. It can explain the resource allocation argument and the
relative weight argument; aesthetic appreciation brings about the kind of value that can be
thrown into the mix of the Singerian calculus.

As it passes the first test, how does it fare with the second? That is, how much weight
would aesthetic value carry in the Singerian calculus? Aesthetic hedonism makes a good
start. In moral philosophy, we find the importance of moral value by considering what
we could say to the ‘amoralist’, the person outside morality.5 The aesthetics equivalent
is the ‘anaesthete’; the person outside aesthetics. What could be said to the anaesthete
to demonstrate why beauty should have a place in their lives? According to aesthetic
hedonism, what could be said is that they will miss out on the pleasures of aesthetics; if
they cut themselves off from beauty they cut themselves off from one of the sources of final

5 In this I follow Williams (1973). In a recent article, Alex King also compares the amoralist and the anaesthete,
although her definition of the amoralist is different (and I think non-standard): someone whose “moral
judgement are not necessarily accompanied by motivational force” (King 2018: 635).
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value.
What stops this from being a complete answer is that it does not address the core of

the resource allocation and comparative weight arguments: namely, the relative weight of
aesthetic final goods and other final goods. The Singerian calculus will not accord much
weight to the final values provided by aesthetics compared to, say, those consequent on
alleviating famine. The aesthetic hedonist could try some well-known dodges to meet this
point. The first is that our being effective at maximising matters of moral importance
over time means that we cannot be at it twenty-four hours a day. We need to sleep, eat,
and take spiritual nourishment. Hence, aesthetics plays its part by providing spiritual
rest and recreation which makes us better value maximisers overall. The second is that
devoting time to aesthetic experience inculcates a host of secondary benefits, including
economic benefits (generating wealth that can then be spent of what is really important) or
certain non-economic benefits such as (in a list provided by Lopes) a tendency to “incubate
innovation, lend prestige, cement national identity, facilitate the acceptance of diversity,
inculcate moral character, and promote democratic citizenship” (Lopes 2018: 220). There
are two reasons not to make such moves. First, they are dodges and we know they are
dodges; these are not the reasons to motivate us to care about, and resource, the arts. The
second is they do not work. To quote Lopes again, “a great deal rests on the empirical
evidence that the arts are the most effective vehicles for the anticipated benefits, and the
evidence is not there” (Lopes 2018: 221).

Where does this leave aesthetic hedonism? It passed the first test. It can account
for aesthetics being at the table—it has a hand to play in the calculations. As for the
supplementary test, the hand it deals the aesthete is not very strong. The aesthetic hedonist
might claim that the fact that it provides only a weak hand is yet further evidence for the
explanatory power of the position because, as a matter of fact, that hand is not very strong.
To repeat the line from the quotation from Beardsley above, aesthetics might “not be what
the world needs most right now”.

3 Dewey-ian aesthetics

Recently, there has been a revival of a set of arguments that echo those of John Dewey, who
claimed that aesthetics was all around us and argued that those who work on the area of
philosophical aesthetics should not focus on ‘art set upon a pedestal’ but “the everyday
events, doings, and sufferings that are universally recognized to constitute experience”
(Dewey 1934: 6, 3). Dewey’s view is developed in such a way that it threatens to displace
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the appreciation of the fine arts from the central place they have held in aesthetics since
the Eighteenth Century. Those working in ‘everyday aesthetics’ have reminded us of the
cost of focussing exclusively on art (Saito 2008). More recently, aesthetic theory has been
developed in a way that situates the arts as simply one aesthetic practice among many.6 The
most sophisticated development of this to date is by Lopes, and much of this paper will be
concerned with his view. How does Dewey-ian aesthetics fare in providing explanations for
our explananda?

Let us take as our starting point the claim that aesthetic encounters are pervasive in our
lives. This might be no more than the claim that, at many times and places throughout the
day, we face choices where the criteria of choice are aesthetic. This will be in our choice of
clothes, of where we place things in rooms, on tables, our choice of bags, music, and so on
and so forth. So far, this is a purely descriptive claim: it simply tells us how things are. We
cannot conclude anything about the value of aesthetic encounters from the fact that they
are pervasive any more than we could conclude anything about the value of COVID-19
from the fact that it is pervasive. It will not do simply to rely on the descriptive claims
that aesthetics is pervasive and that we, as a matter of fact, find it important. Singer would
not be impressed by our proudly indicating the amount of resource we, in fact, put into
dressing well or stocking up on champagne.

There might be a protest at this point that, unlike COVID, aesthetics is already within
the realm of value; we do not speak of ‘virus values’ which is in any way analogous to how
we speak of ‘aesthetic values’. However, this would be a misstep. ‘Value’ in ‘aesthetic value’
is attributive rather than predicative. That is, from the fact that something is of aesthetic
value one cannot conclude that it is aesthetic and it is of value, any more than from the fact
that something is a small elephant one can conclude that it is an elephant and it is small
(Geach 1956: 64). When we talk about aesthetic value, we use the term with a restricted
scope: grading things against each other aesthetically. This does not tell us about the value
of aesthetics per se.

Once again, a protest might be made. Even if ‘value’ in ‘aesthetic value’ is attributive, we
can show that aesthetic value plays a constitutive role in other concerns which are of value
in an unrestricted sense. Aesthetic value could only play such a role—or so it is argued—if
it is itself of unrestricted value. Joerg Fingerhut and colleagues have argued that aesthetic

6 See the forthcoming Aesthetic Life and Why It Matters, by Dominic McIver Lopes, Bence Nanay, and Nick
Riggle. I am grateful to the authors for early sight of the manuscript.
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value plays a constitutive role in our conception of ourselves.7 In the first of a series of
experiments, they asked subjects whether, if their tastes changed dramatically overnight,
they would wake up the same person. They discovered that a change in musical tastes had a
bigger effect on how one thought of oneself than one might have expected.

Counterfactual changes in aesthetic preferences . . . are perceived as altering us as a person.
The Aesthetic Self Effect is as strong as the impact of moral changes, such as altering political
partisanship or religious orientation, and significantly stronger than for other categories of
taste, such as food preferences. (Fingerhut et al. 2021: 1)

As aesthetic values play a constitutive role in something of value (our conception of our-
selves) the conclusion they draw is that aesthetic tastes “constitute important values we
care about and that are central to us” (Fingerhut et al. 2021: 2). However, the experimental
results do not justify this unrestricted use of ‘important’. Even if we take the experiment at
face value it shows that the subjects take their aesthetic tastes to be important to who they
take themselves to be. It does not follow from that that the subjects take their aesthetic
tastes to be important in any other sense. The move to an unrestricted scope is not justified.8

Compare, for example, an experiment in which the subjects were supporters of football
clubs and in which it turned out that, in the counterfactual situation in which they were to
become supporters of rival football clubs overnight, they felt their identities had changed. It
would not follow that they thought their being supporters of football clubs was important
in any other sense, nor would it follow that support of football clubs is, in an unrestricted
sense, important.

So far, I have argued that neither the pervasiveness of aesthetic encounters nor the
fact that people take it to be important in various ways justify the claim that aesthetics is
important per se. If the claim is not justified, then the Dewey-ian turn in aesthetics looks
to have fewer resources than aesthetic hedonism when it comes to passing our first test.
Without the card of ‘rich provider of non-instrumentally valuable experiences’ it is not
immediately clear what cards the Dewey-ian turn in aesthetics can play in explaining the
resource allocation argument and the relative weight argument.

7 Thanks to Lopes for alerting me to this paper.

8 The conclusion as stated might have been an infelicity of phrasing. The paper itself usually puts its points in
terms of the values ‘being important for the subjects’. Even this (as I have argued) is too strong. My central
point is that we guard against the move to an unrestricted scope for the claim to importance.
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4 The network theory

As previously stated, the most sophisticated statement of the Dewey-ian position is ‘the
network theory’ which has been developed by Lopes. I shall examine his account to see if it
can provide some a notion of aesthetic value which, although restricted, can nonetheless
serve our turn. I was reminded of the quotation from Beardsley with which I began by
encountering it at the outset of Lopes’s book.

‘The network theory’ seeks a wholesale change in the way in which philosophical
aesthetics is practiced. Lopes argues that there are many aesthetic domains and many
activities that we can perform within each domain so as to aim for excellence in that
domain. One amongst these will be the domain of the fine arts which includes the activity
of appreciation; however, that is only one of an indefinitely large number of domains and
activities. Another domain will be that of preserving old video games and the activity of
reading out-of-date source code and yet another the domain of cooking crab cakes and the
activity of making well-balanced bay seasoning. Here is his formal statement of the theory
(for some item, x, some agent, A, some act, φ, and some circumstance C).

An aesthetic property, V, is reason-giving = the fact that x is V lends weight to the proposi-
tion that it would be an aesthetic achievement for some A to φ in C, where x is an item
in an aesthetic practice, K, and A’s competence to φ is aligned upon K’s aesthetic profile.
(Lopes 2018: 127)

Lopes’s abductive argument for the superiority of the network theory over aesthetic hedo-
nism holds that the former can provide a more enlightening and unified explanation of the
facts about our aesthetic lives. To this extent, like the claim that aesthetics is pervasive, it is
descriptive; it is telling us how things are. Once we know how things are, all kinds of nor-
mative claims follow—for example, that we (as philosophical aestheticians) should broaden
our focus from the arts and that we should give up on (or radically re-think) hierarchies
of aesthetic value. However, the network theory is not itself a defence of aesthetic value in
an unbounded sense; as Lopes himself says, it seems to preclude such a defence. He puts
the point in term of the contrast between ‘exogenous’ aesthetic policies and ‘endogenous’
aesthetic policies. The first would be governed by values that are held to make sense outside
any practice and the second values that make only make sense inside a practice. For example,
a policy that stated that aesthetic value was a universal human good, and hence artistic
practices should be supported would be exogenous. A policy formulated between painters,
that the ability to draw is valuable thus should be supported, would be endogenous. In the
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terms I have been using, the former would require an unbounded sense of aesthetic value
for its justification, the latter only a bounded sense.

The bad news is that, according to the network theory, agents have aesthetic reasons to
act only in the context of aesthetic practices, where they engage co-operatively with other
members of the practice. No aesthetic value figures in a reason to act outside the practice,
so no aesthetic values figure in reasons to adopt exogenous aesthetic policies, whether they
be laissez-faire or interventionist. The network theory seems only to license endogenous
aesthetic policies. (Lopes 2018: 221)

This concession notwithstanding, Lopes frames his theory as one which can provide an
answer to what he calls “the primitive question”—“How does beauty deserve the place we
have evidently made for it in our lives?” (Lopes 2018: 201). This suggests that the ambitions
of the theory are well suited to our enquiry; it sets out to explain aesthetic explananda (thus
passing our two tests) as well as provide an answer the question with which we started:
what is the value of aesthetic value?

The aesthetic hedonist answered this question by considering what could be said to
the anaesthete to persuade them to join the world of aesthetic appreciation. This short
route to an answer is blocked for the network theory as it precludes taking an external
perspective; there is no place outside all aesthetic practices from which the question can
be posed. Lopes does briefly discuss the anaesthete. However, he only does so to argue
that providing an answer to such aesthetic scepticism is not a fair demand to make on his
theory. He quotes Mary Mothersill: “it takes more than bad taste or sour humour to make a
genuine anaesthete: the place to look would be the back wards of a state institution” (Lopes
2018: 202).9 By the lights of his account (as we shall see in more detail below) this dismissal
is fair. If there are anaesthetes (which is unlikely) the network theory has nothing to say
that could convince them. Even if, as Lopes says, that is not a strike against the network
theory it does mean that he cannot run the short argument to find the value of aesthetic
value. Hence, let us consider some longer arguments.

First let us look to whether the network theory can explain how the resource allocation
argument might arise. Lopes begins this by considering the “outsider sceptic”; the person
asks “whether they have reason to regard as normative for them what experts do in aesthetic
practices with mere curb appeal” (Lopes 2018: 202). That is, the outsider sceptic asks, of

9 The original quotation is from Mothersill (1986: 276).
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some aesthetic practice of which they are not insiders, why they should get involved in
that practice. Lopes’s answer begins with the thought that “agents have aesthetic reasons
to stretch” (Lopes 2018: 203). As Lopes cannot make use of some unbounded notion of
aesthetic value, he cannot provide a cardinal ordering of all aesthetic practices, ranked
according to the rewards of having stretched to that practice (traditionally, fine art would
be at the top). Rather, the direction of the agent’s stretch should be guided by their starting
point. Hence, we get this (K is an aesthetic practice unfamiliar to A, the agent).

The network theory suggests an ordinal ranking of Ks from a personal perspective deter-
mined by an agent’s circumstances and existing competences. K is better for A, in C, with
respect to derived aesthetic value than is K’ just when A, in C, has better prospects for aes-
thetic achievement by acquiring aesthetic competence in K than K’. (Lopes 2018: 206-207)

As Lopes says, “Aaron, who is good at making North Indian curries, has strong derived
reason to learn to make Goan curries. Not so Rosalina, who does not cook”. Hence, the
outsider sceptic is, in part, right; they do not have reason to get involved in many practices.
However, they do have reason to get involved in practices that promise good prospects for
aesthetic achievement.

Lopes builds on his reply to the outsider sceptic to making claims about external (that
is, state) funding for the arts. Such funding might not be necessary; it might be that left
alone, people move easily and freely between adjacent aesthetic practices. However, it
might be that a laissez faire attitude results in diminishing opportunities to stretch and
the possibility of an ‘aesthetic monoculture’. Lopes argues that we all have reason to favour
“an aesthetic policy that diversifies aesthetic kinds and ensures efficient access to them for
the greatest number” (Lopes 2018: 223). Hence, we can rightly conclude that if resources
are to be directed towards aesthetic value, then it should be spent on facilitating aesthetic
pluralism. This, of course, only gives us the conditional—we would need to have reason to
affirm the antecedent. Fortunately, the network theory has resources to marshal; Lopes
argues that participation in aesthetic practices makes our lives go better.

In joining an aesthetic practice, an agent must acquire competences, which can lead to
achievement, which can promote having positive affects and attitudes. Each of these—
achievement and positive mental states—in turn promotes the competence. Competence
so promoted pays off in boosted chances of achievement, which further inclines agents to
optimism and feeling good. The virtuous spiral towards a self-maintaining positive causal
network is one route to deep happiness. (Lopes 2018: 213)
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Thus, there is at least some reason to affirm the antecedent and help ourselves to the
consequent. The network theory does, then, seem able to explain how the resource allocation
argument might arise.

What, then, of the relative weight argument? This argument concerns the distribution of
limited resources: should we spend resource on protecting and promoting aesthetic benefits
or protecting and promoting human welfare? Let us return to one of the examples I cited
above; the debate over the protection of ‘pristine’ nature. Should we establish industries in
some previously untouched part of the world? Doing so, let us say, will sustain communities
and provide a livelihood for those who would not otherwise have a livelihood. It would also,
however, turn pristine nature into industrial wasteland. In ‘Nature and positive aesthetics’,
Allen Carlson provides a defence of the view that all nature is aesthetically valuable (Carlson
1984). This has been taken by others—although Carlson does not appear to express this view
himself—as an argument that could be deployed by those attempting to preserve natural
environments: “if nature is always beautiful we have prima facie reason not to alter it or
damage it” (Alcaraz Léon 2010: 16). The issue in question is the strength of that reason.10

The problem for the network theory is straightforward. Making sense of the debate
requires that there is aesthetic reason not to damage nature to set against the economic
reasons to damage nature. However, as Lopes says, on the network theory “no aesthetic
value figures in a reason to act outside [a] practice”. Here is the account of aesthetic value
(for some item, x, some agent, A, some act, φ, and some circumstance C).

Necessarily, V is an aesthetic value only if the fact that x is V lends weight to the proposition
that A aesthetically should φ in C. (Lopes 2018: 42)

10 To be clear, in discussing this example I am putting aside the many other reasons that we might have not to
alter or damage pristine nature. Many of these will be of the form that doing so is either directly damaging
(for example, by causing pollution) or indirectly damaging (for example, by further sustaining a way of
life that is, in the long run, unsustainable). There are philosophical complexities in assessing these reasons,
such as discounting over time and assessing the weight of our obligations to future generations. However,
they do not raise the issue of the clash between aesthetic value and other values. This is because these other
reasons bottom out in damage to human well-being. Hence, the clash of values is a benefit to the well-being
of some (those whose would, say, otherwise not have a livelihood) and the damage to the well-being of
others (those who suffer the long-term consequences). Weighing well-being against well-being is a different
issue to weighing well-being against aesthetic value—or, if it not a different issue, it would need to be shown
why it is not a different issue.
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Of course, there are practices which involve the promotion, protection, and appreciation
of pristine nature. There are people whose lives are spent campaigning, monitoring, and
simply appreciating pristine nature. Hence, the notion of aesthetic value delivered by the
network theory is (for example) the fact that (say) the countryside is awesome lends weight
to the proposition that those inside the practice should campaign to save it. However, to
labour the point, on this notion of aesthetic value, a reason to act is provided only to those
already inside the practice. Thus, invoking this notion of aesthetic value will cut no ice with
those not already convinced—for example, those in favour of the industrial exploitation of
pristine nature.

It seems, then, that the network theory cannot explain one of the explananda of our
aesthetic lives: namely, the resource allocation argument. Let us examine this in more
detail before considering some possible responses from the network theory. Why is it that
aesthetic hedonism can explain the resource allocation argument, and the network theory
not? Aesthetic hedonism represents aesthetic value as an achievement; we go out to acquire
pleasurable experiences. Hence, for aesthetic hedonism the question of the distribution of
resources makes sense; should resources be spent on providing people with the opportunities
to achieve aesthetic experiences, or should it be spent on something else? For the network
theory, however, we are all already insiders in a myriad of aesthetic practices; in such a
situation, it is not clear that the distribution question does make sense. It is true, of course,
that resource could be spent to change the world so that it was easier for us to engage
in practices and easier for us to spread our wings and acquire expertise in new practices.
Nonetheless, unlike aesthetic hedonism, which construes aesthetic value as something we
have to go out and get, the network theory argues that aesthetic value is already part of our
lives. Lopes makes the point neatly in the paragraph with which he closes his book.

Nothing resonates more for us, nowadays, then Beardsley’s agonies, in 1968, about the seem-
ing absurdity of aesthetics in times troubled by violence, hate, environmental breakdown,
and calamitous assaults on liberal democracy. In truth, however, our aesthetic commitments
are not optional. We cannot down tools and make for the barricades. We will take our tools
with us. (Lopes 2018: 233)

In this debate, then, the network theory has the advantage of revealing that we do not need
to go out and get aesthetic value, and hence we do not need to be provided with resources
to do so. We already have aesthetic commitments. Hence the trouble is has accounting for
the resource allocation argument.
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I shall end this paper by examining two responses on behalf of the network theory. The
first response is that we have reason to protect and promote aesthetic pluralism. As Lopes
says, “to the extent that we are all cut of different cloth, a diversity of aesthetic opportunity
is better than aesthetic monoculture” (Lopes 2018: 222). It there is a diversity of aesthetic
practices, there is more opportunity for each of us to find a practice in which we can
flourish. Thus taking (for example) pristine nature of out the world closes off the possibility
of aesthetic practices that are (say) based around the protection and appreciation of pristine
nature. If we accept this response, the network theory gives the aesthete something to bring
to the table. However, it is not clear it is a correct characterisation of what the aesthete
does bring to the table. The debate looked to pitch aesthetic value against other value: does
the beauty of pristine nature provide a more compelling reason to preserve it than there is
economic reason not to preserve it? This response characterises the debate differently; as
being over whether the actions we take will or will not have a detrimental effect on the
plurality of aesthetic practices. Thus, this response would entail that the people taking part
in the debate are systematically mistaken about the content of the debate, which is not a
conclusion with which the network theory would want to be saddled.

The second response bites the bullet on the fact that the network theory is not able
to account for the resource allocation argument. However, this is not a fault with the
network theory, but a fault with the argument. People are mistaken if they think there is an
unbounded sense of aesthetic value. There is no aesthetic reason to preserve pristine nature,
except to those internal to the practice of preserving, promoting, and appreciating pristine
nature. Such people would be right to attempt to preserve pristine nature, for aesthetic
reasons. As such reasons will lack normative force for those outside the practice, the only
argumentative strategy available is to persuade people who are outside the practice to come
inside the practice. This is a more plausible reconstruction of the debate as the way to
convince people to come inside the practice would be to convince them that pristine nature
was worth their taking the time and effort to appreciate—in other words, in an informal
sense, stressing the values of pristine nature. Nonetheless, as we have seen, people would
only have reason to join the practice of preserving, promoting, and appreciating pristine
nature if they have a derived aesthetic reason to do so. Whether or not they do will depend
upon their current aesthetic commitments. It might be (given the nature of the argument
this seems quite likely) that they would have too far to go; that they do not have a derived
aesthetic reason to join the practice. If so, there is nothing the advocates of pristine nature
can say that would give them reasons to act differently; that is, the network theory would,
again, not be able to explain the debate.
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It might be, however, that this is not an unacceptable consequence for Lopes. Let us
change the nature of the explananda. I have assumed that any theory needs to explain how
the aesthetic value of pristine nature provides prima facie reason to preserve it. Perhaps,
however, what any theory needs to explain is why aesthetic value seems to carry no weight
in these debates. In the real world there are better arguments than citing aesthetic value
if one wants to defend pristine nature against economic exploitation. To take another
example, if justice requires that a statue be removed because it celebrates a position that is
morally offensive, again, it does not seem sensible to cite the aesthetic value of the statue
as a reason to preserve it in situ. Here the network theory does have a good explanation.
The notion of aesthetic reasons in play here are internal to the practice of, respectively,
preserving, promoting, and appreciating pristine nature and of preserving, promoting, and
appreciating (certain sorts) of public art. Those will be reasons for those internal to each of
the practices to act but will not be reasons for those outside the practices. It is not obvious,
to reiterate, that that mischaracterises the actual situation. The people who care about
these things really do care about them; however, the people who do not care about them
have at most a derived aesthetic reason to care about them. If there is no hope of persuading
them that they do have a derived aesthetic reason, it is probably best not to try.

Of course, showing that the network theory can, perhaps, explain some cases that seem
to require an unbounded notion of aesthetic value does not show that it can explain all
cases that seem to require an unbounded notion of aesthetic value. Even in the example we
have considered, it is revisionary. It implies that people such as Carlson (or, if not Carlson,
those that use his theory) are mistaken in thinking that they can argue that the aesthetic
value of objects provide even prima facie reason not to destroy them—if there are other
reasons to do so.11

Derek Matravers
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11 I would like to thank Robert Hopkins for sending me his unpublished commentary on Lopes’s book, which
spurred my thinking. Thanks also to an anonymous referee from Disputatio, and to the editors for the
opportunity to think through these issues.
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1 Introduction

Moral virtue, according to Friedrich Schiller, is a complex harmonious relationship between
the demands of practical rationality and those of our sensual nature, which includes all kinds
of sense perceptions, sensual pleasures, desires, emotions, feelings, inclinations, etc. along
with their respective normative dimensions. Hence, these aesthetic elements or reasons, if
we can call them such, play a fundamental role in Schiller’s notions of moral virtue and
moral action. As I will explain in this paper,1 Schiller’s notion of the ‘aesthetic condition’ is
a description of the most extensive potential of human self-determination, i.e., of human
perfection—and therefore, as I will argue, of the highest moral virtue. Similarly, once a
human being performs a wilful action and thereby determines the initial freedom to a more
determinate specific moral action within a particular practical context, Schiller aesthetically
qualifies the action as being performed either gracefully or with dignity depending on
whether the action agrees with or disagrees with the agent’s inclinations, respectively.
Aesthetic qualities are thereby not only involved in how moral actions are performed
and how they appear to the agent as well as to external perceivers (epistemic or aesthetic
claim) but also in bringing moral actions about (motivational or psychological claim) and,
most importantly, in constituting moral virtue (constitutive claim). In each of these three
dimensions there needs to be a kind of harmony between rational and sensual elements.

The fact that Schiller insists on such a harmony is well-known and already a substantive
claim in itself. The literature on these issues, however, seldom goes beyond merely stating
Schiller’s call for such harmony; and if they do spell out the details of what that harmony
precisely consists in, only very few do go on to fill in the interpretative room that emerges as
a result. In this paper I will therefore go some way towards elucidating the reasons behind
Schiller’s claims and will thereby often refer to Kant’s views on the topic since Schiller
adopted most of Kant’s theoretical and conceptual framework while differing considerably
with regards to the role of aesthetics in morality.

As I will argue, Schiller’s attempt to include the demands of sensibility in the demands of
practical rationality offers a conception of moral virtue that extends our self-determination
from the realm of practical rationality to the phenomenal realm. He thereby not only gives
us the possibility to aesthetically assess and determine our actions but also to aesthetically
determine the very conception of what we as individuals and as human beingsmore generally

1 My argument here takes up and extends a chapter written in 2013 and published in Plato (2018: 155–202). I
thank all those who gave me feedback on this research as it developed.
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want and should be conceived of. The concept of moral virtue is thereby partly constituted
by aesthetic demands, which has theoretical and also considerable practical implications.
One of these implications is, as I will argue, that it provides a route to justifying aesthetic
obligations. The interrelationships between the normative domains that this opens up
present an extremely rich resource for current debates on aesthetic reasons for action and
aesthetic obligations.2

2 The instrumental and the constitutive roles of aesthetics in

morality

Schiller famously criticises Kant’s moral theory for neglecting the sensuous aspect of our
human nature. He argues that Kant’s claim that an action has moral worth only if it is done
out of duty, i.e., if it rigorously follows the dictates of practical reason independently of any
supporting or conflicting inclination or sentiments, might tempt one to construe morality
as a “somber and monkish asceticism” (Schiller 1793b: 150, cf. Schiller NA XX: 288).3 A
much cited epigram by Schiller that is targeted at Kant’s moral theory in a purposefully
exaggerating manner is the following:

The scruple of conscience

Gladly I serve my friends, but alas I do it with pleasure.
Hence I am plagued with doubt that I am not virtuous.
The verdict

For that there is not other advice: you must try to despise them,
And then do with aversion what your duty commands. (Schiller NA I: 357)4

This characterisation of Kant’s moral theory is as much a caricature as it would be to
characterise Schiller as arguing that we should trust our inclinations independently of
whether or not they agree with the demands of practical rationality. Although Kant and

2 For recent approaches on aesthetic reasons for action and/or aesthetic obligations, see, e.g., Dorsch 2017,
Eaton 2001, Kubala 2018, Lopes 2018, McGonigal 2018.

3 References to Schiller are to English translations followed by the standard German collection of Schiller’s
works: Schillers Werke: Nationalausgabe (NA) with volume number followed by page number.

4 Cited and translated by Beiser (2005: 170).
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Schiller eventually proclaimed to be in agreement with each other on the basic principles,5

there remain considerable differences, even after Kant started to take sentiments into
account in his late writings (Kant 1793: VI, 23–4n). These mainly concern the question
whether sentiments or inclinations are merely instrumentally necessary for moral virtue or
whether they are also a non-instrumental constitutive part of moral virtue.

For Kant it is clear that moral freedom and thus rational autonomy is best se-
cured by avoiding any conceptual association with sentiments or inclinations (e.g.,
Kant 1785: VI, 394–7).6 The Schillerian requirement to put inclination and rational de-
mands into harmony (Schiller 1993b: 150, cf. Schiller NA XX: 284)7 is, for Kant, a mere
psychological means to secure the stability of rational demands. Inclinations that are merely
suppressed by the force of rationality would threaten moral reliability, whereas a harmony
between inclinations and rational demands results in stable moral virtue.

To see why Schiller makes a constitutive claim rather than a merely instrumental one,
it is necessary to look into his concepts of ‘sense-drive’ and ‘form-drive’. As I will outline
in more detail below, the sense-drive denotes our material or sensuous nature (sensations,
sentiments, feelings, desires, pleasures, etc.), whereas the form-drive denotes our spiritual
or rational nature (thought, conceptualisations, rational necessities, etc.). The existence of
these elements of human nature seems to be evident for Kant, since the imperative nature
of moral demands only makes sense when we assume that humans have an element (such as
immoral inclinations) that works against following the demands of practical rationality.
Kant’s doctrine of radical evil, that presents humanity as having the tendency to evade
moral demands whenever they conflict with personal desires, not only acknowledges that
part of our nature is sensibility, i.e., sentiments and inclinations, but also gives a practical
justification for the very existence of moral demands.

There is thus no controversy about the fact that sentiments and inclinations are consti-
tutive of human nature. The question is rather why Schiller constructs his notion of human
moral virtue in such a way that gives sentiments and inclinations that much of a status that

5 See Kant (1793: VI, 23n) and Schiller’s letter to Kant, 13th June 1794 (Schiller NA XXVII: 12–13); also see
Beiser (2005: 183).

6 On this issue also see Baxley (2010: 1084–95).

7 For a discussion regarding the requirement to achieve a harmony between rational demands and inclination
in order to secure moral reliability see Guyer (2006: 187–204) and Baxley (2008: 1–15). Also see Schiller
(1793b: 170, cf. Schiller NA XX: 308).
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a person who has complete rational control over their sentiments and inclinations such
that all of these conform to the demands of practical rationality would not count as fully
morally virtuous. For Kant’s notion of moral virtue, conformity to the demands of practical
rationality exhausts the moral significance of sentiments and inclinations. Following Kant’s
and Schiller’s own analogies, Anne Baxley (2003: 493–514) likens this difference between
Kant’s and Schiller’s notions of moral virtue to an autocratic and a democratic state, respec-
tively. That is, in Kant’s notion of moral virtue reason must govern over sensibility, whereas
in Schiller’s notion of moral virtue—as I will explain in the course of this paper—neither
of the two elements must dominate over the other. Given that Kant, or the late Kant at
any rate, insists on a harmony between sentiments and rationality, the problem is not that
sentiments are unduly suppressed. The problem is rather that sentiments are straightened
and shaped in such a way that they merely conform to the demands of rationality and
thereby become mere auxiliary elements, albeit instrumentally necessary ones, that support
the autocratic reign of rationality.

While the literature on the relationship between Kant’s and Schiller’s moral theories
agrees on that point, the reasons cited for the stated difference between Kant’s and Schiller’s
notions of moral virtue seldom go beyond re-emphasising Schiller’s insistence on harmonis-
ing the sensuous and the rational aspects of human nature in a way that does not subordinate
one aspect to the other.8 Spelling out the deeper reasons and implications for normative
assessment for why there needs to be equality within the harmony between the two and
what exactly it consists in, usually comes too short—which is why I wish to step into that
space here. Besides venturing into controversial exegetical territory, this will also give us
new resources for current debates on aesthetic reasons and aesthetic obligations.

8 The textual evidence that is usually referred to includes the following: “In that it made him a rational,
sensitive being, that is, a human, nature gave the human being notice of his obligation not to separate what
it had bound together and, even in the purest expressions of his divine part, not to neglect the sensuous, and
not to base triumph of the one on the subjugation of the other” (Schiller 1993b: 149–50, cf. Schiller NA XX:
283–4), cited by, e.g., Guyer (2006: 194–5).
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3 Human existence and perfection as both, rational and

sensual

The reason why Schiller’s moral theory does not allow reason to unilaterally shape our
sentiments so as to make them conform with, i.e., subordinate to the demands of rationality,
is grounded in Schiller’s conceptions of human existence and of human perfection as fully
self-determined, which—contrary to Kant’s theory—includes the self-determination of
sensibility. Schiller conceives of sensibility as that part of human nature that gives human
beings their phenomenal existence (i.e., their ‘individualities’, as he also calls it) within
the natural or material world. In contrast to this, he conceives of rationality as that part
of human nature that gives human beings their form or persistence throughout material
change (i.e., their ‘personality’, as Schiller calls the human form) (Schiller 1794: 75, cf.
Schiller NA XX: 342–4, Letter 11: 6). To understand what that means, I will analyse further
details about the nature and function of Schiller’s notions of ‘sense-drive’ and ‘form-drive’
as well as of ‘grace’, ‘dignity’, and ‘aesthetic condition’.

The reference to drives that characterise human nature is a prominent feature in Fichte’s
1794 Science of Knowledge, to which Schiller refers when introducing the sense and form
drives (Fichte 1794/95).9 Fichte’s argument that drew Schiller’s attention claims that the
two drives must interrelate in such a way that they both subordinate each other and thus co-
ordinate each other so as to create a mutual harmony (Schiller 1794: 85, cf. Schiller NA XX:
347, Letter 13: 2 fn1). While Fichte’s own elaborations on these drives are secondary to the
present purposes, the thought that Schiller has adopted from Fichte is that the human being
only exists through actions, i.e., through its effects within the empirical and phenomenal
world. This contrasts with Kant’s view that the self can exist as pure rational being and that
only actions, rather than the whole being, are self-created.10 Schiller expresses his thought
as follows:

His [the human being’s] Personality, considered for itself alone, and independently of all
sense-material, is merely the predisposition to a possible expression of his infinite Nature;
and as long as he has neither perceptions nor sensations, he is nothing but form and empty

9 For the influence of Karl Leonhard Reinhold on Schiller’s conceptions of the sense-drive and form-drive,
see Roehr 2003.

10 See Beiser (2005: 228) and Murray (1994: 199).
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potential. His Sensuous Nature, considered for itself alone, and apart from any spontaneous
activity of the mind, can do no more than reduce him, who without it is nothing but form,
into matter, but can in no wise bring it about that he becomes conjoined with matter. As
long as he merely feels, merely desires and acts upon mere desire, he is as yet nothing but
world, if by this term we understand nothing but the formless content of time. True it
is his Sensuous Nature alone which can turn this potential into actual power; but it is
only his Personality which makes all his actual activity into something which is inalienably
his own. In order, therefore, not to be mere world, he must impart form to matter; in
order not to be mere form, he must give reality to the predisposition he carries within him.
(Schiller 1794: 77, cf. Schiller NA XX: 343, Letter 11: 8)

Or, as he puts it a few pages later:

from the moment man is only form, he ceases to have a form; the annulling of his Con-
dition [i.e., of sensibility, change, or determinate existence], consequently involves that
of his Person too. In a single word, only inasmuch as he is autonomous [i.e., rational], is
there reality outside him and he is receptive to it; and only inasmuch as he is receptive
[i.e., sensuous], is there reality within him and he is a thinking force. (Schiller 1794: 91,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 350–1, Letter 13: 5)

In other words, for a human being to exist, the phenomenal empirical world (i.e., our
sensibility) and the noumenal rational world (i.e., our rationality) need to be combined in a
particular way. The details of Schiller’s sense and form drives reveal how Schiller conceives
of that combination for the reality of a person.11 The two drives are functions of the just
mentioned aspects of human nature: our rationality (or personality) and our sensuous
nature (or ‘condition’ as Schiller also calls it). Both aspects aim at full realisation. The
sense-drive realises our sensuous nature by furnishing constantly changing and thus, at
any given moment in time, extremely specific, limited, and fleeting phenomenal content
so as to make us physically existent within the material flux of the empirical world, or,
as Schiller expresses it to “turn him [the human being] into matter” (Schiller 1794: 79,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 344, Letter 12: 1). This, as the above quote tells us, is, however, ‘nothing
but world’ or mere ‘formless matter’. It is the function of the form-drive to give that formless
matter some unity, or some constancy or, as Schiller puts it, to “bring harmony into the

11 See, e.g., Schiller (1794: 79–93, cf. Schiller NA XX: 344–52, Letters 12 and 13; also see Murray (1994: 107–18).
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diversity of his manifestations, and to affirm his Person among all his changes of Condition”
(Schiller 1794: 81, cf. Schiller NA XX: 345–6, Letter 12: 4). What is important to notice
about the relation of these two drives is that their realisations are mutually interdependent.
Schiller says in this respect:

If the first drive [the sense-drive] only furnishes cases, this second one [the form-drive] gives
laws—laws for every judgement, where it is a question of knowledge, laws for every will,
where it is a question of action. (Schiller 1794: 81, cf. Schiller NA XX: 346, Letter 12: 5)

That is, the phenomenal is determined by the noumenal and the noumenal is manifested by
the phenomenal. Only due to the existence and force of the sense-drive does the form-drive
have some content to form or give unity to; and, similarly, only due to the existence and
force of the form-drive does the sense-drive realise any specific determination amongst its
constantly changing determinability—or material flux. Each of the two drives is thereby
induced in its power and simultaneously limited in its field of application by the other
drive.12 From this we can see why Schiller thinks that sensibility is constitutive of the
human being; but it does not yet tell us why sensibility is constitutive of moral virtue.

Moral virtue, according to Schiller, is self-determination. Yet, we need to specify
which kind of self-determination Schiller means in order to determine the scope of his
thoughts. Assuming freedom from external determinations and thus a basic autonomy of
the agent, self-determination is determined through various relations between the human
‘drives’. As already alluded to, Schiller mentions three ways in which the sense-drive and the
form-drive can relate to each other: the form drive can dominate over the sense-drive, the
sense-drive can dominate over the form-drive, or they can be in harmony with each other
(Schiller 1793b: 197, cf. Schiller NAXX: 280).13 Since the first and the second options would
ultimately result in ‘empty potential’ or ‘nothing but world’ respectively, Schiller favours
the third option. The crucial question, however, is what this harmony precisely is and how
it is achieved. Since suppressing the sense-drive so that it conforms to the form drive does
not really lead to harmony, one might think that conditioning the sense-drive to conform
to the form-drive, i.e., to the demands of rationality, would be a possibility of bringing
the two drives together. As mentioned above, this has been Fichte’s preferred option that

12 On this also see Schiller (1794: 95, cf. Schiller NA XX: 352-353, Letter 14: 1). This relationship between the
drives is also often explained as the two drives cancelling each other; see, e.g., Roehr (2003: 119–34).

13 Also see Schiller (1794: 171, cf. Schiller NA XX: 380, Letter 24).
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even includes a particular reciprocity between the two drives that gives sensibility a role in
bringing about the existence of the human being. Moreover, the late Kant allows for such
unequal harmony too, since he agrees to taking into account inclinations that support the
demands of practical rationality.

The reason why Schiller resists Fichte’s and Kant’s unequal harmony between sensibility
and rationality is, so I would propose, the very reason why Schiller thinks sensibility is
constitutive of rather than merely instrumental to moral virtue. It has to do with how
an equal harmony between the two drives increases the scope of what self-determination
means, i.e., the freedom of the human being that culminates in Schiller’s notion of the
‘aesthetic condition’ and that allows the so-called ‘play-drive’ to thrive, to which I will
return in due course and that relates to the self-determination of what a person is (or, rather,
should be seen as) before action actually takes place. Such a wider notion of self-determination
that includes an aesthetic determinability before action takes place is not possible when
(as Fichte and Kant would each have it in their own ways) reason alone is to condition,
i.e., shape or train our sensibility so as to make it conform to and thus harmonise with
rational demands. By making reason the standard to which our sensibility has to be shaped
or trained, i.e., by giving it a kind of autocratic power, Schiller thinks that something
similar will happen as when we completely ignore the sense-drive, i.e., suppress it, which
he expresses as follows:

Where, then, the formal drive holds sway, and the pure object acts within us, we experience
the greatest enlargement of being: all limitations disappear, and from the mere unit of
quantity to which the poverty of his senses reduced him, man has raised himself to a unity of

ideas embracing the whole realm of phenomena. During this operation we are no longer in
time; time, with its whole never-ending succession, is in us. We are no longer individuals;
we are species. The judgement of all minds is expressed through our own, the choice of all
hearts is represented by our action. (Schiller 1794: 83, cf. Schiller NA XX: 347, Letter 12: 6)14

That is, once one acts according to pure rationality, any individuality is lost, making the
human being a mere representative of its species rather than an individual. It is difficult
to say whether Schiller thinks that such a condition would turn out to be as disastrous
to the existence of the human being as a complete lack of sensibility would, i.e., whether
being ‘species’ is as much ‘empty potential’ as being a mere person without sensibility. Since

14 On this issue also see Murray (1994: 113) and Schiller (1794: 141, cf. Schiller NA XX: 374, Letter 20: 3).
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it is open to question whether Schiller hopes that in ideal circumstances the sensations
of all individuals should converge, it might possibly be the case that being ‘species’ is, in
the end, what we should aspire to, were we only to achieve this state in the right intra-
and interpersonally discursive way that does not skip or subordinates what deserves to be
attended to.

However this may be, the important point here is to note that Schiller is reluctant
to make the form-drive the exclusive standard according to which our sensuous nature
is to be straightened and shaped in order to achieve the desired harmony between the
two elements. The equality of the two drives is central. The precise reason why they are
to be equal might be more apparent when emphasising that the two drives do not com-
pete with each other for hegemony in determining the nature of the human being (as
Kant’s imperative to put reason first and even Fichte’s version of that mutually coordinat-
ing interplay would suggest). Rather, they represent two equally necessary components
of the human being that should both be considered and allowed to thrive when char-
acterising moral virtue. Each drive has its realm—the sensible, or phenomenal and the
rational or noumenal, respectively. It is only when each of these two realms is fully re-
alised, developed, or allowed to thrive and, yet, simultaneously matched with the other,
that the human being achieves perfection or full self-determination, i.e., moral virtue
(Schiller 1794: 85–87, cf. Schiller NA XX: 347, Letter 13: 2, fn1).

Because each nature wants to fully realise itself, their respective drives seem
to stand in conflict with each other, whereas actually they need not, do not,
and, indeed, should not. It is only by “confusing their spheres of operation”
(Schiller 1794: 85, cf. Schiller NA XX: 347, Letter 13: 2) that such conflict appears to be
present. It is the task of culture, Schiller says, to make sure that each of the two drives is
sufficiently acknowledged and trained in such a way that neither of them exclusively or
unduly subordinates the other. Otherwise, human beings will not be able to fully realise
themselves (Schiller 1794: 85, cf. Schiller NA XX: 347, Letter 13: 2, fn1).

The cultural training required here is not a straightening of our sense-drive (as we find
in the later Kant and in Fichte) but rather a training of acknowledging the contribution
of each of the two drives and avoiding the subordination of one under the other—it is a
reflective training, as it were, that ensures conceiving of ourselves in the right way before we
turn to determining ourselves through further thought and/or action. Since Schiller’s aim
is to argue for the significance of sensibility within human moral virtue, much argument is
devoted towards justifying why we must neither suppress sensibility nor achieve an unequal
harmony between the two drives. Schiller emphasises the need not to let our rationality or
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the moral laws, i.e., the form-drive ‘tyrannise’ our sensuous nature by drawing attention to
the importance of being receptive to our sensuous nature.15 Far from being a ‘hindrance’ to
moral virtue, as the early Kant proclaimed (Kant 1785: IV, 413), our sensuous nature gives
reality to it. As the above explanations have hopefully made clear, were the human being
not receptive to his sensuous nature, he “would have drawn from under his feet the ladder
of nature” (Schiller 1794: 87, cf. Schiller NA XX: 377, Letter 13: 3)—i.e., he would have taken
away his phenomenal reality, and thus his very existence as determinate being.16

It is here where the constitutive role of sensibility and inclinations of human nature
links-up with the constitutive role in human moral virtue. Since self-determination (i.e.,
freedom) is what gives human beings their moral virtue, neither of the two drives must be
constrained. Each of the two drives that are constitutive of our human nature must be able
to fully realise themselves in order to achieve complete self-determination.

Once the two drives are in that reciprocally stimulating and simultaneously limiting
relationship Schiller suggests that they allow us to experience the true idea of our human
nature. This is because we have become conscious of both our rational and sensuous
existence, i.e., of our two-fold and thus complete self-determination or freedom—i.e., of
human perfection (Schiller 1794: 95, cf. Schiller NA XX 353, Letter 14: 2). Schiller further
explains that the experience of any object that elicits such harmonious relationship between
the two drives gives rise to a third drive, the play-drive. The force and function of this
play-drive is to ensure that the harmony between the two drives is maintained, i.e., that
the sense-drive and the form-drive are constantly reconciled and thus that our full freedom
is preserved (Schiller 1794: 97, cf. Schiller NA XX: 353–4, Letter 14: 3).17 In Schiller’s own
words:

The play-drive, in consequence, as the one in which both others act in concert, will exert
upon the psyche at once a moral and a physical constraint [due to the reciprocal limitation of
the two drives, i.e., due to their harmony];18 it will therefore, since it annuls all contingency,
annul all constraint too [since the two drives stimulate each other], and set man free both

15 For the ‘tyranny’ of the moral over sensibility see Schiller (1794: 211, cf. Schiller NA XX: 408, Letter 27: 5).

16 See Schiller (1794: 145–7, cf. Schiller NA XX: 377, Letter 21: 4) for an explanation of why, when dealing with
human beings, one cannot simply form the matter (as with art) without respecting the nature of matter, i.e.,
sensibility or natural drives.

17 Also see Murray (1994: 135).

18 See Schiller (1794: 97–9), cf. Schiller (NA XX: 354, Letter 14: 6; also see Murray (1994: 139).
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physically and morally. (Schiller 1794: 97, cf. Schiller NA XX 354, Letter 14: 5)19

Physical and moral freedom combined gives human beings full self-determination—the
mutual constraint of the two drives is made void by each drive allowing the other full
development as long as the play-drive prevents any determining action that contingent
circumstances would require. Through the interplay between the two drives, the physical is
then not ‘mere world’, or external determination, but rather formed or unified through the
form-drive, i.e., through our rationality. Similarly, moral freedom (i.e., rational autonomy) is
then not ‘empty form’, or laws devoid of content, but rather realised within the phenomenal
world.20 Full self-determination, therefore, is constituted by reason as much as by sensibility.
Only people who achieve such freedom are morally virtuous since only such people are fully
self-determined.21

What is important to mention about the state of freedom that a human being achieves
through the play-drive is that the self has not only realised himself through reflective self-
determination but he can continue to determine himself—i.e., he can remain reflectively
self-determined or determine himself to a self-determined action. Thus, he can freely choose
whether to act according to the demands of practical rationality (i.e., conforming to the
moral demands) irrespective of his inclinations, or he can choose to act according to his
inclinations, irrespective of the demands of rationality. As I will further explain below when
characterising Schiller’s way of describing aesthetic appearances of various forms of practical
self-determination, the former case opens up the possibility of acting with dignity (i.e.,
contrary to one’s inclinations) and acting gracefully (i.e., in accord with one’s inclinations),
whereas the latter opens up the possibility of purely sense-driven immoral action. This yet
undetermined (but still already aesthetically determinable) state of mind is what Schiller
calls the ‘aesthetic condition’ (Schiller 1794: 141ff, cf. Schiller NA XX: 375ff, Letter 20: 4ff).

The crucial element about the kind of holistic freedom that a potential agent has in the
aesthetic condition is, so I would interpret Schiller, that it represents the highest virtue of

19 Also see Murray (1994: 141) for the claim that ‘psyche’ denotes the self-conscious human being, which
contrasts to the merely rational ‘person’.

20 On this see, e.g., Schiller (1794: 129–37, cf. Schiller NA XX: 368-373, Letter 19) and also see
Murray (1994: 193ff).

21 See Schiller (1794: 137, cf. Schiller NA XX: 373, Letter 19: 12), where Schiller further explains in a footnote
that this kind of freedom of the whole human being is to be distinguished from the purely rational freedom
that the personality as pure form would represent.
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a human being as it combines sensibility and rationality before agential determination, i.e.,
before the agent turns to action or even before considering oneself as a particular agent
with specifiable practical concerns at all. This freedom is thus to be distinguished from the
mere moral freedom or autonomy that is present in the form-drive or, indeed, in Kant’s
notion of moral virtue. Sensibility is partly constitutive of that kind of holistic freedom,
whereas it is merely instrumentally necessary for the realisation of rational freedom or moral
autonomy (which, incidentally, is the only one that Kant allows for in his moral theory).22

As appealing as such an aesthetic condition might seem, it should not be ignored that it
is a mere ideal that, as Schiller admits, we can never achieve but must always strive towards.
In comparison, Kant’s vision of the harmony between inclinations and rational demands is
what he calls a ‘holy will’, which also is a mere ideal that human beings will never achieve.23

Considering the holy will as Kant’s moral ideal does, however, not mean that sensibility is
in any way constitutively involved in the notion of what moral virtue is. Nevertheless, the
Kantian ‘ideal of beauty’ (Kant 1790: § 17), which he also calls the ‘human figure’, may be
considered to be the aesthetic symbol of that holy will, if we employ that concept to denote
Kant’s most developed moral agent. Going into the details of the Kantian ‘ideal of beauty’
would go far beyond the scope of this paper.24 I merely mention it so as to highlight that
while Schiller assigns a constitutive role to sensibility for his notion of moral action, he
also uses an aesthetic description—the ‘aesthetic condition’—for describing the reflective
state of mind of a morally virtuous person before action takes place.

Thus, while Kant uses a moral description to specify the state of mind of the highest
moral virtue (namely, the holy will—i.e., a will rather than a reflective state of mind),
Schiller uses an aesthetic description to specify the reflective state of mind of the highest
moral virtue (namely, the aesthetic condition that is prior to a determined and determining
will). In this manner, and this is what makes his account so interesting, Schiller makes
double use of sensibility in his account of moral virtue. The first is, as just presented, the
conceptually constitutive or metaphysical role of aesthetically characterising the highest
form of human self-determinability before action takes place as ‘aesthetic condition’, whereas
the second use is his description of the moral agent as appearing free and thereby beautiful

22 For some recent interpretations of Schiller’s various forms of freedom that I will discuss in more detail
elsewhere, see Matherne & Riggle 2020, 2021 and Schmalzried 2017.

23 For definition of holy will in Kant see Kant (1785: IV, 439).

24 For an exegetical proposal see Plato (2017, 2018: 125–54).
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(or, to use his more differentiated terms, as graceful or dignified, respectively) when actually
performing an action and thus determining themselves as moral agents. In sections 5 and 6
below I will return to explaining why the reflective state of mind can count as moral virtue
rather than restricting the moral domain to the determining will. We will then see why the
reflective mind also has a moral dimension even before action takes place through the will,
which will explain why Schiller is, in that regard, different from Kant and Fichte in ways
that can be fruitful for recent debates.

Before I can do that, however, I need to further characterise aesthetic dimensions of
performed action—i.e., grace and dignity—in section 4 below and show how these relate to
the larger scope of aesthetic determinability that, as I argue in this paper, can be evaluated
not only from an aesthetic point of view (as aesthetic condition) but also from a moral
point of view (as moral virtue). This would secure the exegetically proposed claim that
Schiller’s notion of moral virtue, in addition to his conception of actually performed moral
actions, constitutively includes aesthetic demands. Schiller’s notion of moral virtue would,
according to that proposed interpretation, not be a mere moral demand but would rather
merge moral and aesthetic demands, so that moral virtue includes more than the demands
prescribed by mere practical rationality. It thus embraces not only the normative demands
of aesthetic appearance that the actualised practical performance necessarily carries with it
by giving action its aesthetically evaluable empirical reality; but it also includes the very
normative ideal of an aesthetically conceived notion of moral virtue (i.e., the aesthetic
condition) before any determining action takes place.

In other words, I aim to show how Schiller makes sure to draw attention to the fact that
moral action not only always has a necessary phenomenal aspect to it that needs to be taken
into account but that this fact also implies that if we want to maintain self-determination
as a moral normative standard, our moral conception of self-determination also needs to be
extended to the phenomenal realm, making us self-determined on both counts. This would
demonstrate that we, as self-determined human beings, merge the two domains and thus
(if fully virtuous, i.e., self-determined) transcend the noumenal/phenomenal dichotomy
in virtue of our fully self-determined existence. That is, due to the self-determinability
that the aesthetic condition consists of, we are not only giving us our own laws of practical
rationality but also manage to give us our own laws of sensual appearance—the two drives
thereby do not compete for hegemony but are mutually supportive of each other to achieve
a holistic self-determination. Let me go through this step by step and draw attention to
key thoughts in Schiller’s aesthetic theory first.
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4 Beauty as (moral) freedom in appearance: grace and dignity

While positing the aesthetic, i.e., sensible appearances (i.e., the phenomenal realm) of kinds
of moral freedom (i.e., the noumenal realm) as grace and dignity is already a remarkable
claim, the even more remarkable claim Schiller makes is that sensible appearance of freedom
is thereby the empirical validation of the idea of freedom. In contrast to Kant and along
with the above-mentioned view that humans only come into existence through action,
acting freely actualises this moral desideratum and gives empirical reality to it. The idea
of freedom not only regulates our perception of human action and makes it appear as free
(i.e., we perceive human action ‘as if’ it were free) but also thereby empirically validates our
idea of freedom by experiencing a pleasurable interplay between our cognitive faculties
(i.e., as mentioned above, sets off the play-drive and results in experiences of beauty).
Kant’s account would not require the empirical validation; or rather he would be satisfied
with having the moral idea of freedom simply regulate our perception and thereby hope
(and aesthetically experience) that what we perceive agrees with or harmonises with what
morality requires.25 It is important to note that while Schiller’s reliance on the independent
thriving of the sense-drive asks of empirical reality to validate that regulative principle
(which Kant does seek), he is not caught up in circular argumentation since freedom is
merely projected onto the object of perception rather than inferred from it as a result of
having regulated our perception so as to perceive it accordingly.

Schiller does not reject Kant’s view that the pleasure involved in judgements of beauty
rests on the free play of the faculties of imagination and understanding; he merely sup-
plements this aspect with some additional objective basis for beauty so as to show that
the subjective judgement of beauty can be validated empirically and therefore has an ob-
jective basis—which, in the case of human action only, would be (self)validated by the
self-determined human being.26 We would thus have additional, empirically verifiable
criteria for distinguishing good and bad aesthetic judgements, which is, in my view, the
point of taking the sense-drive more seriously than Kant does. Most commentators on
Schiller’s aesthetics, however, and even Schiller himself, admit that the success of this aim is

25 On this see Plato 2017, 2018.

26 See, e.g., Beiser (2005: 63) and Schiller (1793a: 147–52, cf. Schiller, NA XXVI: 9, Kallias letter 8th Feb 1793).
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rather limited.27 At best and possibly even deliberately so, Schiller only hints at how we can
objectify our subjective aesthetic judgement in a certain way (in addition to universalising it
by assuming shared faculties), rather than at how we can infer an aesthetic judgement from
objective features of a given object, let alone from the morally virtuous self-determined
action itself. As a result and clearly following on from Kant’s thesis that beauty is a symbol
of the morally good (Kant 1790: § 59), Schiller defines beauty as “freedom in appearance”
(Schiller 1793b: 131, cf. Schiller NA XX: 261),28 whereby something appears free when it
seems to act according to its own laws (autonomy) that have not only been self-given but
also self-created (heautonomy).29

Yet, similar to Kant’s view on the matter, Schiller does not thereby mean that freedom
becomes literally sensible, i.e., belongs to the phenomenal world from where we could
perceive it. Since Schiller accepts the Kantian doctrine that the phenomenal world is
governed purely by causality, freedom has to remain conceptually strictly non-sensible and
thus conceptually only belongs to the noumenal world.30 What Schiller rather suggests by
saying that beauty is freedom in appearance is that we read freedom into objects so that
they appear as if they were free, i.e., sensible objects do not manifest freedom but rather
seem to be free.31 In Schiller’s own words:

Freedom is merely lent to the object by reason, since freedom as such can never be given
to the senses and nothing can be free other than what is supra-sensible—in short, it is all
that matters here that the object appears as free, not that it really is so; thus this analogy of
the object with the form of practical reason is not freedom indeed but merely freedom in
appearance, autonomy in appearance. (Schiller 1793a: 147–152, cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 9ff,
Kallias letter 8th Feb 1793)32

27 See Schiller (1793a: 160–74, cf. Schiller, NA XXVI: 199, Kallias letter 23rd Feb 1793, and 24th Oct 1794).
Also see, e.g., Henrich (1957: 537, 1982: 237–57).

28 Also see Schiller (1794: 209, cf. Schiller NA XX: 405).

29 See Schiller (1793a:147-152, cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 9, Kallias letter 8th Feb 1793) and Schiller (1793a: 160–74,
cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 199 Kallias letter 23rd Feb 1793) for the Schillerian symbol-thesis.

30 See, e.g., Beiser (2005: 170n5) and Schiller (NA XXVI: 193 or Schiller 1793b: 158, cf. Schiller NA XX: 294).
And for places in the Kallias and Aesthetic Letters where Schiller defends this idea see Schiller (NA XXVI:
180, 200, 208-209; NA XX: 371,9–20; 372,19–26 (Letter 19), 357, 18–21 (Letter 15); and NA XXVII: 70–1).

31 See Beiser (2005: 64) for a discussion about whether freedom is manifested or merely seems to be manifested.

32 I discuss how this contrasts to Hume’s aesthetic theory in a forthcoming paper.
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The appearance of freedom is due to the object of perception appearing as ‘not determined
from the outside’; and thus we employ the laws of practical rationality and assign ‘deter-
mination from the inside’ to what appears ‘not determined from the outside’. In more
Kantian terms: our cognitive faculties are regulated by our rational idea of freedom; and
we thereby experience freedom wherever something appears not to be determined from
external forces—hence Schiller’s aesthetic descriptions of the appearance of kinds of moral
freedom as grace and dignity.33

It is worth noting, however, that from the point of view of pure practical rationality,
grace and dignity are not that different. Both contain the Kantian premises that the
moral worth of action is constitutively and motivationally based on practical reason alone.
Moreover, both concepts thus contain Schiller’s agreement with Kant that the principles
of moral action do not derive from and can thus not be justified by sentiments. Despite
Schiller’s arguments to take sentiments seriously, he frames his demand to take account
of sensibility very carefully so as not to be mistaken for a sentimentalist.34 As Frederick
Beiser (2005: 147) notes in his discussion of the differences and similarities between Kant’s
and Schiller’s moral theories, Schiller explicitly emphasises that we should not rely on taste,
i.e., on our sensibility (sentiments and inclinations) in order to justify moral principles.35

Schiller’s concept of grace is, consequently, framed very carefully. Only those who, by
training and habit, have achieved a harmony between their sensibility and their rationality,
i.e., people with a ‘beautiful soul’ or ‘children of the house’, as he calls those who act gracefully,
may be guided by their sentiments.36 While this seems to concede a lot to sentiments, it
does, however, not mean that sentiments provide the justificatory or motivational basis
for moral principles. Performing an action with inclination does, strictly speaking, not
reveal an actions motivational basis but rather, as Beiser (2005: 177–8) notes, the style of an

33 Regarding Schiller’s use of the Kantian regulative and constitutive principles, see
Wilcox (1994: 32ff, 38, chapter II). Also see Beiser (2005, 2008: 63–4), Houlgate 2008 and
Schiller (1793a: 147–52, cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 9ff, Kallias letter 8th Feb 1793), Schiller (1793a: 155,
cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 190, Kallias letter 18th Feb 1793) and Schiller (1793a: 161–2,
cf. Schiller NA XXVI: 199 Kallias letter 23rdFeb 1793).

34 See Schiller (NA XX: 282–3, 310 and 348n, and NA XXVI: 322; and also NA XXI: 29ff). Also see Beiser
(2005: 171–4) for a detailed discussion of the agreements and disagreements between Kant and Schiller.

35 Also see Schiller’s Über die nothwendigen Grenzen beim Gebrauch schöner Formen 1795 (NA XXI: 3–27). Also
see Schiller’s Über den moralischen Nutzen ästhetischer Sitten 1796 (NA XXI: 28–37).

36 For ‘children of the house’ see Schiller (1793b: 151–2, cf. Schiller NA XX: 285–87).
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action or the manner in which it is performed—i.e., the appearance or aesthetic aspect of
the action.37

With regards to the beautiful souls—who may, according to Schiller, trust their inclina-
tion since for them, due to the harmony between sensibility and reason, moral demands
do not present themselves as imperatives—Schiller is careful to distinguish these people
from those whose harmony between sensibility and reason is merely accidental. While the
beautiful souls have what Schiller calls practical inclinations (i.e., inclinations that are in
accordance with person’s will), those whose harmony between sensibility and reason is
merely accidental have what Schiller calls pathological inclinations (i.e., natural inclina-
tions) and are not virtuous but rather ‘good-hearted’ or have ‘virtue born of temperament’
(Schiller 1793b: 158, cf. Schiller NA XX: 294). The latter kind of person has, according to
Schiller, no real moral worth since they have not achieved the harmony through their active
will. The beautiful souls, in contrast to the merely good-hearted, have been in a reflective
state of mind and have actively chosen to act in a certain way rather than simply acting
unreflectively, which shows how central reflection and self-determination is for Schiller’s
notion of moral worth.

Besides having no moral worth, good-hearted people, in contrast to beautiful souls, face
the danger of trusting inappropriate inclinations—a danger that Schiller takes very seriously
and that has been a principal reason for him to adopt the Kantian rational rigorism to the
extent that he does. Despite the theoretical differences between Kant and Schiller, Schiller
is well aware that we are not born virtuous and that we need thorough training and possibly
tough measures to aim at virtue in real-life. Schiller is by no means telling us to succumb to
any sensual drives.38 When inclinations have not been trained through the force of moral
imperatives, Schiller explains, taste (which determines our inclinations) and beauty (to
which all inclinations ultimately tend), or love to an even greater extent,39 might deceive
people to believe they act morally, when actually they merely follow the attractiveness of

37 Beiser (2005) refers here to Schiller (1793b: 136, 149, cf. Schiller NA XX: 267 and 283).

38 For truly rigorist, almost Kantian remarks see, e.g., Schiller (1793b: 157, cf. Schiller NA XX: 292 or
(NA XXI: 27).

39 See Schiller (NA XXI: 24–25), Über die Nothwendigen Grenzen beim Gebrauch schöner Formen.
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superficial beauty.40 This is most explicitly expressed in Schiller’s Über die Nothwendigen
Grenzen beim Gebrauch schöner Formen 1795 (Schiller NA XXI: 3–27), that contains crucial
qualifications with regards to the quality of beauty on the one hand and sentiments on the
other. There, Schiller makes a clear distinction between ‘common beauty’ and true beauty
(Schiller NA XXI: 13). Schiller explains that in achieving a judgement of ‘common beauty’,
the ‘common judge’ has not achieved the harmony between sensibility and understanding
that is necessary for judgement of true beauty.41

This disharmony between sensibility and understanding, similar to the disharmony
involved in dignity, is, in fact, what Schiller believes most people can only realise. Full
harmony, as I have mentioned above, is an ideal rather than a state of mind that human
beings can easily achieve. And thus, as Schiller himself admits, it is psychologically very de-
manding to achieve and would not really be humanly possible or even unqualifiedly morally
required (Schiller 1793b: 154 and 179–192, cf. Schiller NA XX: 289–90 and 360–75).42 For
this reason, Schiller admits, one first needs to follow the dictates of practical reason before
one becomes a beautiful soul and can then trust one’s inclinations, not all of which may, as
Schiller also concedes, be permeable to moral training.43 The training required, is however,
not targeted at subordinating the sense-drive under the form-drive (as we would have it
in Kant) but rather at cultivating our reflective abilities with regards to bringing the two
drives into equal harmony. Given that our learning-process takes time, this higher aim
might need some prior command of one’s actions and thus Schiller is not disinclined to
admit that there is some value in having practical rationality determine our actions until
we have reached that more developed state of mind.

Having said this and taking into account Schiller’s attempt not to give practical ra-
tionality a licence to autocratic dominance, it seems safe to say that the moral value of
actions is constitutively andmotivationally based on practical reason alone and Schiller only
wants to take sentiments and aesthetic value into account when assessing the phenomenal

40 Schiller highlights this when he talks about the ‘mask of innocence’ (“Maske der Unschuld”) that some
people might have whilst acting ‘tyrannically’ either exclusively from reason or exclusively from desire
(NA XXI: 22).

41 On this issue also see Schiller (1794: 117–9, cf. Schiller NA XX: 363–64, Letter 17: 2–3).

42 For relation between Kant’s ‘holy will’ and Schiller’s ‘beautiful soul’ see Beiser (2005: 185).

43 On this requirement to train one’s inclinations see Beiser (2005: 117), Schiller (NA XXI: 15–21, 32) and
Schiller (1793b: 155–58, cf. Schiller NA XX: 289–93).
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implications of actions as well as with regards to the moral value of the person considered as
a person rather than merely as an agent so as to propose a virtue-based normative standard
rather than a merely action-based one. As it is the person who is confronted with the
phenomenal appearance of actions as well as with the urges of desires and feelings rather
than the action itself, the place where aesthetic demands have a grip is how persons perceive
and are perceived. That is, it is within the mind as a whole that the demands of sentiments
and reason need to be harmonised with each other rather than merely in the practical will,
performed action, or within the laws of practical rationality, narrowly speaking. The term
‘moral’ in Schiller’s writings is, therefore, ambiguous and could refer to different notions of
the wilful action or to the state of mind—a problem that I will discuss in more detail in
sections 5 and 6.

Once that harmony in the mind is achieved (as is the case in what Schiller calls the
‘children of the house’), the laws of practical rationality would simply satisfy aesthetic
demands and would conceptually still remain noumenal laws of practical rationality that
justify andmotivatemoral action and phenomenally appear to be in harmonywith them. Yet,
as long as that harmony between the demands of practical rationality and those of sensibility
is not present in the mind, moral imperatives play as important a role as aesthetic education
does so as not to be fooled or tempted by the superficial comfort and attractiveness of
common beauty or mere personal preferences characteristic of the Kantian ‘agreeable’. The
two trainings (moral and aesthetic) go together and need to be implemented imperatively
until the harmony is achieved. We thereby not only have to fulfil moral imperatives, but
also aesthetic ones (i.e., aesthetic obligations);44 and their going easily together hand in
hand only appears once both are sufficiently trained so as to match with one another or
rather, so as to stimulate one another.

As long as that is not achieved (which seems to be the default, as certainly no sane person
would proclaim themselves to be ‘children of the house’ or fully virtuous minds), our actions
remain justifiable and to be motivated by the laws of practical rationally largely devoid
of that desirable inclusion of sentiments that is expressive of a virtuous mind. In those
cases we still operate with a conception of practical rationality that appears very Kantian
in that it forces us to overcome our contrary inclinations rather than demanding a more

44 On the duty-character of beauty, see Schiller (1793b: 133, cf. Schiller NA XX: 264 (original italics)): “I refer
to beauty in appearances as a duty because the demand for it in the subject is found in reason itself and is
therefore universal and necessary. I refer to a former duty, because the senses have already passed judgement
before understanding begins its work”.
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egalitarian harmonious interrelationship. Along with such a narrower conception of practi-
cal rationality, the aesthetic demands need to be satisfied on their own account through
aesthetic training and independent efforts (or even additional aesthetic occupations) until
one manages to bring both together. In Schiller’s own words:

Where the moral feeling finds satisfaction, the aesthetic feeling does not wish to be reduced,
and the correspondence with an idea may not sacrifice any of the appearance. Thus, however
rigorously reason demands an ethical expression, the eye demands beauty just as persistently.
Since both demands are made of the same object, although they come from different
courts of judgement, satisfaction for both must be found in the same source. The frame
of mind in which the human being is most able to fulfil his moral purpose must permit
the type of expression that is also most advantageous for him as simple appearance. In
other words, moral capacity must reveal itself through grace. (Schiller 1793b: 144–145,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 277)

So, as long as we are not able to bring both together through action and act gracefully, acting
with dignity (where we perform the moral action in spite of contrary inclinations) will
reveal our moral commitment while at the same time show that we have not yet achieved
the full harmony within our minds. A distinction between the moral worth of our actions
and that of our state of mind is to be maintained as long as we have not managed to bring
them fully in line with one another. I think that Schiller’s notions of grace and dignity try
to capture that distinction.

Yet, there are some complications regarding this distinction between the moral value of
actions and that of the person. As just mentioned, from a purely rational point of view,
grace and dignity seem to be on equal footing. They both satisfy the demands of practical
rationality. Nevertheless, it is not that easy to conclude from this that an action’s moral
worth does not increase when appearing graceful rather than dignified. Why would an
action that conforms to aesthetic demands not be a morally better one than one that does
not? Here Schiller appears reluctant to give up the dichotomy between the noumenal and
the phenomenal realms too quickly—more is needed to achieve that; and Schiller does,
as I try to argue with this paper, go that extra mile. For, what is certain from Schiller’s
explanations is that a person (rather than the mere action) has achieved a higher degree
of perfection or virtue when acting with grace rather than merely with dignity since the
demands of sensibility are not perceived as a constraint on the person’s freedom. The
harmony between the rational and aesthetic demands within the mind is more advanced
and thus more self-determined when actions are performed gracefully rather than with
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dignity, for dignity designates a disharmony between sensibility and practical reason.

5 Grace and dignity—and the scope of moral virtue

The controversial issue here is about what exactly moral virtue consists in, i.e., whether
moral virtue (that is, the moral value of the person) is a moral standard understood in
terms of mere practical rationality (and thus assessable in light of motives or actions) or
whether it is a more inclusive and holistic anthropological standard that includes not only
how we determine what practical rationality and moral motives or actions are but also
what human beings are or should be. The holistic anthropological normative standard
would include criteria regarding the general well being of the person and thus aim at
the satisfaction of the demands of sensibility, going further than the mere satisfaction of
the moral imperatives derived from mere practical rationality. If moral virtue were to be
understood in the holistic anthropological sense, Schiller would have actively included the
demand for harmony between the principles of practical rationality and the demands of
desires, sentiments, and inclination in his moral theory. The satisfaction of desires would
thereby literally be (or rather become) a moral demand. Practical rationality would then
simply extend its scope so as to include the demand to harmonise the sentiments with
the other rational considerations of practical rationality. Aesthetic demands would then
become aesthetic reasons for action (not merely instrumental ones as in Kant’s account but
rather constitutive ones) and thus be part of what practical rationality means. Acting with
dignity would then collapse into acting gracefully since the satisfaction of sensual desires
is construed as a genuine moral demand in a wider anthropological sense (i.e., not simply
moralised or subordinated by the narrower conception of practical rationality).

If, however, moral virtue were to be understood in the narrower sense that includes
merely the satisfaction of the demands of practical rationality devoid of sensibility, Schiller’s
call for the consideration of desires and inclinations would create a different conception
of virtue or perfection that contains two independent, yet equally important demands
for human perfection: an aesthetic one and a moral one. In this case acting with dignity
would only satisfy one of the two constitutive parts of perfection, making grace the higher
achievement since grace would satisfy both constitutive parts of virtue or human perfection.

It is debatable which of the two notions of moral virtue Schiller actually defends. The
fundamental difference between the two would be whether the satisfaction of aesthetic
demands is to be considered to be a moral imperative (in the wider anthropological sense) or
merely an aesthetic imperative in addition to a narrowly construed sense of moral demands.
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Paul Guyer (2006) interprets Schiller in the second way since he emphasises the distinction
between Kant and Schiller by highlighting that Schiller’s ‘grace’ is not morally better but
rather merely aesthetically better than ‘dignity’. Guyer (2006: 194, original italics) writes:
“For Schiller, that complete attunement of principle and feeling that expresses itself in grace
is indeed an imperative, but an aesthetic demand rather than a strictly moral demand”.45

Guyer also notes that Kant’s mature position on human virtue requires that our inclination
must, morally speaking rather than aesthetically speaking, conform to the demands of
practical rationality. And thus Guyer concludes that Kant has thereby integrated the
aesthetic realm into the moral one to a greater extent than Schiller has.

Considering the moral value of an action or motive, independently of Schiller’s theory of
the moral value of the person, Guyer may well be right to say that grace is merely aesthetically
and not morally better than dignity. Yet, including Schiller’s thoughts about the perfection
of the person, it would seem odd were Schiller not to extend the scope of moral demands and
make it a moral requirement (in a wider sense) to achieve the highest human perfection, i.e.,
the harmony between the demands of rationality and the agent’s inclinations. Why would
morality require a human condition that is imperfect in that it falls short of harmonising
the two fundamental human aspects? It would rather seem more plausible were grace to be
morally better than dignity due to having transformed an aesthetic demand into a moral
one by virtue of increasing the moral value of the person who acts with grace. This would
only work when the scope of moral virtue (and practical rationality along with it) were
extended so as to endorse (and not merely subordinate) aesthetic demands.

A recent interpretation of Schiller’s thoughts by Samantha Matherne and
Nick Riggle (2020, 2021) that deserves much more analysis than I can offer here suggests
that: “Aesthetic values give us reason to act not because they are values connected to
achievement in an aesthetic practice. Aesthetic values give us reasons to act because we
have reason to achieve the ideal of humanity” (Matherne and Riggle 2021: 38). While
I could not agree more to the second quoted sentence, I wonder whether the ‘ideal of
humanity’ referred to there and that Matherne and Riggle (2020) substantiate as relying
on the freedom that the active play-drive provides (i.e., the kind of freedom present in
the aesthetic condition, as I have already described above) is to be understood as a moral
ideal or as an aesthetic ideal; or whether it should not rather be seen as an ideal that
results from transcending the moral/aesthetic dichotomy (or merging the two realms, to

45 Guyer here refers to Schiller’s (1793b: 144–5, Schiller NAXX: 276): “the eye demands beauty as persistently”.
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use a less contentious relation). Achieving the ideal of humanity could, as a result, be
an achievement in an aesthetic practice in a wider sense (namely, the practice of human
self-determination in the sense of the play-drive uniting the sense-drive and form-drive
in reflective self-determinability). Matherne and Riggle (2021) seem to point to a similar
direction when elaborating on Schiller’s notion of political freedom that can, as they argue
in detail, only be achieved by means of aesthetic value. Aesthetic value thereby clearly
becomes a political value and, surely, a moral one while still maintaining or even enhancing
rather than losing or reducing it’s characteristics as an aesthetic value.

This mutual enhancement of both value domains simultaneously is, as I understand
it, what the play-drive is there for, which should be reflected in the conception of what
moral virtue consists of. Depending on how we interpret Schiller’s term ‘should’, Schiller
can be read to aim at a moral requirement to satisfy the demands of one’s sentiments and
inclinations when he writes: “humans not only may, but should combine enjoyment with
duty” (Schiller 1793b: 149, cf. Schiller NA XX: 283). The use of the term ‘should’ is, I would
argue, more than an aesthetic demand and points to a moral demand, or at least a practical
one. A solution to this problem would need to disambiguate some of Schiller’s terminology
so as to make the distinction between demands of practical reason on the one hand and
moral demands (in various possible narrower or wider senses) on the other, more evident.

Yet, before embarking on such conceptual differentiations it should be noted that the
problem might be a totally artificial one and might, in fact only be due to some ambiguity
about the meaning of grace and dignity. For, considering Schiller’s claim that the highest
human perfection is not grace but both, grace and dignity, it seems rather misguided to
ask whether grace is morally better than dignity and, concomitantly, which of the kinds
of freedom that these concepts rely on points to Schiller’s notion of moral virtue. Instead,
we should rather look for that kind of freedom that characterise their combination, as
expressed here:

If grace, supported by architectonic beauty, and dignity, supported by strength, are united

in the same person, then the expression of humanity is complete in that person, and he
stands there, justified in the world of spirit and affirmed in appearance. The two legislations
are in such close contact here that their boundaries flow together. (Schiller 1793b: 163,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 300–301)

While the last sentence of that quote clearly points towards merging the aesthetic and moral
realms (or transcending a strict dichotomy), Käte Hamburger (1956: 393) has criticised
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Schiller for combining grace and dignity in this way. For, given the opposite nature of
these two concepts, such a combination seems impossible. How could human perfection
contain both a harmony between sensibility and reason and a conflict between sensibility
and reason? The problem is widely discussed. Beiser (2005), for instance, suggests that grace
and dignity can be present in one person, though not at the same time or in one action—i.e.,
the one person can possess grace and dignity successively rather than simultaneously.46 In
normal circumstances the person should aim at grace, whereas in tragic circumstances they
should aim at dignity. This solution takes account of Schiller’s claim that “humans should do
everything with grace that can be carried out within humanity, and everything with dignity
that requires going beyond humanity” (Schiller 1793b: 162, cf. Schiller NA XX: 299). In
other words, those actions whose graceful performance requires emotional abilities that
are greater than what can reasonably be expected from humans should be performed with
dignity, whereas those actions whose graceful performance can reasonably be expected
from humans should be performed with grace, i.e., with supporting emotional engagement.
Giving dignity and grace their respective moral function and value depending on the
context within which the agent acts, would save Schiller’s theory from overly idealised
moral demands that only moral saints would be able to satisfy.

Yet, KennethWilcox (1981: 118–121) criticises this succession-interpretation and appeals
to a passage that rather suggests the simultaneous presence of grace and dignity in a fully
virtuous person: “it is not grace, nor is it dignity, which speaks to us from the superb
countenance of a Juno Ludovisi; it is neither the one nor the other because it is both at once”
(Schiller 1794: 109, cf. Schiller NAXX: 359). Wilcox explains that the simultaneous presence
of grace and dignity is possible through a spiralling dialectical relationship between the
two. The idea is that a person starts off with sentiments towards a given perception that
are then dominated by reason, thus giving rise to dignity. Our inclination adapts to this in
a way that brings the sentiments and the demands of rationality into harmony, which turns
dignity into grace. This mutually stimulating ‘free play’ of our ‘sense-drive’ and ‘form-drive’,
as Schiller would call the interplay between matter or sentiments and spirit or reason is
repeated for each new perception. Each new perception turns grace back into dignity since
we are challenged with new experiences, which stimulates the form-drive (reason) and the

46 Wiese (1959: 465–66) supports this succession (rather than simultaneity) interpretation.
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sense-drive (sensibility) to seek harmony by determining each other.47 Wilcox (1981: 65)
explains this reciprocal determination by saying that the rational mind, i.e., the moral
law, determines or forms our material nature (i.e., our inclinations) and thereby produces
dignity; and subsequently our inclinations determine the rational mind by providing the
object of application of the moral law, through which grace emerges. Moreover, such a
spiralling dialectic, Wilcox (1981: 65, and chapter 5) argues, accounts for the fact that,
according to Schiller, the demands of rationality that dignity involves remain imperatives
until habit makes one act gracefully. Thus, Wilcox’s interpretation maintains the virtually
unachievable normative standard as an ideal and thereby gives room for moral progress
rather than prematurely settling for a lower normative level.

Although this dialectic does seem to involve an alternating succession of grace and dignity
rather than their simultaneity, Wilcox (1981: 123) explains that ultimately (though this is
a mere ideal) they are actually simultaneous since our action is constitutively determined
by our reason (hence dignity) but regulatively appears as free (hence grace). As already
alluded to above, the difference between constitutive and regulative principles of cognition
is fundamental to Kant’s and Schiller’s accounts of cognition and distinguishes between
what determines the conceptual content of the action and what determines the way we
reflect on it when perceived in the phenomenal world, respectively.48 Thus, seen from what
moral action consists in (demands of practical rationality) it appears as dignity since it
involves the demand to bring our sentiments in line with reason, whereas seen from how
moral action appears to the eye (or rather to intra- as well as inter-personal sensation in
general), it appears as grace since the harmony between sentiments and practical rationality
that would ideally be present allows us to ‘read’ freedom into such actions. An action that
practical rationality demands of us appears dominated by reason and thus effortful, whereas
an action that practical rationality demands of us and that is backed by our inclination
appears effortless and thus graceful.49 Both, however, are supposed to express a kind of
freedom, the freedom of moral self-determination. In contrast to dignity, however, grace

47 See Schiller (1793b: 158, cf. Schiller NA XX: 294): “the beautiful soul, then, must, in emotion, change into
a sublime soul” / “Die Schöne Seele muss sich also im Affect in eine erhabene verwandeln”.

48 For a discussion on the importance of distinguishing the Kantian regulative and constitutive principles of
cognition in order to disambiguate Kant’s and Schiller’s aesthetic and moral demands, see Plato 2018.

49 For Schiller’s detailed aesthetic-physiognomic descriptions of actions guided by pure inclination, pure
reason, or by a more harmonious interplay of the two see Schiller (1793b: 147–48, 159, 163–4, cf. Schiller
NA XX: 281, 296, 301 respectively). Also see Deligiorgi 2006, Gaulthier 1997 and Plato (2018: 186–200).
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even appears free to the eye (or to sensation in general) since the effortless performance
gives us the impression that the whole person rather than merely practical rationality is
self-determined.

6 Conclusion: the ‘aesthetic condition’ as the highest degree

of (moral) self-determination—and as justification of

aesthetic obligations

These interpretative challenges regarding the precise relationship between grace and dig-
nity and their status within Schiller’s moral theory should not detract from Schiller’s
unambiguous claim that the highest perfection of humanity is what he calls the ‘aes-
thetic condition’ that denotes “real and active determinability” (Schiller 1794: 141–3,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 375, Letter 20: 4). It is thus more likely that it is there that the simul-
taneity of grace and dignity is to be found rather than at some lower-level and action-based
moral condition where the two might, indeed, be present successively rather than simulta-
neously. The aesthetic condition is, according to Schiller, a “state of pure determinability”
in which “sense and reason are both active at the same time” and in which the human
being can play freely with the determining elements of the form-drive and the infinite
content of the sense-drive. Thus in the aesthetic condition the two drives stimulate and
limit each other so as to maintain the “unlimited determinability”. It is a reflective state of
mind that does not need to actually settle for a determining action or theoretical cognition
(Schiller 1794: 141–3, cf. Schiller NA XX: 375, Letter 20: 3–4). In other words, it is a reflec-
tive state of mind in which the human being has the resources of sensibility and rationality
available before action actually takes place—and, alas, also before theoretical cognition can
provide us knowledge so that it probably just falls short of being a cognitive hypothetical
test-run of potential courses of action or a cognitive equilibrium between their rational
framework and sensual effects.50 In its purity, this state of mind is unachievable for us
human beings, which is why it may serve as a regulative principle of cognition only, i.e.,
an ideal that secures the highest level normative standard to which we aspire and thereby

50 Comparing that state of mind with conceptions of the original position of, e.g., John Rawls might be a
fruitful excursion, especially regarding the question what it is that we reflect with and/or on, given that
theoretical cognition and practical determination are not supposed to be settled in that state of mind.
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actively keep being open and receptive rather than settling for determining thought or
action.

In this mental condition the person is, therefore, still free to choose between following
their inclinations, whether or not they conform to the moral demands and following the
demands of practical rationality and thus act with dignity. This freedom of choice before
action takes place is the highest possible freedom, since the laws of practical rationality
are not yet determining; and the person can freely envision or contemplate the course
of action independently of inclinations and the demands of practical rationality. Merely
following one’s inclinations would be being determined by nature, acting with dignity
would be merely following moral demands determined by reason, acting with grace would
be being determined by a state of harmony between inclinations and practical reason,
which, however, still is a particular determination. Having the choice between these three
options is being free, i.e., self-governed. It is determinability rather than determination. This
wide notion and high-level (all-things-considered) self-determinability is what Schiller
considers the perfection of humanity and that aesthetic training leads us to. In his own
words:

And nothing more is achieved by it [aesthetic culture] than that he [the human being]
is henceforth enabled by the grace of Nature to make of himself what he will—that the
freedom to be what he ought to be is completely restored to him. (Schiller 1794: 147,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 377–78, Letter 21: 4)

This self-determinability is the freedom to choose to act freely rather than merely the
freedom to act according to the laws of practical rationality. It is thus a kind of freedom
that describes the determinable mind rather than the determining action. We see that both
kinds of freedom can, of course, be evaluated from a moral point of view. There is no reason
to exempt the aesthetic condition from being evaluated morally—except when we actually
are in that state, i.e., when, by definition, we do not make determining moral judgements
but rather let the play-drive play. While such a moral evaluation of the aesthetic condition
requires conceptual care so as not to confuse the different objects of moral assessment, we
see that this aesthetic condition leads us to an aesthetically constitutive determination of
moral virtue (i.e., a characterisation of the highest perfection of the human mind) rather
than to a merely regulative principle of cognition or a determination of courses of action.
This, I would say, is themost important step that Schiller makes beyond Kant’s own thoughts
as it conceptualises moral virtue from the point of view of an anthropological freedom
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that includes aesthetic demands (along with virtually all other normative categories that
a play-drive can get hold of) rather than from the point of view of a freedom defined in
terms of mere practical rationality.

This further step is most explicit when highlighting that Schiller’s notion of the aesthetic
condition is a different state of mind from the beautiful soul. Beautiful souls belong to those
who act gracefully rather than those who have the freedom to make of themselves what they
wish. Similarly, graceful actions and those with dignity are different from ‘good-natured’
ones since they are self-chosen and thereby involve the person’s will, or what Schiller
also calls active determination rather than the passive determination that good-natured
actions have (Schiller 1794: 141, cf. Schiller NA XX: 374–75, Letter 20: 4).51 This active self-
determination is what counts when judging not only the moral status of a person but also
their aesthetic appearance since only actions that appear free and that are expressive of the
person’s character justify a positive aesthetic judgement of the person.

The possibility of aesthetic determinability before an action is performed is therefore
crucial in order to determine which path of action is practically rational and thus morally
valuable in that sense. Without the possibility of assessing the aesthetic corollary of a particu-
lar action before that action is performed, the practical determination is less self-determined
than it is when we include that aesthetic assessment. I understand Schiller’s notion of
the aesthetic condition to provide room for that kind of extended self-determination that
allows human beings not only to reflect on the aesthetic implications of potential actions
but also—and most importantly—to determine the kind of freedom that they think consti-
tutively determines their own conceptual framework with which they wish to be conceived
of.

However laudable morally worthy and aesthetically pleasurable actions may be, wilfully
choosing to act gracefully assumes that the agent has achieved the aesthetic condition
before actually acting. Such condition is, however, a mere aesthetic ideal. So, while
actively choosing to act in a certain way from the aesthetic condition and thereby actively
determining one’s moral performance may be demanding too much from most human
beings, this aesthetic ideal, nevertheless, provides not only a regulative principle of cognition
that helps us to perceive and assess actions and persons within a normative framework, but
also gives human beings the possibility to constitutively determine that very normative
framework rather than being subject to an ulterior or lower-level normative framework.

51 Also see Beiser (2005: 154).
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This extends to scope of self-determination from mere practical rationality to a more
holistic kind of self-determination that does not compete with practical rationality but
that takes the inner and outer sensual aspects of actions and their implications for one’s
personality and for all those affected on board in order to define the particular content of
what practical rationality means in the concrete and phenomenal everyday world of actual
human beings.

Extending the scope and concrete content of practical rationality in that way transforms
the demands of sensibility into being genuine requirements of practical rationality in
that extended sense. Moral virtue (even in the extended sense) is thereby still motivated
and justified by the laws of practical rationality. Yet, and this is the crux of the matter,
what the scope and content of that practical rationality is in a concrete and particular
situation for a particular person in a particular context will be more than moral imperatives
devoid of its intra- and interpersonal sensual implications. For, by including a requirement
to satisfy aesthetic demands by way of extending the scope of practical rationality, we
may have transformed the content of aesthetic demands into practical (rather than merely
contemplative) demands; yet, we have not thereby transformed or dropped their source of
normative justification, namely the self-determinability. This kind of self-determinability has
not been reduced to a practical demand in the narrow sense of practical rationality (as one
might interpret Kant to have done)52. Rather, it has become a demand of that extended
sense of practical rationality that, by virtue of having taken the aesthetic demands on board,
has been enhanced by gaining new constitutive elements. The extended sense of practical
rationality thereby embraces rather than subordinates the aesthetic self-determinability.

As already emphasised, the self-determinability called for by the play-drive demands

52 As I argue in Plato 2017, Kant’s theory may well suggest that moral and aesthetic normativity share their
source in virtue of both relying on internal objective purposiveness (which is the more technical way
to describe the relevant notion of self-determinability) as a constitutive and as a regulative principle of
cognition, respectively. Schiller, in that terminology, would simply have extended the scope of the object by
making the regulative principle of cognition party constitutive of what moral virtue is. The conceptual
distinction between internal objective purposiveness as a regulative principle of cognition for aesthetic
judgements and internal objective purposiveness as a constitutive one for moral judgements is maintained;
yet, we can now distinguish two senses of ‘moral judgement’: one that does incorporate the aesthetic
self-determinability of the aesthetic condition as a constitutive part of practical rationality, i.e., of moral
value and one that does not. While it is difficult to see where the former might fit into Kant’s theory (at
best perhaps as the ideal of beauty that serves as a mere symbol of the morally good), Schiller’s theory
accommodates both notions of practical rationality.
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determinability rather than determination. Were the normative source of that demand to
be transformed into a practical source rather than maintaining its aesthetic source we
would lose the specific aesthetic quality of that determinability. Practical normativity
can only provide determinability in terms of forcing us to determine a particular way
or (as we are talking about determinability rather than determination) force us not to
determine at all and thus be prescriptive and disabling rather than enabling. The material
content would be fixed or (if we really aim at determinability rather than determination)
empty rather than determinable; i.e., we would have lost or dropped the material content
rather than having kept it as a determinable resource. As the already cited quote suggests:
we “would have drawn from under [our] feet the ladder of nature” (Schiller 1794: 87,
cf. Schiller NA XX: 377, Letter 13: 3). So, given that the self-determinability called for by
the play-drive is unique to aesthetic normativity and given that the extended scope of moral
virtue (i.e., the extended sense of practical rationality) includes that self-determinability,
the practical demands that follow from that extended notion of practical rationality are
partly constituted by aesthetic normativity.

This combination of aesthetic and practical normativity is the justification of aesthetic
obligations. Aesthetic obligations are obligations that have an aesthetic content and source
of normativity and that secure their practical applicability in virtue of being partly consti-
tutive of what moral virtue and practical rationality is considered to be. The scope of both,
the aesthetic and the moral demands has thereby been enhanced rather than one having
been subordinated under the other. This fits perfectly with what Schiller considers the play-
drive to provide and explains how the strict noumenal/phenomenal and aesthetic/moral
dichotomies have been transcended without losing conceptual distinctness.

While taking the concrete and particular sensual aspects on board renders moral de-
mands less abstract and more tangible, and while it might comfort us to conceive of
ourselves as free (in ideal circumstances) to determine as what we wish to be conceived of
and perceived, we should not underestimate the normative weight that this adds to our
responsibility. Giving us the freedom to determine as what we want to be conceived of
and thereby giving us the power to determine the normative framework within which we
wish to assess our actions as well as our own personhood can be (and has been) misused all
too easily. It therefore comes with the added responsibility to train our faculties so as to
make good judgements—not merely practically but also aesthetically and not merely for us
as isolated individuals but rather for us as members of a social community, i.e., where the
potentials and limits of individual self-determinability depend on the self-determinability
of all those we interact with.
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Doing justice to our own power of judgement is a challenge that Schiller is well aware
of and about which he is optimistic that we can achieve; and he provides an abundance of
thoughts of how we can do so, especially through aesthetic culture. Yet, as this freedom
implies that there is no one except us to make sure we use that freedom appropriately, this
requires us to actually employ it and (for better or worse) experience and learn from our
particular determinations as we go along—and so we have done and will continue to do.

7 The prospects of aesthetic obligations

Considering what the current conceptions of basic human rights are, we see that the focus
on liberal individualism and the modern notion of human dignity enshrined in various
national and international human rights declarations may well have been and continues
to be an attempt to materialise a normative framework of which Schiller’s notion of the
aesthetic condition would be an ideal vision. This vision, as I understand it, would be a
normative framework whose constitutive and determining elements are not merely laws
of practical rationality that lack any interdependence-relation to how they have been and
will be phenomenally experienced by those who have been or will be affected by them.
Rather, the elements of such an ideal normative framework are laws that emerge and change
along with the multitude and plurality of lived and anticipated experiences. Such laws
thereby not only remain open to development but also help us to actively develop them and
recognise their real-life applicability by regulating our experiences that support such openness
while at the same time give sufficient normative guidance so as to prevent constant flux or
arbitrariness.

While the open nature of such a normative framework may appear to lack the guidance
we need (as the Kantian rigorism that even Schiller considers valid to some extent suggests),
normative materialisations whose laws may appear more evidently guiding would also be
ideologically narrower, more rigid and thus tend to meet with more resistance or require
a more deterministic conception of human nature—a feature that Schiller seems to have
recognised in Kant’s theory where the aesthetic self-determinability remains a regulative
principle of cognition rather than, as I have interpreted Schiller in this paper, as becoming
constitutive of a wider notion of practical rationality itself. To avoid having restrictions on
human freedom that a Kantian conception of practical rationality imposes, the guidance
that a Schillerian normative framework provides, therefore, focuses on cultivating our
skills towards achieving full self-determinability. More determined normative systems
that provide closer guidance would only be justified to the extent that they serve the aim
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of achieving full self-determinability, i.e., if they include aesthetic self-determinability as
constitutive part of their final end. Preventing us from doing so by forcing us to accept
aims that fall short of it for the sake of more determined ends would prevent higher degrees
of self-determinability from the outset.

I understand Schiller’s notion of the aesthetic condition and his attempt to convince us
that this condition is what will enable us to correctly conceive of human perfection as a
call for cultivating openness (within the bounds of natural and practical necessities that we
necessarily carry with us) so that we can make self-determining and enabling rather than
prescriptive and disabling use of our freedom. This is what I think is the responsibility that
Schiller’s thoughts point to. This freedom (and thus the responsibility not to misuse it or
feel lost within it) justifies aesthetic obligations that will secure a normative rather than an
arbitrary, biased, or superficial assessment of how we make use of our freedom and of how
normative demands affect us. Aesthetic obligations therefore are a necessary additional tool
to assess the appropriateness of our practical (i.e., moral and legal) normative frameworks.
These practical normative frameworks would simply not point to the highest possible
conception of human freedom if aesthetic obligations were ignored.

Cashing out what aesthetic culture and thus aesthetic obligations concretely mean for
current moral and legal frameworks requires tapping into many debates across a multitude
of disciplines and sub-disciplines. I thus think of aesthetic obligations to have, broadly
speaking, a regulatory function that helps us recognise legal injustices or that tell us to,
e.g., enact and follow only those laws that have an acceptable relation to how they have
been or will be experienced by those affected by them, rather than laws that merely follow
other less open logical, ideological or purely practical reasoning. I also think of aesthetic
obligations as a tool to secure a high degree of awareness towards conceptual, narrative,
and experiential diversity and accessibility (e.g., enhanced moral and political education
through the arts or enhanced legal mediation would be the most basic requirements)53 or
as a tool to secure openness to moral, political and legal development. The widely discussed
liberal requirement that moral and legal frameworks need to be open to interpretation
and to a plurality of divergent justificatory backgrounds that nevertheless lead to a shared
normative practical result may, thus, benefit from an analysis of aesthetic judgements
and aesthetic obligations as this liberal tenet forces us to be flexible with regards to the
conceptualisations not only of our terminology but also of how practical imperatives and

53 For a recent characterisation of the potential of art for political discourse, see Simoniti 2021.
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their implementations are framed and related to the lived or anticipated experiences of all
those affected.54

If we wished to protect the kind of self-determinability and reflective potential that
Schiller’s aesthetic condition characterises, we would have aesthetic obligations towards
our conception of human dignity, i.e., towards making good conceptions of what we
want to be conceived of as persons and individuals within our spiritual, natural and social
environment. Incorporating these aesthetic obligations into our moral and legal frameworks
and institutions (and I think we already do so without explicitly naming it as an aesthetic
practice or obligation)55 could help us secure that level of self-determinability and also
recognise when it would be or has been violated. We could then have more resources to not
only to recognise and express our disagreement but also additional justificatory resources
to morally and at best even legally condemn and sanction normative frameworks that do
not guarantee or respect that level of self-determinability.

On the other hand, the fact that we are talking about an aesthetic normative tool,
will, as described above, make us aware of our limits in terms of our natural and practical
make-up. We may well have the freedom (and did so in the past) to be self-determined
and thus make, endorse, and practically demand highly elaborate cultural and possibly
fanciful ideals; but aesthetic normativity also means that our selves—i.e., our sensible and
rational nature—provides us with limits as to what each of these domains can force us
to accept. We need not and we also must not follow normative demands that violate the
well-balanced interplay between our sensual and our rational abilities; not even for the sake
of the purity or coherence of other ideological visions that humans have always been able to
come up with and have even implemented on cultures (partly by misusing aesthetic means)
without much regard towards respecting the individual’s self-determinability. Cashing
out particular aesthetic obligations that help moral and legal frameworks respect those
limits of our human nature rather than letting them venture freely into overly theoretical,
religiously or secularly motivated ideologies could help us maintain more humane practical
demands. These would be geared towards the open development of life and the plurality
of facets rather than towards remote or artificial ideals that lose sight of certain (often
unintended or unconsidered) corollaries of contingently taken decisions or habits that have

54 See, e.g., Dworkin’s (1986) interpretivism or Rawls’ (1993) overlapping consensus, to name just two
prominent protagonists besides the well-known ‘law and literature’ movement and its many facets.

55 For an argument in that direction see Plato 2020.
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either always been or have become unbearable in certain aspects as life proceeded.
Whatever concrete aesthetic obligations could be elaborated (and I hope to do so in

forthcoming papers), we can already see that Schiller provides the justificatory resources to
proclaim an aesthetic obligation to read freedom into human beings.56 Considering certain
historical and current practices this might already provide a tool that might change our
perception of certain actions or attitudes for the better. It might remind us that we have not
only the power (as individuals and as a society) but also an aesthetic duty to perceive things
differently than what certain conceptions or habits might suggest. It may remind us that we
can change more than we think is practically possible. Changing how we look at things and
as what we see them has at least as much power as any practical change that we might think
is called for. Being aware of the aesthetic obligation to do justice not only to a considerate
and responsible perceptual attitude but also to each person’s freedom to choose as what
they want to be seen and thrive, forces us to look more carefully at what particular objects
in general, and individuals in particular, are—which is not only an aesthetic demand but
also a well-established moral one, making us, yet again, aware that the normative domains
may well be conceptually distinct but merge into each other when characterising their
application in real life.

Schiller has recognised this and is, therefore, still relevant for today’s debate on many
levels, including the debates on the interrelationships between normative domains to which
I hope this paper contributes at least the insight that moral virtue can be conceptualised as
being partly constituted by aesthetic normative demands that, as a result, justify aesthetic
obligations. The precise and concrete content of these aesthetic obligations may well have
some principled and universally valid components that should further be spelled out and
that I hope to elaborate in future research. Yet, one of these universally valid components
of aesthetic obligations, namely their normative justification already tells us that much of
their content is particularistic in nature and can be recognised only by actually attending
to and looking at the specifics of particular lives and theoretical preconceptions with an
open mind so as to aim at a Schillerian aesthetic condition that lets the play-drive do its
reflective work. This will most certainly not fail to have an impact on how various people or
cultures conceptualise the justification and practical configuration of aesthetic obligations.

56 In this regard, Matherne and Riggle (2021: 24) mention that “when we embrace the freedom of the other in
this way, Schiller maintains that our relation to the other becomes egalitarian in nature”, which they take
to be the necessary aesthetic condition for the possibility of Schiller’s conception of political freedom.
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The hermeneutic spiral that (surely intentionally) follows from this should not discour-
age us but rather give us hope that even such an open theoretical framework secures the
aesthetic obligation to maintain our high level of self-determinability without surrender-
ing to arbitrariness or losing normative force. Some may perhaps be reluctant to accept
an open-ended hermeneutic spiral at the basis of practical normative frameworks whose
purpose it is to provide guidance and security towards achieving and leading a good life
rather than a call for undetermined open-ended determinability. Yet, we should not forget
that aesthetics (especially when combined with practical rationality so as even to issue
aesthetic obligations) is a normative domain that does provide normative guidance and
protects us from arbitrariness or radical relativism in precisely the sense that all other
alternatives to that Schillerian notion of self-determinability imply that this protection
would be lost to certain degrees and thus either prevent moral progress or assume to have
reached perfection already. Schiller’s thoughts remind us of this and of the need to cultivate
those skills and social interactions that aim towards the ideal of self-determination as
self-determinability rather than at less enabling normative frameworks that may give us
guidance in the meantime but whose idealisation would make us lose sight of our highest
potential of self-determinability.
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Abstract
The paper offers a qualified endorsement of Terry Eagleton’s striking claim that “a work’s
moral outlook . . . may be secreted as much in its form as its content”. A number of points are
raised in defence of the claim: an argument for the inseparability, under certain conditions,
of form and content in a literary work; an idea of moral content, not as derived moral
principle, but as inward-facing interpretation grounded in an ethical vocabulary; the
possibility of internal and external perspectives on fictional characters; and an emphasis on
emotions expressed in, rather than caused by, narrative. Three literary examples are explored,
to show how vocabulary, syntax, implicature, and tone, contribute to the emergence of moral
salience. A consequence drawn is that the ethical stance readers take to a scene or incident
is partially shaped by the narrative modes of its presentation. The overall perspective of
the paper is that of aesthetic autonomism: the view that the aesthetic value of a work of
literature is distinct from, and not reducible to, any instrumental moral values (positive or
negative) attributed to the work.
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1 Introduction

The literary theorist Terry Eagleton chides analytic philosophers of literature for failing
to recognise what he sees as an important fact about ethics and literature, namely that
“a work’s moral outlook . . . may be secreted as much in its form as its content—that the
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language and structure of a literary text may be the bearers and progenitors of so-called
moral content” (Eagleton 2012: 46). He elaborates with examples:

A neoclassical poem which exploits the order, symmetry and equipoise of the heroic couplet;
a naturalistic drama which is forced to gesture off-stage to realities it cannot credibly bring
into view; a novel which garbles its time sequence or shifts dizzyingly from one character’s
viewpoint to another: all these are instances of artistic form as itself the bearer of moral or
ideological meaning. (Eagleton 2012: 46)1

I largely agree with Eagleton on the relation of literary form to moral outlook but will
propose a relation far more radical than his. Eagleton, at least in the examples on offer,
focuses on what might be called macro-narrative features (genres, work-structures, general
stylistic character, etc). But I will propose that the ethical character of a passage or incident
in a literary narrative can be manifested in far more fine-grained detail (a turn of phrase, a
sentence’s structure, a fractured dialogue, irony, tone, implicature, atmosphere). This makes
a significant difference to where interest in a work’s moral outlook ultimately resides and
how we conceive of literary judgments, aesthetic or moral.

When we move from the large scale to the small scale, we see how deeply ingrained
ethical values are in literary narrative. The examples of “ethical literature” that are most
likely to come to mind in an initial reflection would be works that convey an overt, often
didactic, moral perspective: Hard Times, Crime and Punishment, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, 1984, To
Kill a Mocking Bird. On somewhat deeper reflection, however, it becomes clear that any novel
that portrays, in a broadly realistic manner, the lives and interactions of human beings will
elicit ethical responses from readers at every turn. What I mean is that readers will, more
or less self-consciously, bring to mind epithets like generous, kind, thoughtful, sympathetic,
sensitive, or perhaps cruel, heartless, irresponsible, thoughtless, insincere, while contemplating
narrative content such as a comment in a dialogue, an action taken, an internal monologue,
a discursive description. A reflective reading process will be informed by thoughts of
these kinds, normally characterised with “thick” ethical concepts. They might be explicitly
prompted by the text, they might be implied in the text, or they might even contradict or
challenge what is explicit or implicit. These minor passing judgments are part of what it is
to engage with a work of literature, in the service of finding significance and interest in it.
We will look at examples in detail later.

1 He gives other examples on p. 65.
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Noël Carroll recognises and has elaborated on this very process: “Reading a novel . . . is
itself generally a moral activity insofar as reading narrative literature typically involves us in
a continuous process of moral judgment” (Carroll 2001: 285). That, with some reservations
about “moral activity” and “continuous process”, seems broadly right. However, Carroll is
not content to leave it there, insisting on some further value to be found. He completes the
sentence with this: “which exercise of moral judgment itself can contribute to the expansion
of our moral understanding”. It is the potential of the reading process to expand our moral
understanding beyond the work (providing a kind of moral education) that really interests
him.

My own account makes no such claim. Of course, a claim about what the reading process
“can” do is quite weak, and it would be unreasonable to deny that this benefit (under a
suitable definition of “moral understanding”) could occur for some readers. But of more
interest, as I see it, is the benefit of this reading process in deepening our understanding
and appreciation of the work itself. These passing moral judgments help us to appreciate
the work better, and to make more substantial our imaginative engagement with it, not
least our grasp of character and theme. Indeed, the moral understanding we bring to a
work (in those passing judgments) is likely to be of more significance in our appreciation of
a work than any moral understanding we take from the work and apply in other contexts. I
hope the examples that follow will provide support for that.

Before we move to the examples, a further observation is needed about these passing
ethical judgments. For a serious literary reader there is a higher-order level of reflection
beyond the first-order ethical characterisation of individual incidents or actions. Suppose
we reflect that a character’s action seems heartless or cruel or that a conversational exchange
displays warm-hearted generosity. We need to ask the further question of what function
is performed by the cruelty or the generosity within the artistic design of the work more
generally. Is the cruelty gratuitous or well-integrated? Is the generosity well-grounded
or merely sentimental? These further judgments are not themselves ethical but aesthetic.
They ask about the coherence and integrity of a work, how elements fit together, what
contribution they make to any overall thematic vision that the work develops.

2 Form and content in literature

Let us return to Eagleton’s thought that “a work’s moral outlook . . . may be secreted as
much in its form as its content—that the language and structure of a literary text may be
the bearers and progenitors of so-called moral content”. More needs to be said about “form”
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and “content”, and indeed their relation. A simple starting point might be to distinguish the
“how” from the “what”, such that content is what is expressed, form how it is expressed. There
is something obviously right about that but already it shows that form and content cannot
always be entirely distinct. After all, how I greet you—tone of voice, expression used—can
dictate what kind of greeting it is: a friendly welcoming one, or a cold and sarcastic one.
Speech act theory and Gricean pragmatics (meaning, implicature) have taught us that
the contextual content of an utterance can diverge from its semantic content due to the
conditions under which it is uttered, including the mode of its presentation.

In the literary context, it is a critical commonplace, although not without controversy
and often expressed with a high degree of vagueness, that form and content are ultimately
inseparable, even if at one obvious level they can be identified and characterised separately.
The point is most often made in the case of poetry but similar arguments for narrative prose
have also been defended. In fact, I have defended versions of form-content inseparability
for both poems (Lamarque 2009) and novels (Lamarque 2014: esp. ch.8). I shall not rehearse
the arguments in detail here but will present certain salient points relevant to the discussion
in hand.

On poetry I have offered a re-interpretation of A .C. Bradley’s famous defence of
form-content identity in his lecture “Poetry for Poetry’s Sake” (Bradley 1926). For Bradley,
content and form in poetry “are one thing from different points of view, and in that sense
identical. And this identity of content and form . . . is no accident; it is of the essence of
poetry in so far as it is poetry” (Bradley 1926: 15). My own suggestion is that we think
of Bradley’s “content” as the-subject-as-realised-in-the-poem, and his conception of “form”
as the-mode-of-realisation-of-the-subject-in-the-poem. A poem’s subject is broadly what it is
about (a nightingale, despair, a visit to Tintern Abbey) and different poems can be about
the same subject at that level of generality. But the-subject-as-realised-in-the-poem is unique
to the poem itself because it embodies precisely this realisation of the subject (in these
words, on this occasion). Likewise, the form of the poem, characterised as the-mode-of-
realisation-of-the-subject-in-the-poem, is also unique to the poem, for similar reasons, for it
embodies how the subject is realised here, in this poem. If we want to identify the content,
the-subject-as-realised-in-the-poem, we point to the poem itself; if we want to identify the
form, the-mode-of-realisation-of-the-subject-in-the-poem, again we point to the poem. This is
the subject as realised in the poem and this is how the subject is realised. The poem itself
just is the form-content unity.

In answer to the objection that it is always possible to speak of a poem’s subject and
its form separately, it is important to stress the difference between subject and form
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abstracted from the poem and subject and form under strict conditions of work-specificity
or finegrainedness (Lamarque 2015). A subject abstracted from some individual poem, like
the kinds mentioned (nightingales, despair, etc), can be shared by numerous poems and
indeed between a poem and a paraphrase of the poem. Similarly, general poetic forms
can be abstracted from a poem—the sonnet form, iambic pentameter, rhymes, rhythms,
assonance, enjambment—and shared by different poems. But if we turn to the specific
realisation of the subject here and the poetic devices here¸ we find both content and form to
be unique in virtue of being realised in precisely this way, and thus to be inseparable within
the work.

It should be noted that on this account the unity of form and content is not an intrinsic
feature of a poem. It is not discovered in a poem but demanded of a poem when read as a
poem. In effect form-content unity is a product of a certain kind of attention to, or interest
in, a poem. A reader who attends to the specificity of a poem would always find it relevant
to ask, “why is that particular form of expression used?” The focus on the finegrainedness of
expression in a poem seems to be, in Bradley’s words, “of the essence of poetry in so far as it
is poetry”.

Note that the issue is not primarily about paraphrasability.2 The familiar question as
to whether poems can be paraphrased is simply the wrong question in the debate about
form-content unity. Any poem could be paraphrased with a suitable degree of accuracy
relative to specific contexts. In an English lesson at school, paraphrase can play a vitally
important role in comprehension. The right question is not whether paraphrase of poems
is possible—it nearly always is—but whether a reader with an interest in a poem as a poem
could accept a paraphrase as a genuine substitute for the poem, in the sense of accepting
that reading the poem and reading the paraphrase are of equal value. The answer to that is
surely “No.” But it should be admitted that not every reader has an interest in poetry at
this demanding level of specificity.

The argument that something comparable to form-content unity in poems can be
found in novels follows similar lines. Again, it is not a matter of any quality intrinsic to
novels, or narrative prose, but rather something to do with the kind of attention invited
by novels, when the focus of interest is on their being works of literature or works of art.
Here I have suggested a distinction between two modes of attention: reading a narrative
transparently and reading a narrative opaquely (Lamarque 2014). To read transparently is,

2 For illuminating considerations about poetry and paraphrase see Currie & Frascaroli 2021.
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speaking metaphorically, to look through the text at a world of character and action as if
that world is largely independent of the text itself, or as if that very same world could be
described in other ways. Plot summaries or even film adaptations of novels are in effect
transparent readings; they give the essence of the narrative content, including perhaps
its atmosphere, suspense, emotional impact, and so forth, but without being tied to the
specifics of the original text. No doubt most novel readers, interested primarily in character
and plot, read transparently and there is no objection to their doing so.

To read opaquely, in contrast, is to attend to the specifics of the text itself, the represen-
tational modes in which the content is conveyed. It is to reflect on the content as intimately
tied to the modes of its presentation. It is not to look through the text at a world—fictional
or real—in principle independent of it but rather, again metaphorically, to perceive the
world that is configured in the text itself. This is where content and form merge. How the
content is presented, linguistically and rhetorically, determines what the content is. In that
sense form and content are inseparable, just as we found in the case of poetry.

Again, paraphrase is not the main issue. Of course, a novel can be paraphrased—that is
what plot summaries do—but few readers, at least those interested in a novel as literature,
would be content to substitute the plot summary for the novel, as if all the necessary
information is conveyed in the former. Although film adaptations of classical novels might
be thought by many viewers to be an adequate substitute for reading the novel itself, that
could not be the attitude of those interested in a novel “from a literary point of view”.
And it is precisely the opaque mode of reading that is of the essence of reading a work as
literature.

A final caveat, however. It would be absurd to suggest that in a long novel every word
or phrase or sentence commands the same level of salience or significance as found in the
case of short lyric poems. But, accepting that, it might seem surprising, in a close reading
of a novel, how many details at this level of specificity do reward close attention and do
contribute in a substantial way to the emergence of a world presented to the imagination.
It should also go without saying that the authoritative text of at least a canonical novel
is taken by those adopting a “literary point of view” to be sacrosanct, in the sense that
tampering with the text, through substitutions, additions and deletions, would be viewed
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as a kind of violation.3

3 First case study: Edith Wharton’s House of Mirth

Now we have the framework in place for substantiating Eagleton’s claim that “the language
and structure of a literary text may be the bearers and progenitors of so-called moral
content” (developing the more pithy claim that “a work’s moral outlook . . . may be secreted
as much in its form as its content”). What I hope to show is how that point goes deeper
and has deeper ramifications than Eagleton himself seemed to realise. The focus in what
follows will be on novels rather than poems although the parallels noted earlier between
the two suggest that similar points about “moral content” could be applied to poems.

The idea of attending to a novel opaquely, with its drawing together of form and
content, shows immediately that the kinds of moral reflection that, as we saw, are elicited
by details in a novel arise out of the very fabric of the novel itself. To appreciate the literary
achievement, we need to form our own judgments about how these moral reflections, if
well-grounded, contribute to the effective working of the novel as literature or art. And
these higher-order judgments, as remarked, are themselves fundamentally aesthetic rather
than moral. This is a theme I will pursue because I believe it gives weight to a kind of
aesthetic autonomism that gives priority to aesthetic judgment over moral judgment in the
appraisal of works of literature.

So how does form “secrete” a moral stance? The simplest, and most reductive, case might
be the names of fictional characters where moral standing is made explicit in the names
themselves. I am thinking of names like “Good Deeds”, “Discretion”, “Fellowship” in the
fifteenth century morality play Everyman or, similarly, “Goodwill”, “Faithful”, “Obstinate”,
and “Hypocrisy” in John Bunyan’s seventeenth century allegorical work, The Pilgrim’s Progress.

3 There are serious issues about the status of translations of literary novels. Should we think of these (high
standard examples at least) as somehow equivalent to the originals? Or close enough to be near equivalents?
After all, we naturally acknowledge that those who have read English translations of, say, the Russian or
French classics have read the actual novels. But arguably, under stricter criteria, such translations are more
like transparent than opaque readings of the novels in question. Of course, a good translator will attempt to
reproduce the fine-grained character of the original, its tone, its nuances, its atmosphere, even its linguistic
and stylistic peculiarities. But it will never capture all of those characteristics. So the form-content unity
that is a translation (however accurate) can never be identical to the original so, stricto sensu, is a distinct
work.
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The term “character” here does double duty: the names, we might say, both name an
allegorical character and identify the moral character embodied: form and content are
indistinguishable. Nor is this a feature of works remote in time. Even novels in the realist
tradition continued the practice: the genial Squire Allworthy in Tom Jones, or numerous
cases from Dickens, such as the superficial Veneerings in Our Mutual Friend. Sense-bearing
names in fiction are now more likely to have a merely playful role but the allegorical
tradition shows in its own, albeit simple, way how ethics can in all literalness be secreted in
form.

More substantial examples are at hand.
Eileen John has drawn our attention to a minor but intriguing passage near the be-

ginning of Edith Wharton’s novel The House of Mirth (1905) and makes some perceptive
comments about it, which illustrate well how easily ethics can emerge unannounced in
literary description (John 2010). The passage involves an unplanned visit by the main
protagonist Lily Bart to the apartment of her friend the lawyer Lawrence Seldon after a
chance meeting while waiting for a train. The visit is innocent, if mildly flirtatious, and
involves a cup of tea and a friendly conversation. The relevant passage describes her leaving
the apartment.

On the landing she paused to look about her. There were a thousand chances to one against
her meeting anybody, but one could never tell, and she always paid for her rare indiscretions
by a violent reaction of prudence. There was no one in sight, however, but a charwoman
who was scrubbing the stairs. Her own stout person and its surrounding implements took
up so much room that Lily, to pass her, had to gather up her skirts and brush against the
wall. As she did so, the woman paused in her work and looked up curiously, resting her
clenched red fists on the wet cloth she had just drawn from her pail. She had a broad sallow
face, slightly pitted with small-pox, and thin straw-coloured hair through which her scalp
shone unpleasantly.
“I beg your pardon,” said Lily, intending by her politeness to convey a criticism of the other’s
manner.
The woman, without answering, pushed her pail aside, and continued to stare as Miss Bart
swept by with a murmur of silken linings. Lily felt herself flushing under the look. What did
the creature suppose? Could one never do the simplest, the most harmless thing, without
subjecting one’s self to some odious conjecture? Half-way down the next flight, she smiled
to think that a charwoman’s stare should so perturb her. The poor thing was probably
dazzled by such an unwonted apparition.
But were such apparitions unwonted on Selden’s stairs? Miss Bart was not familiar with the
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moral code of bachelors’ flat-houses, and her colour rose again as it occurred to her that the
woman’s persistent gaze implied a groping among past associations. (Wharton 1964: 15–6)4

Here are some observations from Eileen John:

Here we have an encounter that has minor, incidental status within the plot. It is a momen-
tary exchange early on in the story, but it has some weight for the reader partly because
it is one of the first indications of the protagonist’s limitations—she is not able to avoid
defensiveness and uses a marker of social status to assert her superiority. We might have a
slight bristle of distaste for Lily, as she insinuates that the other woman has no right to stare
at her and as she uses polite words insincerely. The brief interaction has certain kinds of
potential that we experience as morally significant: there could be sincerity, respect across
social class lines, or appreciation of each other’s vulnerability. In this example, none of
this is achieved, and, while this is also due to the charwoman, whose curiosity probably
is aggressive in this context, the focus of our interest in the novel is Lily, and it seems we
gather a small bit of morally critical data about her—she could not react in the moment
without an effort to claim superiority (John 2010: 288–9).

John is right to note that, however minor the incident itself, the reader will experience it
as “morally significant”. Lily Bart’s impoliteness to the charwoman invites moral censure.
Ideally, she could have shown not just more courtesy but more of a sense of the shared
vulnerability of each party. However, John goes on to acknowledge a degree of empathy
towards Lily, likely to be experienced by a reader, when Lily’s own social vulnerability
(essentially the main theme of the novel) is recognised.

In that moment she [Lily] cannot imagine how far she herself could (and will) sink, and
she cannot find a footing with the woman [i.e. the charwoman] that would allow her
to be genuinely polite. But we can easily see why she is unable to find that footing—
her social context only gives her reason to isolate herself and to fear the woman’s stare.
(John 2010: 289)

Here then is an example of that higher-order reflection that tempers the first-order ethical
judgment. John is fitting Lily’s behaviour into the wider pattern of the novel showing
how the overall design makes her action, and its defensiveness, almost inevitable, with its

4 This is a longer quotation than used in John’s paper
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function of prefiguring what is to come.
But there are other kinds of ethical tension and reader discomfort in the passage.

What are we to make of the description of the charwoman? Is she not being unfairly,
even cruelly, presented? The physical description itself seems almost gratuitously negative:
“stout person”, “clenched red fists”, “broad sallow face”, “pitted with small-pox”, “thin
straw-coloured hair”, “her scalp shone unpleasantly”. Might we blame the novelist for
depicting such a negative stereotype? Perhaps. But another explanation might be that we
are picturing the charwoman through Lily’s eyes, where only negative features are salient.
Lily’s embarrassment and defensiveness have created in her mind this “creature” with her
“odious conjecture” and her vision allows no room for positivity. As far as the text itself
is concerned we are given no objective reason to ascribe disapproving thoughts to the
charwoman (these are only in Lily’s mind) and even John’s own comment that her “curiosity
probably is aggressive” does not seem fully justified. But the negative description in the
text gives us no reason to view the charwoman sympathetically. The tone, we might say, is
not in her favour.

A number of conclusions arise from this instructive example. The moral judgments
elicited from a reader (about Lily’s behaviour, even about the charwoman) are entirely
inward facing. They are essentially involved with a reader’s attempts to construct a picture of
the central character, building up, in John’s words, “the first indications of the protagonist’s
limitations”.

They belong in an interpretative process, an aspect of literary appreciation, and are
not the basis for extractible, outward-facing, moral homilies. The passage raises several
questions of an aesthetic nature. Is the negative portrayal of the charwoman gratuitous
or can it be integrated, as earlier suggested, into the broader functions of the developing
narrative? Is Lily’s own attitude to the charwoman justified in the context? To which John’s
answer is “probably yes” given the way her social vulnerabilities become more evident as
the story unfolds. We should note how the passage anticipates these later developments
through the word “always” in the sentence “she always paid for her rare indiscretions by a
violent reaction of prudence” and perhaps also through the insecurity evident in her internal
questioning: “Could one never do the simplest, the most harmless thing, without subjecting
one’s self to some odious conjecture?” The tone of the passage is tense with anxiety and
unease, reflecting the momentary turmoil in Lily’s mind and inducing an ethical discomfort
in the reader.
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4 Second case study: Thomas Hardy’s Mayor of Casterbridge

A feature of the first example is that the ethical judgments elicited in the reading process are
nuanced and qualified. The next example offers a striking contrast because at least one of
the passages for consideration carries a strong moral valence which in itself is unequivocal.
However, as we shall see, other related passages are not entirely lacking in nuance and
qualification.

In Thomas Hardy’s novel, The Mayor of Casterbridge (1886), the principal character
Michael Henchard, in a drunken and impoverished state, auctions his wife Susan and baby
daughter Elizabeth-Jane at a country fair. Although he soon shows remorse for the act,
and it blights his life, there is no escaping the moral abhorrence of what he has done and
a reader who fails to recognize the moral perspective inherent in the scene has failed to
understand it.

The scene builds up slowly and in the early stages onlookers do not take the proposal
seriously, any more than Susan herself does. But when a bidder, a sailor unknown locally,
comes forward and makes a bid, putting money on the table, the mood changes.

Up to this moment it could not positively have been asserted that the man, in spite of
his tantalizing declaration, was really in earnest. The spectators had indeed taken the
proceedings throughout as a piece of mirthful irony carried to extremes; and had assumed
that, being out of work, he was, as a consequence, out of temper with the world, and society,
and his nearest kin. But with the demand and response of real cash the jovial frivolity
of the scene departed. A lurid colour seemed to fill the tent, and change the aspect of
all therein. The mirth-wrinkles left the listeners’ faces, and they waited with parting lips.
(Hardy 2004: 8)

The sale goes ahead and “[s]eizing the sailor’s arm with her right hand, and mounting the
little girl on her left, she [Susan] went out of the tent sobbing bitterly”. It is a sombre
moment. Even Henchard, for all his drunken bravado, seems taken aback: “A stolid look of
concern filled the husband’s face, as if, after all, he had not quite anticipated this ending.”

Following shortly on from this dour scene is a remarkable passage, where the author
himself seems to intervene, drawing a contrast between the cruelty of the human action so
described and the seeming innocence, or at least indifference, of nature. But Hardy cannot
resist concluding that cruelty is in fact distributed right across nature:

He [Henchard] rose and walked to the entrance with the careful tread of one conscious
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of his alcoholic load. Some others followed, and they stood looking into the twilight. In
contrast with the harshness of the act just ended within the tent was the sight of several
horses crossing their necks and rubbing each other lovingly as they waited in patience to
be harnessed for the homeward journey. Outside the fair, in the valleys and woods, all
was quiet. The sun had recently set, and the west heaven was hung with rosy cloud, which
seemed permanent, yet slowly changed. To watch it was like looking at some grand feat
of stagery from a darkened auditorium. In presence of this scene after the other there was
a natural instinct to abjure man as the blot on an otherwise kindly universe; till it was
remembered that all terrestrial conditions were intermittent, and that mankind might some
night be innocently sleeping when these quiet objects were raging loud. (Hardy 2004: 9)

Literary readers are trained to be wary of what look like authorial interventions in novels.
Too often these turn out to be something other than the author speaking in propria persona,
either because the reflections are offered, if only implicitly, through the mind of an inde-
pendent character or narrator, or because they are steeped in irony or wry humour. This
passage, although set firmly in the scene at hand, has all the hallmarks of a sentiment
from Hardy himself. For Hardy the natural world has no intrinsic meaning or value and is
blindly indifferent to human folly or suffering. The sentiment is more metaphysical than
moral. It offers a cosmic rather than world-grounded perspective on the scene just played
out. In the great scheme of things Henchard’s cruelty is of no significance, even if at the
time it is undoubtedly cruel. It is not that nature is essentially good, as manifested in the
bucolic tranquillity of the scene outside the tent, and that humans are somehow a blot on
this. There is no good or evil in nature, only the appearance of such, so the natural world
is not in a position to make or imply a moral judgment about what occurs in it, human
or otherwise. This metaphysical context complicates, rather than reinforces, the moral
depravity of Henchard’s action. Should we too not be tempted by the perspective of cosmic
indifference?

A further complication might lie in the way that the sailor—later revealed to be Richard
Newsom—is presented. He after all is complicit in the appalling act, by engaging in the
auction and in effect buying Henchard’s wife. The other key person complicit in the act is
the man who volunteered to be the auctioneer, but he is given no name and is condemned
as morally contemptible by the comedic description offered of him: “a short man, with a
nose resembling a copper knob, a damp voice, and eyes like button-holes”. But what we
learn about Newsom in this brief appearance is far from negative. There is no implicit
moral condemnation in either the tone or substance of how he is presented. For example,
while sealing the transaction, he engages in this dialogue:
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“’Tis quite on the understanding that the young woman is willing,” said the sailor blandly.
“I wouldn’t hurt her feelings for the world.”
“Faith, nor I,” said her husband. “But she is willing, provided she can have the child. She
said so only the other day when I talked o’t!”
“That you swear?” said the sailor to her.
“I do,” said she, after glancing at her husband’s face and seeing no repentance there.
“Very well, she shall have the child, and the bargain’s complete,” said the trusser [Henchard].
He took the sailor’s notes and deliberately folded them, and put them with the shillings in
a high remote pocket, with an air of finality.
The sailor looked at the woman and smiled. “Come along!” he said kindly. “The little one
too—the more the merrier!” She paused for an instant, with a close glance at him. Then
dropping her eyes again, and saying nothing, she took up the child and followed him as he
made towards the door. On reaching it, she turned, and pulling off her wedding-ring, flung
it across the booth in the hay-trusser’s face.
“Mike,” she said, “I’ve lived with thee a couple of years, and had nothing but temper! Now
I’m no more to ’ee; I’ll try my luck elsewhere. ’Twill be better for me and Elizabeth-Jane,
both. So good-bye!” (Hardy 2004: 8)

Newsom does not act cruelly or unkindly towards Susan, in spite of the extraordinary
circumstances that brought them together. There is nothing in the form of the dialogue
that invites moral censure: indeed the words “I wouldn’t hurt her feelings for the world”,
“smiled”, “kindly”, “the more the merrier” are positive. Also, for all her anger and dismay
at her husband’s behaviour, Susan goes willingly with Newsom who seems to act more as
her saviour against a bully than a partner in the crime. Newsom does not play a major role
in the rest of the novel, but we know that he and Susan live together as man and wife for
eighteen years and, after the early death of Henchard’s daughter, they bring up their own
daughter, using the same name Elizabeth-Jane.

Both in the Lily Bart case and in this early scene in the Hardy novel a reader is presented
with some fundamental aspects of the two main protagonists. In Lily’s case, the focus
is on her social vulnerability and defensiveness, in Henchard’s it is on his impulsiveness,
volatile temper, and tendency to make rash decisions. In both cases these flaws set the
tragic trajectory of the novels, leading to the social failure and untimely death of both
protagonists. One might, I suppose, call both novels “moral tales” but that rests more on
how they explore the complex moral lives of two engaging characters than on anything
substantial they might have to offer by way of a “moral education” that might improve the
lives of readers.
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To speak of the trajectory of the characters reminds us that fictional characters can
be thought of in two fundamentally different ways: either as imagined persons in a world,
thinking and acting (in realist novels) like real persons in the real world, or as functions
with a role in an artistic design. The former conception involves adopting an internal
perspective on a fictional world; the latter is to adopt an external perspective on a work of
art (in the real world). The difference is apparent in the two different kinds of answers that
might be given to the question: “Why did Henchard auction his wife at the country fair?”
From an internal perspective the answer is: he was drunk, angry and impulsive. From an
external perspective, reflecting on the character’s role in the novel, the answer might be:
the scene at the country fair is the main driver of the plot and the novel’s theme. What
drives the plot and gives interest to the story is how Henchard responds to his irresponsible
act, wracked with guilt, and concerned about protecting his good name from infamy. In
spite of acquiring some prosperity and a position of responsibility (becoming Mayor of
Casterbridge), and even remarrying Susan, Henchard repeatedly makes rash judgments
with further acts of unkindness, ending his life in poverty and despair. It is a trajectory,
like that of classical tragedy, somehow foretold in the opening scene which anticipates an
outcome increasingly inevitable. The developing theme is that of insecurity driven by guilt
leading to self-destruction. The Henchard character, from the external perspective, has a
pivotal function in this literary design.

Where does ethics come in? A reader adopting the internal perspective on a character
constructs a picture of the character through the ongoing narrative. Information about
the character is accrued, actions explained, motives explored, attitudes detected. Also, as
we have seen, moral judgments are made, in the sense that an ethical vocabulary is elicited
to characterise actions, events, attitudes. This is a familiar reading process and includes
much of the pleasure derived from narrative. On an opaque (or literary) reading of a novel
these judgements arise out of close attention to the forms in which the content is presented.
There is nothing mysterious about that. We might think of this process, largely grounded in
the internal perspective on character, as focused on micro-forms in the narrative: phrases,
sentences, short passages, that prompt ethical reflection, and contribute to the rounding
out of character.

In contrast, attention can shift to macro-forms—perhaps of the kind that Eagleton
describes—where work structures, themes, and genre conventions are in play. Characterising
a work like The Mayor of Casterbridge as a tragedy indicates a kind of trajectory in the plot,
with conventional expectations about character development and final outcome. Macro-
forms have an ethical dimension because the great literary themes, worked and reworked
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through history, are never far from ethical concerns: power, ambition, guilt, the pursuit
of happiness, hope and despair, envy and jealousy. Once again, though, we should not be
too hasty to identify the macro-forms of a novel, its themes and structures, with moral
education or the articulation of a moral lesson to be derived. Neither of our two examples
lend themselves to a summation in terms of moral principles extractible and applied to real
lives. They are more substantial and engaging than that. Perhaps individual readers might
see aspects of Lily Bart and Michael Henchard in their own predicaments—and that can
be part of the pleasure of reading—but they should be wary of deriving life lessons from
examples of this kind. The power of the themes lies more in the way they are developed
through the particularities of the works than in their ability to guide action.

5 Third case study: Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the d’Urbervilles

Let me consider one more example, this time focusing not on the beginning of a char-
acter’s trajectory but at the end. And also illustrating how emotion can intersect
with form and with ethics. The example is from another of Thomas Hardy’s novels,
Tess of the d’Urbervilles (1891). This passage comprises the final two paragraphs of the novel:

Upon the cornice of the tower a tall staff was fixed. Their eyes were riveted on it. A few
minutes after the hour had struck something moved slowly up the staff, and extended itself
upon the breeze. It was a black flag.
‘Justice’ was done, and the President of the Immortals, in Aeschylean phrase, had ended his
sport with Tess. And the d’Urberville knights and dames slept on in their tombs unknowing.
The two speechless gazers bent themselves down to the earth, as if in prayer, and remained
thus a long time, absolutely motionless: the flag continued to wave silently. As soon as they
had strength, they arose, joined hands again, and went on. (Hardy 1979: 329-30)

The black flag on the prison tower signals that Tess is dead: she has been hanged (for
the killing of Alec d’Urberville). The two “speechless gazers” are Tess’s sister Liza-Lu and
Angel Clare, Tess’s husband. The mood is dour and dispiriting, reflected in the flat prose,
but there is also bitterness and sarcasm in the passage. The narrative point of view is
unmistakable. Placing inverted commas round “Justice” mocks the injustice manifested by
the hanging, given the circumstances of the killing; and the sarcastic phrase “President of
the Immortals” to refer to a supreme, but implacably cruel, god (based on Zeus as portrayed
in Aeschylus’ tragedy Prometheus Bound) emphasises the crushing of Tess by forces (fate, the
gods) quite beyond her control. The term “sport” reminds us of Gloucester’s anguished cry
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in King Lear: “As flies to wanton boys are we to th’ gods. / They kill us for their sport”. The
sentence “the d’Urberville knights and dames slept on in their tombs unknowing” confirms
the utter futility of Tess’s search for “kin” with a local noble family, a course of events that
destroyed her. And the final words in the novel “they arose, joined hands again, and went
on”, echo the end of Paradise Lost when Adam and Eve leave the Garden of Eden, “They,
hand in hand, with wandering steps and slow, / Through Eden took their solitary way”.
Such allusions again reinforce the expression of gloom and despair.

Our earlier distinction between internal and external perspectives on characters applies
here. To the question “Why was Tess hanged?” the answer from the internal perspective is
that she was convicted of Alec’s murder. The answer from the external perspective is that
this was the inevitable end of the tragic trajectory of Tess’s life, from being raped by Alec
as a girl, from being abandoned by the man she marries, Angel Clare, to being essentially
imprisoned by Alec, from which she had no means of escape, to being confronted with
Angel seeking to win her back. Throughout the novel there are intimations of the tragedy
to come.

The relentless misery of the unfolding story and also the dark pessimistic philosophy
underlying it (as surfaces in this passage) have been frequently criticized, including by
contemporaries of Hardy’s. The critic Lionel Johnson, writing in 1894, condemned Hardy’s
heavy handedness in over-stating his pessimism in the novel:

Either the story should bear its own burden of spiritual sorrow, each calamity and woe
crushing out of us all hope, by its own resistless weight: or the bitter sentences of comment
should be lucid and cogent. But had Mr Hardy denied himself all commentary, and left the
story to carry its own moral into our hearts; I doubt whether we should all have received
quite the same moral. (Hardy 1979: 389)5

This is a comment largely about the novel’s form: that the unremitting hopelessness driving
the plot is hard to explain or justify, yet Hardy’s attempt to inject his own pessimistic philos-
ophy barely helps as it lacks lucidity and cogency. Fellow writers like Robert Louis Stevenson
and Henry James also condemned the novel on similar grounds (Hardy 1979: 388).

The ending of Tess of the d’Urbervilles serves not only to reinforce the pessimistic theme
in the novel but to consolidate a growing sense of despair in a reader. What other response
could there be to the end of Tess’s tragic life in this lonely and macabre setting? This is

5 Lionel Johnson, extract from The Art of Thomas Hardy (London, 1894).
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the catharsis of tragedy. Our pity for Tess leaves as drained and exhausted, a state rather
similar to that of Tess herself when the police finally catch up with her: “‘It is as it should
be,’ she murmured. ‘Angel, I am almost glad . . . I have had enough.’” (Hardy 1979: 328)

With the introduction of emotion, it is helpful to distinguish felt emotion and expressed
emotion. The former encompasses any actual emotion felt by a reader, such as despair
or desolation. These are real psychological states. In contrast are the emotions expressed
in a narrative. These are a formal quality of the narrative itself, its expressiveness. They
might coincide with corresponding psychological states, or be part of the cause of them,
but they are not identical, being properties of a text not a mind. To identify an expressed
emotion calls for aesthetic acuity in the reading and interpretative process, although in this
case the expressed emotions are not hard to discern. Very often an emotion expressed in a
narrative will be associated with a character whose words are the vehicle of the expression.
However, in the passage under consideration, the expressed emotions are not attributed, at
least directly, to any character. The observers are “speechless”. The solemn gloominess and
bitterness expressed in the passage show themselves in the fabric of the prose.

There is a connection between emotions—expressed in or caused by a narrative—and
the moral judgments readers make about the narrative content, through attention to its
form. The inclination to characterize an action or incident in moral terms—cruel, heartless,
kind—is likely to be grounded in a recognition of emotions expressed or felt: outrage, anger,
joy. There is no systematic relation between the two but at least one connection seems
relevant, namely that the “thick” ethical concepts deployed in interpretation will bear a
negative or positive valence. To describe an action as cruel is to judge it negatively and a
corresponding negative emotion—anger, repulsion—will be a natural concomitant. Another
connection might be this, that identifying the expressive character of a narrative passage is
largely an aesthetic response (perhaps, but not necessarily, prompted by a psychological
response, a felt emotion) and grounded in interpretation. Likewise, I have been arguing
that characterising a passage in ethical terms, although having the appearance of a moral
judgment, is itself more accurately described as an aesthetic judgment, again arising out of
interpretation. And these acts of interpretation will not be unrelated.

6 Conclusion

Let me briefly assemble some conclusions. I have largely endorsed Eagleton’s striking claim
that “a work’s moral outlook . . . may be secreted as much in its form as its content”. But
immediately the strikingness of the claim might seem weakened by my own qualified
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endorsement of the inseparability of form and content in novels. Have we not just returned
to moral content? The answer is: not quite.

First, the argument for form-content inseparability, as I have defended it, rests essen-
tially on a mode of reading, which I have described as “opaque”. Opaque reading involves
close attention to the fine-grained form of a narrative. In contrast, “transparent” reading is
satisfied with a looser, less text-bound, delineation of character and plot. My deliberate use
of fairly long quotations in the examples is meant to highlight the importance of detail,
where tone and connotation of phrases and sentences acquire salience. Content emerges
out of this fine-grained detail. So, second, we are left with moral content not quite in the
way that is normally conceived. On this conception moral content is woven into the very
fabric of narrative description and this contrasts with a view of moral content resting on
extractible truths or prescriptions.

When readers in the opaque mode imaginatively reconstruct character and incident
out of the finer details of the narrative itself, this reconstruction, as we have seen, will
often involve the use of an ethical vocabulary ostensibly taking the form of moral judgment.
However, I have been urging that the passing moral judgments we make in a literary
context—Lily’s rudeness towards the charwoman, Henchard’s cruel auctioning of his wife,
the injustice of Tess’s execution—can be seen, and should be seen in certain reading contexts,
as having primarily an inward facing function, as part of an interpretative process, furthering
an understanding of the characters and fitting their actions into a narrative pattern. From
this perspective they become more like aesthetic judgments than purely moral ones. This
would not be true if we were to think of the judgments from an outward facing perspective,
in other words, pointing towards a derived moral prescription to be extracted from the
work and applied to the world at large.

There are two ways we can think of the wrongness of Henchard’s action: either as telling
us something important about the character and how it sets him on the tragic trajectory of
the novel; or as reminding us of the depravity of action of that kind, to be deplored in any
real-life instantiation. The first of these is inward facing, fundamentally rooted in aesthetic
judgment; the second is outward facing, rooted in moral prescription. No doubt we could
accept both. I have no objection to readers using novels as primers for moral improvement.
But I do not believe this is the most rewarding approach to works of literature, nor that
such reductive didacticism does justice to the literary achievement attained in the canonical
works. Its effectiveness will always be contingent on local dispositions of readers and is
likely to arise from a transparent not a literary (or opaque) mode of reading.

What emerges from this picture is a kind of aesthetic autonomism, giving priority to
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the aesthetic over the moral. The highlighting of form and finegrainedness in the reading
process and the emphasis on the inward facing rather than outward facing role for ethics-
centred interpretation both suggest that critical acuity (directed to appreciating a work of
art) can matter more in reaping the rewards of literature than any search for moral insight.
Furthermore, the focus on expressed rather than felt emotion under opaque reading also
gives priority to the aesthetic, not in this case over the ethical, but over the psychological.
That again reinforces the autonomist perspective.
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Abstract
Recently, cognitivist accounts about art have come under pressure to provide stronger
arguments for the view that artworks can yield genuine insight and understanding. In
Gregory Currie’s Imagining and Knowing: Learning from Fiction, for example, a convincing
case is laid out to the effect that any knowledge gained from engaging with art must “be
judged by the very standards that are used in assessing the claim of science to do the same”
(Currie 2020: 8) if indeed it is to count as knowledge. Cognitivists must thus rally to
provide sturdier grounds for their view. The revived interest in this philosophical discussion
targets not only the concept of knowledge at the heart of cognitivist and anti-cognitivist
debate, but also highlights a more specific question about how, exactly, some artworks can
(arguably) afford cognitive import and change how we think about the world, ourselves
and the many events, persons and situations we encounter. This paper seeks to explore
some of the ways in which art is capable of altering our epistemic perspectives in ways that
might count as knowledge despite circumventing some standards of evidential requirement.
In so doing we will contrast two alternative conceptions of how we stand to learn from
art. Whereas the former is modelled on the idea that knowledge is something that can be
“extracted” from our experience of particular works of art, the latter relies on a notion of
such understanding as primarily borne out of a different kind of engagement with art. We
shall call this the subtractive conception and cumulative conception respectively. The cumulative
conception, we shall argue, better explains why at least some insights and instances of
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knowledge gained from art seem to elude the evidential standards called for by sceptics of
cognitivism.

Keywords

aesthetic cognitivism, aesthetic understanding, art and knowledge, epistemic agency, epis-

temic perspective.

1 Introduction

The question about how best to conceive the relation between art and knowledge has long
divided philosophers into two broad camps. On the one hand, cognitivists argue that
significant knowledge stands to be gained from artistic experience, and that such gain gives
us reason to value art.1 On the other hand, anti-cognitivists deny this, and reject either the
idea that what artistic experience leads to really counts as knowledge or that the knowledge
one may secure is important and capable of bearing on the issue of why art matters to us.2

Recently, cognitivist accounts have come under increased pressure to provide stronger
arguments for the view that art can yield genuine knowledge and understanding. In
Gregory Currie’s Imagining and Knowing: The Shape of Fiction, for example, the author lays
out clearly the reasons for being sceptical about the cognitivist’s claims with respect to
fiction. If we do indeed gain knowledge from reading fiction, Currie argues, we must be
able to articulate what the acquired knowledge actually amounts to (in order for it to count
as knowledge). As Currie trenchantly puts it,

[i]t cannot count as the generation of genuine insight merely that people have the feeling
that insight has been generated. . . We must offer some standards . . . by which to tell when
people have arrived at whatever form of enlightenment is at issue [and] gotten it right.
(Currie 2020: 8)

Crucially, Currie sees no reason for being less exacting about the standards required for the
knowledge claims we make about art in comparison with those made about the natural
and other sciences. That is not to say that Currie necessarily concludes that we learn from
fiction in precisely the same way we learn from scientific practice, but that the knowledge

1 See, for example, John 1998, Kieran 1996, Putnam 1978, Nussbaum 1990 and Robinson 1997.

2 See, for example, Lamarque & Olsen 1994, Diffey 1995, Stolnitz 1992.
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claims in each case should be subject to the same empirical standard.3

To be clear, Currie is not denying that we may learn something from Anna Karenina,
or from Shakespeare’s Othello. Rather, he is arguing that if we do learn something from
such works, we should be able to assess and evaluate what we learn qua knowledge. In
short, we should “insist that the claims of literature to give us knowledge of whatever kind
be judged by the very standards that are used in assessing the claim of science to do the
same” (Currie 2020: 8). Thus, pace Currie, it may well be the case that we learn something
about the nature of longing and desire from Anna Karenina, or about jealousy from Othello,
and it may be that what we learn arises in the form of “knowing-that”, “knowing-how”, or
“knowing by acquaintance” (Currie 2020: 8); but also, that if what we learn is to qualify as
knowledge, we should be able to account for it as such by using some accepted norm of
verification. Without such a standard, the credibility of cognitivism crumbles.

Currie is surely right that when it comes to defending the idea that we gain genuine
understanding from fiction in particular, and art in general, the ball is in the cognitivist’s
court. If we do indeed acquire understanding or knowledge from reading a novel, say, we
should in principle be able to describe what the knowledge or insight consists of, relate the
kind of knowledge to something which is generally agreed to count as knowledge, and show
why the knowledge gained is central to our experience of works of fiction qua literary works
of art.4 The latter is important because many of the most committed anti-cognitivists do
not deny that some knowledge can at times be gleaned from art. Rather, they argue that
the knowledge we typically obtain from engaging with art is either trivial, more reliably
accessed elsewhere, or generally tangential to our aesthetic experience of the artwork.5

Currie puts the matter with characteristic candour when he asks why, “[i]f someone says
they learned so much from Anna Karenina it [nonetheless] seems poor form to ask: ‘What
exactly did you learn?’” (Currie 2020: 6). The underlying assumption, Currie hypothesizes,
is that literature is held to educate us in ways that are “too subtle, too pervasive, to be
discovered by the crass methods of the sciences” (Currie 2020: 6-7).

While Currie and other sceptics correctly point out that evasive responses to questions

3 “[T]he standard of science is empirical evidence and that is, or should be, everyone’s standard.”
(Currie 2020: 8).

4 It will be noted that Currie’s argument concerns only works of fiction qua works of the imagination, and
that the present paper concerns itself with art and aesthetic experience in general.

5 See e.g. Stolnitz 1992.
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about what we learn from engaging with artworks do little to strengthen the cognitivist
cause, it is still possible to develop a fuller picture of the different ways in which knowledge
and understanding can arise through engaging with art. For the revived interest in this
philosophical discussion targets not only the concept of knowledge itself and the criteria
that need to be met for something to count as such. It also leads to a broader question about
how some artworks seem to afford cognitive import by changing how we think about the
world, ourselves and the events, persons and situations we encounter despite circumventing
standard evidential requirements.6 This cognitive import, we shall argue, can more helpfully
be conceived in the broader terms of agency, in relation to how we as epistemic agents seek
to apply the understanding and knowledge gained in artistic experience.

Two alternative conceptions of how we stand to learn from art will be contrasted. The
first conception we call the subtractive model, according to which knowledge is something
that can be taken away, or “subtracted”, from our experience of particular works of art, and
accounted for as such. The second conception we call the cumulative model, which relies
among other things on an idea of knowledge as something accumulated during the course
of a spectator’s, listener’s or reader’s engagement with art over time and by referencing
across contexts. This second conception builds on the idea that the epistemic gain we stand
to make from art (i) is not necessarily the product of one single work; (ii) cannot necessarily
meaningfully be disentangled from other previously acquired items of knowledge; and
(iii) depends greatly on the spectator’s, listener’s or reader’s dispositions, expectations and
ambitions qua epistemic agent. This conception, we shall argue, can better describe why
some insights and instances of knowledge seem to elude the evidential standards called for
by sceptics of cognitivism. For reasons to do with how such knowledge arises and acquires
its epistemic character, not all instances of knowledge gained from art can (or indeed aspire
to) meet Currie’s articulation requirement (i.e. that for something to count as count as
knowledge, “we must be able to articulate what the acquired knowledge actually amounts
to”.)

Generally, we will be less concerned with a technical rebuttal of the approach pursued
by Currie than with developing a positive cognitivist account capable of side-stepping
the call for ill-suited evidential criteria. That said, a constructive context for doing this
comes from accepting the challenge laid down by Currie so precisely when he questions

6 What is more, it concerns the extent to which such additions to or shifts in our epistemic repertoire can
accurately be described as knowledge.
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why it seems “poor form” to ask what we learned from a particular work of art. For this, we
will argue, can at least at times have to do with a failure to properly distinguish between
subtractive and cumulative models of knowledge acquisition in art. If our only conception
of the way in which we acquire knowledge from art takes the form of extracting cognitive
nuggets from particular works of art, then it seems reasonable to expect direct answers to
questions such as Currie’s. But if the cumulative conception can also explain some cases
of cognitive gain, much of what is learned in one particular artistic encounter cannot be
articulated or reported in such a manner.

In what follows we try to show why much of the awkwardness around questions such
as “What exactly did you learn from Anna Karenina?” comes from operating with the wrong
set of expectations. In the next section we will briefly discuss a motivational issue for the
cognitivist project in general before looking again at why questions of this kind have such
bite. In the third section we move toward a more detailed discussion of the distinction
between the subtractive and cumulative conceptions and flesh these out with some examples.
This will help us establish a better grasp of what a satisfactory answer to Currie’s question
might look like. In the fourth section we turn to Jerome Stolnitz’s well-known repudiation
of cognitivism about art (Stolnitz 1992), and discuss his contention that works of art can
never confirm the knowledge we may acquire from them. Here we argue that works of art
are less unlike other potential sources of knowledge than is often supposed, and that in
many cases the things we learn from art, if they are true, can be confirmed broadly speaking
along similar lines as in non-artistic contexts. In a fifth and final section we summarise our
conclusions.

2 Motivating cognitivism

Before we confront the question about how we can learn from art, it may be instructive to
consider a motivational issue. With so many grounds for scepticism about the knowledge
claims of art, is it really worth persevering with the cognitivist project? After all, there
are plenty of other reasons for valuing art and fiction, such as the pleasure it brings or the
sense of identity it nurtures. At the same time, we have many other more reliable sources
of knowledge, most notably perhaps the natural sciences. Terry Diffey expresses the matter
succinctly when he asks who

in the face of the overwhelming cognitive achievements of the natural sciences would tough
it out now with the brazen claim that art is an equal, or indeed another, source of human
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knowledge?. . .Confronted with the phrase “artistic knowledge” my mind is inclined to go
blank. (Diffey 1995: 211)

One might express Diffey’s worry thus: while there may have been a time, such as during
the Renaissance, that art and science were in some sense conceived as equals in terms of
their capacity for pursuing and disclosing truth, the epistemic success of science has, over
the course of the last few hundred years, made apparent to us that the purpose of art lies
elsewhere. The concept of artistic knowledge, Diffey seems to argue, no longer makes any
sense for the reason that we have come to realize that art is not properly concerned with
producing or conveying knowledge.7

Is Diffey settling for a negative conclusion too hastily? Few would deny the idea that
knowledge about art is a genuine instance of knowing something, such as when I assert that
Tolstoy is the author of Anna Karenina or that the novel first appeared in 1873. The issue,
rather, is about the knowledge of the world we claim to have gained from or through art.
Now, crucially, there are many fictional contexts in which the question, “What exactly did
you learn from X?” is entirely apposite. That is to say, there are plenty of cases for which
the question is both intelligible and relatively easy to respond to. For example, if someone
asks us what we learned from Aesop’s fable about the crow and the fox, we shouldn’t have
too much trouble answering the question satisfactorily. The target of the question changes,
however, when we broaden the epistemic context and ask what we learned from Aesop’s
Fables as a whole. We may of course enumerate the lessons learned from each tale, and
perhaps even summarise them thematically, but there will probably be a sense that what
we have learned amounts to more than the sum of individual observations. For when
the epistemic context of the question is widened, there is a change in the kind of thing
the knowledge takes as its object. In the narrow context we take it that what we learn
is something specific about the world, in this case a moral precept about being wary of
flattery and not taking everything we are told at face value. In the wider context, however,
a broad range of possibilities arise. We may have learnt about when to use cunning in a

7 Of course, many cognitivist issues are contingent on the historical context in which artworks are presented.
For example, where the nineteenth-century novel was widely conceived in terms of its moral role and generally
approached with the expectation that one might learn something about human nature and psychology, say,
today we set out to appreciate these novels autonomously and “for their own sake”. As a result, the myriad
functions that art was traditionally construed as fulfilling have gradually been side-lined as extraneous, even
distracting.
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particular situation. We may have learnt about when to be compassionate. Or we may have
learnt something about art in general, say the educational function of story-telling or the
narrative structures central to moral tales.

A similar pattern can be observed in relation to Anna Karenina. When asked “What
did you learn from the character of Anna Karenina?”, we can reply that we learnt about
the strict regulation of female propriety in polite society. Again, when asked, “What did
you learn about love from Anna Karenina?”, we can formulate an answer such as, say, “That
love without propriety is tragic but still preferable to propriety without love”. When asked,
however, what we learned from Anna Karenina, the interpretative constraints that hitherto
framed and guided our responses start to disintegrate. As a result, clearly formulated and
articulated propositions capable of capturing the knowledge and understanding we seem
to have gained begin to fail us. For however many individual items of knowledge we can
ascribe to Anna Karenina on subjects ranging from nineteenth-century social etiquette to
the gender politics of adultery, and however these are added together to capture something
approaching the totality of knowledge acquired from Anna Karenina, there will always be
something further about the novel and what we gained from it which our answer fails
to capture. Whatever reply is offered, the question will continue to resist the kind of
closure Currie’s question seeks to establish and will, to some degree at least, remain an
open question.

In this sense, then, there seems to be something fundamentally holistic about many
works of art. In ways not entirely dissimilar to how our knowledge of a certain friend, say,
does not seem amount to the addition of all the individual things we know about them, so
too does what we have learnt from Anna Karenina seem to exceed the sum total of things
we can readily express about the novel.8 Of course, it does not follow that all the particular
and general things we have learned from the novel are not still part of what we have gained
from our reading. It is, rather, that taken by themselves they do not add up simply to what
we have learnt. For we can combine the particulars to form general ideas or concepts which,
in turn, we can employ to shed light on related specific situations, events or persons. We
can compare both general and particular ideas with other aspects of our experience in order
to ascertain their validity and relevance. We can choose to apply the knowledge in practice
or in theory. We can also use it to form an epistemic perspective which we can employ in

8 For discussions comparing works of art to persons in this way, see Dammann & Schellekens 2017 and
Nehamas 2016.
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relating to certain other contexts and situations, before reverting back to the case at hand.
Epistemic possibilities abound, to such an extent that questions of the kind “What did you
learn from X?”, when asked in this way, simply seems misguided.

3 Subtractive and cumulative knowledge

Can the distinction between two models or conceptions of how we acquire knowledge
through art—the subtractive and the cumulative—shed light on the issue at hand? By
observing this distinction we do not mean to suggest that there are only two modes of
acquiring knowledge, nor even that the two models are always or necessarily exclusive;
merely, that such a distinction will help us make sense of how why it is not always possible
to give a definitive account of exactly what it is we have learned.

Generally speaking, the subtractive model approximates to what we tend to have in
mind when we think of acquiring knowledge from a particular source. If we come across an
unfamiliar word, for example, we might look it up in a dictionary. We can then take away
our new knowledge about the word and employ it in a variety of contexts. The process of
extracting knowledge in artistic contexts can operate in a similar way, for example when
a literary text is used as historical evidence. In coming across the phrase “salad days” in
a newspaper feature, say, we look it up and discover that it refers to a time of youthful
exuberance and innocence, and that the earliest known usage is in Shakespeare’s Antony
and Cleopatra. If we then consult the play, we find that the phrase is followed by its own
definition “My salad days, / When I was green in judgement: cold in blood.” Thanks to the
knowledge that we have gleaned from Shakespeare, we increase our understanding of how
we may use the phrase with more precision. The subtractive model also seems to capture the
kinds of learning we use to understand concepts as they are deployed in fictional narratives.
If we are unaware, for example, of what a beadle is, Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist provides
sufficient information for us to understand not only what role the title denotes but also
how Mr Bumble’s moral character, and name, exemplify one kind of person attracted to
the role.

The cumulative model, by contrast, captures the way in which much of the knowledge
we acquire through art happens over time and across different contexts. Three main features
characterize the cumulative conception. Firstly, the cumulative conception allows us to
see how the knowledge gained by engaging with a work of art does not necessarily have its
source exclusively in that particular work, but is often acquired in part by situating that
artwork also in relation to other works. The relation might be one of works by the same
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artist, in the same artform, belonging to the same genre, and so on. Or it may be a less
direct relation, such as when one artwork shares a theme, outlook or ideology.

This aspect leads us to our second feature, which is that the epistemic gain from works
of art cannot always be meaningfully disentangled or isolated from other contexts which
have shaped or otherwise contributed to the accumulation of relevant knowledge. In such
cases, the knowledge is in some sense exemplified in the work of art we have at hand, so to
speak, but the source of the knowledge is diffused through one or more other experiences
of both artistic and non-artistic character. Over and above the straightforward idea that
the knowledge in question builds on other things we have previously learned, this is a case
of knowledge which relies on our calling to mind its diffuse range of sources in the light of
a specific work or example.

The third, and perhaps most interesting, feature of the cumulative model is that the
cognitive gain we stand to make from art depends largely on the spectator, listener or reader
qua epistemic agent. By this we mean that the work of art’s potential as a source of relevant
knowledge depends on the effort and disposition of the individual to incorporate what
is available through the artwork into the way they understand and act within the world.
Such agency, we argue, can lay the grounds for an alternative evidential standard, capable
of consolidating our experience’s epistemic credentials.

Let us flesh out these three characteristics with the help of some examples. The first
aspect of the cumulative model is certainly the most ubiquitous, but comes into focus when
what we learn from one work of art is somehow made possible by a previous encounter
with another. In V. S. Naipaul’s 2004 novel Magic Seeds, for example, we learn about the
contradictory emotions involved in cultural assimilation. The book’s narrative follows
Willie, an Indian emigrant and writer who finds himself emotionally and in two instances
literally exiled from the contexts which he tries to make his home, concluding with his
uneasy slide into a comfortable middle class life in suburban London. Although the novel
is a sequel, the narrative is self-contained and Willie’s emotional trajectory makes perfect
sense on its own. That said, if one has read Naipaul’s Half a Life, from 2001, which relates
Willie’s experience of alienation in London several decades earlier (the “half a life” of the
title is not merely chronological but refers to the way in which the state of being a stranger
is a kind of half-life), the character’s ambivalent slide into suburbia and an affluent existence
enabled by the trappings of literary success is all the more readily grasped in all its richness.
The knowledge that a displaced existence can easily result in us despising the things we
once longed for is increased by the depth of the context in which it is applied.

Such cumulative epistemic gain can also occur, as we have said, in much less di-
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rect associative relations than between a novel and its sequel. Looking at Géricault’s
Raft of the Medusa (1819), for example, one is well aware that the level of detail—the depic-
tion of which drew on the artist’s extensive research and interviews with the survivors of
the incident—and vastness of the canvas invoke the genre of history painting. Indeed, in
the same way that many other painters before him had enabled their acceptance into the
Academy with lavishly executed history paintings, the work marked Géricault’s establish-
ment as one of the rising actors in French romantic painting.

Figure 1: The Raft of the Medusa, by Théodore Géricault

When we find echoes of the painting in the art collective Forensic Architecture’s work

Fig. 1: The Raft of the Medusa, by Théodore Géricault

Original title: Le Radeau de la Méduse

Date: 1818 - 1819; France

Location: Louvre, Paris, France

Dimensions: 491 x 716 cm
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Liquid Traces: The Left to Die Boat (2014), a field of aesthetic and cognitive resonance estab-
lishes itself between the two works of art. In particular, the later work, with its trademark
criminological methodology and sometimes overwhelming level of detail, and the differ-
ences between the boat of the title and the military and trade vessels which crossed its
path, is clearly conceived with the intention of holding up to the light universal truths
about immigration, social exclusion and the geopolitical context of the sea. Looking back
at Géricault the likelihood increases that we now see something similar, an artist using a
forensic brush and the grand, nation-building context of history painting, to bring to our
attention an uncomfortable insight about a national scandal for post-revolutionary France.

Figure 2: Caption still film video from Liquid Traces: The Left to Die Boat (2014)

The epistemic gain here can be construed in different ways. In one sense, the parallel
between two scenes from real life, one contemporary and the other historical, calls to mind

Fig. 2: Caption Film Still Video from Liquid Traces—The Left-to-die Boat Case (2014)

Project team: Charles Heller, Lorenzo Pezzani, Richard Limeburner, Samaneh Moafi, Rossana Padeletti.

Produced within the frame of Forensic Architecture with the support of the House of World Cultures (HKW).

Available from: https://forensic-architecture.org/investigation/the-left-to-die-boat.

©Forensic Oceanography.

https://forensic-architecture.org/investigation/the-left-to-die-boat
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a plethora of facts about life at sea, political and economic inequality, fear, the limits of
compassion, and more. In another sense, we learn that the tradition of societal critique
through visual art is less recent than one often supposes. The exact content of the knowledge
acquired is also clearly dependent on contingent details such as the order in which we
experience the relevant works of art. In the case of Géricault and Forensic Architecture, one
might assume that upon first seeing the Raft of the Medusa we are struck by the splendour
of the representation, the dramatic depiction of an historical situation, the brilliance and
consistency of the composition, and the geometric trajectory mirroring an emotional one
from despair leading to hope. When we next see it, however, having recently come across
Liquid Traces, we see an almost entirely different painting, one in which the depiction of
suffering, starvation and death is foregrounded in such a way that the absence of compassion
and illusory nature of hope are brought into focus (only three of the fifteen sailors who
boarded the raft survived). In the first viewing, the painting’s composition had its apex in
the flag waved hopefully by the sailor. In the second, we notice the flag is tattered and torn.
Of its original three colours, symbolizing respectively fraternity, equality and liberty, only
the first, red, remains.

While we can identify what has been learned by the viewer in such a context, it seems
hard to do so without taking into account the particular series of events which allowed
the viewer’s artistic journey to take place. Another example helps us clarify the matter
further. The reader of Shikibu’s 11th-century classic, The Tale of Genji, stands to learn a great
deal about Japanese courtly culture during the Heian period. What the reader succeeds in
learning, however, depends to a large extent upon previous relevant knowledge. The book
may be taken up, for example, by a reader who having read Arthur Golden’s best-selling
1997 historical novel Memoirs of a Geisha, travels to Japan in order to see the country for
herself. Although it is of course a truism to say that no reader brings an entirely blank slate
to her reading of a novel, the point here is that epistemic encounters with works of art
build on contingent and highly individual trails of experience and, what is more, that the
resulting knowledge is not merely coloured by this experience but fundamentally bound up
with it. Thus, when asked to give an account of what she has learned from The Tale of Genji,
our reader’s knowledge may only with great difficulty, if at all, be separated from the web of
memories, images and intertextual references in which it is embodied in a way which makes
sense to another person. Yet surely the knowledge, say, about the Heian court that a reader
who has only read The Tale of Genji, and the knowledge acquired by our reader, who can
integrate this with her memories of modern-day Kyoto and knowledge of contemporary
Geisha culture from Memoirs of a Geisha, are importantly different. Clearly, the latter will
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be more detailed and, being more integrated into an understanding of Japanese societal
norms, possess a greater range of application.

This greater range of application impinges on the third feature of the cumulative model,
namely the way in which the epistemic gains made through art depend not merely on the
cognitive background which a reader or viewer brings to their artistic experience, but also
on their individual propensity and disposition to implement this knowledge to their own
fields of deliberation and action. For engaging with art can serve as an invitation to take
control of our own epistemic trajectories and to put them to work in the way that we
conceive and relate to the world around us. In other words, much of what we learn from
engaging with fiction depends largely on what we are willing and ready to do with the
cognitive potential of the work. It is up to us to connect the cognitive dots, so to speak,
and this is often a gradual process, prolonged over time. Thus our reader of The Tale of Genji
might not be properly conscious of what she has learned from her reading of the book
until that knowledge is crystallised in future actions (such as, say, fundraising for a charity
which provides economic support for women who have managed to escape trafficking in
Asia). In this sense, the knowledge we gain from our artistic encounters can become part of
the resources we use to understand the world and our place in it, and serve as part of the
toolbox with which we negotiate our actions and reactions.9

Viewed in this way, the cumulative conception seems indeed to answer to many of
the ways we learn from art. This knowledge has a bearing both on verifiable features of
the world, but also, and perhaps ultimately more importantly, on the perspectives and
epistemic frameworks we employ in our relations with the world. To the extent in which this
accumulated knowledge manifests itself in such epistemic frameworks, the more it becomes
difficult and perhaps undesirable to stipulate exactly what that knowledge amounts to. The
cumulative model, in other words, both sheds light on and gives us reasons why we need

9 An interesting feature of this cumulative conception of artistic knowledge is that part of what controls the
way in which we incorporate our epistemic gains into our epistemic and moral dispositions is our grasp of
the aesthetic qualities of the works of art that we construct and shape in this way. Part of our experience
of viewing The Raft of the Medusa in the light of Liquid Traces, we may remember, was the way in which the
altered epistemic context transformed our aesthetic experience of the painting. Instead of merely marvelling
at the majesty and beauty of the depiction, other features of the painting occupied the foreground and the
details picked out by the artist’s hand were cast in a different light. In this way, as the cognitive gains made
(here in relation to two different works of art) bounce off each other, so to speak, the aesthetic qualities are
also amplified in virtue of the new cognitive work they perform.
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not expect all instances of knowledge to abide by the same evidential standards.

4 Non-trivial pursuits

Distinguishing between subtractive and cumulative conceptions of artistic knowledge need
not rule out a pluralist approach to how we learn from art. The ways in which we stand to
make epistemic gains from engaging with works can and do differ, and our two models can
co-exist and operate in connection with one other. At times, our epistemic gains can be
characterised by neatly articulated claims, and at others by gradual shifts in our epistemic
and moral disposition, action and perspective. One problem that remains, however, is
the question of how we evaluate these gains as knowledge. In other words, how can we
say with any certainty that the cognitive gains we make from The Raft of the Medusa or
The Tale of Genji count as knowledge (or not)?

In his landmark statement of anti-cognitivism, one of the more compelling points made
by Jerome Stolnitz is that “art, uniquely, never confirms its truths.” That is to say,

[i]f we find that stubborn pride and ignorant prejudice sometimes keep attractive men and
women apart, we find the evidence for this truth about the great world in the great world.
The fiction does not and cannot provide the evidence. (Stolnitz 1992: 196)

If works of art somehow succeed in conveying something, Stolnitz argues, these knowledge
claims are just not subject to the standard of correctness which allows us to evaluate
that something as knowledge. The fact that, to follow Stolnitz’s own preferred example,
Oedipus successfully exemplifies the maxim that “pride goeth before a fall” does not in
itself constitute grounds for believing that maxim to have any truth value. The grounds for
believing it must be found elsewhere. Stolnitz writes,

[i]n science, history, and religion, confirmation of a statement also counts as evidence for
other, logically related statements. Thus truths, notably in the cumulative advances of
science, support and build on each other. Out of them and epistemic auxiliaries, theories are
constructed. There are no theories, strictly, in garden variety cognition. Even there, however,
truths attach themselves to other truths and make up crudely defined but substantial nodes
of knowledge. That Summer is warmer than Winter is built up from small experiences and
sustains a host of related beliefs concerning dress, festivals, and other behaviours appropriate
to each. Art is unlike any of these kinds of knowing. The truth derived from one work of
art never confirms that derived from another work of art, though the truths are related to
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or resemble one another, not even if they should be identical. They are truths about the
great world. Yet who has ever said or thought that Antigone confirms Ajax, though they are
both Greek tragedies, by the same dramatist? Hardy does not confirm Oedipus any more
than Invictus refutes it. The very speculation is silly, though remarking that it is is, again,
instructive. (Stolnitz 1992: 197)

As is clear from this passage, Stolnitz’s conception of scientific knowledge is broadly
speaking one whereby evidence and theory build on each other. His objection is rooted in
the fact that the accumulation of knowledge in science relies on the logical connections
observed between the evidence, the theories they confirm and the laws observed in relation
to these connections. These logical connections can also be observed in relation to the
more practical matters of “garden variety cognition”, whose truth value can similarly be
evaluated in relation to how the knowledge claims are borne out in our experience of the
world. Against these kinds of knowledge, Stolnitz places the case of art, which he contends
is “unlike any of these kinds of knowing”. Works of art, on this line, do not provide evidence
for the claims they happen to make, or the things they seek to show.

But is the artistic case really as different as Stolnitz supposes? While it seems right to
hold that works of art do not themselves constitute evidence for knowledge claims, there
are many things we can learn from art which we can check, confirm and apply in different
contexts, just as there are things we have learned from non-artistic contexts which we use to
help us understand the work. And perhaps rather like a knowledge of geometry is likely to
help us master physical geography more deeply, so too will expertise in the works of Tolstoy
help us penetrate further into the world of Dostoyevsky. It need not be a question, pace
Stolnitz, of “confirming” Anna Karenina with The Idiot so much as of finding confirmation
of our knowledge of Anna Karenina in the way in which the world of The Idiot opens itself
up to us. This kind of knowledge, clearly, is not the product of a single reading of a novel or
a single viewing of a painting. It is, rather, the product of an accumulation of reading and
viewing, each instance of which has underwritten a number of epistemic gains in the form
of the dispositions used to carry on reading and viewing. The works of art we encounter
and find meaningful do, so to speak, stay with us, feeding into the gradual increase and
enhancement of knowledge in relevant areas.

The important point here, then, is not that Oedipus Tyrannus causes us to “discover” that
“pride goeth before a fall” but that it demonstrates this or other maxims with a force such
that we can readily bear them in mind and recognize situations in which the maxim might
be worth recalling. It increases the likelihood, in other words, that the maxim will remain
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with us and become a part of our epistemic perspective, applicable as an epistemic tool
in fictional and non-fictional contexts alike.10 To put it differently, we now see the world
armed with the maxim that pride goeth before a fall and we, in our encounters with reality,
see that the maxim is confirmed in our experience. Oedipus thus helps us make sense of the
world and in that respect constitutes an epistemic gain which can be evaluated in and by
the way we live our life once equipped with it—“tested” through being put into practice in
the way we see and act in the world.11

5 Conclusion

On the basis of what we have argued, it seems reasonable to conclude that we stand to learn
a number of things from reading Anna Karenina. By virtue of the subtractive model, we may
have learned a number of facts about the life in the upper echelons of nineteenth-century
St Petersburg. Importantly, we stand to confirm this knowledge in the same way as we
would confirm it in other non-artistic contexts, by reading a historical record documenting
life in Russian society around 1880, say. By virtue of the cumulative conception too, we
may have increased our understanding of the constraints on both happy and unhappy
marriages, and how and why people who find love outside their marriage find it better to
choose a path of self-destruction than one of miserable resignation. This knowledge will
be entangled with our past experiences of art and non-art alike in the ways captured by
the model’s two first features. We may even learn to see the world through Anna’s eyes, or
Levin’s, or with the help of aspects of both characters, and act in the light of this acquired
perspective. We can confirm this understanding in the way it succeeds or fails to make
sense of our own environment. Just as it remains open to the rational reader or viewer to
determine to what extent the knowledge gained from Anna Karenina or Oedipus is relevant

10 Often, it is by virtue of the aesthetic values of Oedipus Tyrannus that all the events that take place in it are
lit with striking clarity and resonance. To this degree, we can say that it is the play’s aesthetic value which
prompts us to suspect that this is indeed how things are. Considered in this light, the work’s aesthetic value
can be seen as a motivation for us to confirm that work in our real world experience.

11 While we have argued that the aesthetic value of such works of art may well play a role in the way we acquire
and put such knowledge to use, we stop short of suggesting that any such knowledge must be available
uniquely through our aesthetic experience of art. An argument to that effect is beyond the remit of this
paper, and our own conclusions here can be maintained independently of any ambition to defend or refute
such a strong cognitivism about art.
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and generally applicable to other spheres of life, so too does it remain open to the rational
reader or viewer to determine to what extent her knowledge of how the world looked and
felt to Anna Karenina or Oedipus is relevant to her own looking, feeling and acting in
other contexts.

This brings into focus a final point, which is that the cumulative model helps us better
appreciate how and why readers do not necessarily learn the same thing from reading
Anna Karenina. Some readers will be more receptive and pro-active than others, and explore
the epistemic potential in different directions and with different levels of ambition. This is
important not just as a point of clarification, but because it shows that one of the things
a cumulative model of knowledge can help us explain is how our engagements with art
can further individuate us both as epistemic agents and as persons. The framework it
contributes to, in other words, is not merely the one we use to understand a novel, say, and
others like it, but the framework of our thinking and acting in the real world. The fact that
such knowledge is difficult to articulate conclusively—that there is always something about
Anna Karenina that our answers fail to capture—need not be quite so problematic as was
initially supposed.12
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Abstract
The view that music can have a positive or negative effect on a person’s character has been
defended throughout the history of philosophy. This paper traces some of the history of
the ethos theory and identifies a version of the theory that could be true. This version
of the theory can be traced to Plato and Aristotle and was given a clear statement by
Herbert Spencer in the nineteenth century. The paper then examines some of the empirical
literature on how music can affect dispositions to behave and moral judgement. None
of this evidence provides much support for the ethos theory. The paper then proposes a
programme of research that has the potential to confirm the ethos theory.
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1 Introduction

The view that music can have a positive or negative effect on a person’s character has been
defended throughout the history of philosophy. Listening to some sorts of music, many
philosophers have believed, can make people more virtuous (or moral) while listening
to other sorts of music can make people less virtuous (or less moral). This is known as
the ethos theory, from the Greek word for character. Pythagoras, Damon, a fifth century
associate of Socrates, Plato (1963), Aristotle (1946), Aristides Quintilianus (1983) and
others adopted versions of the ethos theory in the ancient world. Confucius, in China,
had a version of the ethos theory. The theory was widely held in the Middle Ages, partic-
ularly among Islamic writers. The ethos theory was revived in the Renaissance and was
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held by a variety of thinkers from the sixteenth century until well into the eighteenth.
It was revived again in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by writers such as
Spencer (1857/1986), Haweis (1899) and Britan (1911). More recently, philosophers such as
Carr (2006), Alperson & Carroll (2010) and Higgins (2018) have held that music has moral
effects. This paper will identify the most plausible version of the ethos theory (a version that
can be traced to Plato and Aristotle), show that none of the available experimental evidence
supports this theory and, finally, propose a research programme that could confirm the
theory.

2 Origins of the ethos theory

Various versions of the ethos theory have been proposed, but these theories fall into two
broad categories. The first category includes Pythagorean theories, according to which
music somehow harmonises the soul. The second broad category of ethos theory can be
traced to various other ancient authors, including Damon, Plato and Aristotle.

Boethius adopted a Pythagorean version of the ethos theory. He states that, “the order
of our soul and body seems to be related somehow through those same ratios by which. . . sets
of pitches, suitable for melody, are joined together and united.” Listening to music, the
body responds with motion “somehow similar to the song heard.” Boethius takes this to be
evidence that “music is so naturally united with us that we cannot be free from it even if we
so desired” (Boethius 1989: 7–8). Aristides Quintilianus hints at a similar position when he
writes that music is “extended through all matter—so to speak—and reaches through all
time, adorning the soul with the beauties of harmonia” (Aristides Quintilianus 1983: 72).

The Pythagorean view seems to be that something like sympathetic vibration is respon-
sible for music’s effects on the soul. Sympathetic vibration occurs, for example, when a
sufficiently loud note is sounded in the presence of undamped strings. Any undamped
string at the same pitch as the note and any undamped string with a common partial
harmonic will begin to vibrate in sympathy with the note. On this view, when people hear
harmonious music, their souls become harmonious by receiving harmony from the music.
This view depended on the Pythagorean doctrine that the soul is a harmony of the body.
Pythagorean versions of the ethos theory may be summarily dismissed. They depend on an
untenable account of the soul and their account of the mechanism whereby music influences
the soul is incompatible with modern science. Our souls do not, somehow, harmonise with
music.

Another version of the ethos theory seems to begin with Damon. Little is known of
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Damon, though Plato credits him in the Republic with having developed the ethos theory.
Aristides Quintilianus mentions the legacy of Damon when he writes that “notes, even
of continuous melody, mold through similarity a nonexistent ethos in children and in
those already advanced in age and bring out a latent ethos, the disciples of Damon showed”
(Aristides Quintilianus 1983: 145). Plato adopted this view, writing that

the child’s soul . . .may not learn the habit of feeling pleasure and pain in ways contrary to
the law and those who have listened to its bidding, but keep them company, taking pleasure
and pain in the very same things as the aged—that . . . proves to be the real purpose of what
we call our ‘songs’. (Plato 1963: 659e)

Aristotle also adopted the ethos theory and writes that what “we have said makes it clear
that music possesses the power of producing an effect on the character of the soul. If it
can produce this effect, it must clearly be made a subject of study and taught to the young”
(Aristotle 1946: 1340b). All three of the writers just quoted make reference to children
listening to the right sort of music. In order for music (of the right sort) to make people
more moral, these writers agree, they must listen to it over a long period of time, ideally
starting as children.

Music is able to have effects on characters, many ancients believed, because it is
an imitative art. For example, Aristides Quintilianus states that music is mimetic
and adds that, “music imitates the ethoses [characters] and passions of the soul”
(Aristides Quintilianus 1983: 119). In the Laws, Plato writes that, “it would be univer-
sally allowed of music that its productions are all of the nature of representation and
portraiture” (Plato 1963: 668b). Later he adds that “rhythms and music generally are a
reproduction expressing the moods of better and worse men” (Plato 1963: 798d). Aristotle
agrees that music is an imitative art, writing that “epic and tragic poetry, as well as comedy
and dithyramb (and most music for the pipe or lyre), are all, taken as a whole, kinds of
mimesis” (Aristotle 1987: 32). Another passage, in the Politics, also indicates that Aristotle
believes that music is an imitative art: “Musical compositions. . . are, in their very nature,
representations of states of character. This is an evident fact” (Aristotle 1946: 1340b).

Plato apparently believed that music influences characters by setting a good example.
With regard to poetical imitations, Plato writes in the Republic that such “imitations,
if continued from youth far into life, settle down into habits and second nature of the
body, the speech, and the thought” (Plato 1963: 395d). In this passage, Plato suggests that,
if a poet regularly imitates shameful things, he may become shameful. In contrast, if a
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poet imitates virtuous men, he will acquire salutary habits. Likely Plato also believes that
audience members who are consistently exposed to imitations of shameful things will also
become shameful. Plato probably believes that something similar happens with musical
representations of shameful and virtuous characters. The standard by which music is to be
judged is “likeness to the model of the noble” (Plato 1963: 663b). The view seems to be that
listeners will emulate the good characters that they hear represented.

According to Aristotle, music has a salutary effect on listeners’ characters in another
way, by influencing listeners’ emotions. He holds that,

listeners will be differently affected according as they listen to different modes. The effect
of some will be to produce a sadder and graver temper—this is the case, for example, with
the mode called the Mixolydian. The effect of others (such as the soft modes) is to relax the
tone of the mind. (Aristotle 1946: 1340b)

This passage indicates that Aristotle believes that musical imitations have an effect on
listeners’ emotions. The emotions that people habitually feel have, in turn, an effect on
their characters. Aristotle believes that the young must begin to listen to salutary music at
an early age, presumably because his general view is that a virtuous character results from
habituation.

3 Emotions and moral judgement

Recently, Angelika Seidel and Jesse Prinz have conducted research that, they believe,
“suggests that there may have been some truth in Aristotle’s” views on music and ethos
(Seidel and Prinz 2013: 634). It is unclear, however, whether these authors have a clear un-
derstanding of Aristotle’s ethos theory. Certainly, the hypothesis that they test is not the
hypothesis that Aristotle and others advanced. Most of the other empirical evidence simi-
larly fails to provide support for the ethos theory as articulated in antiquity. Contemporary
experiments are cross-sectional and simply test whether music-induced emotions have an
effect on actions and moral judgements.

In one sort of experiment, listeners hear music and then their disposition to en-
gage in prosocial behaviour is assessed. An early study (Fried and Berkowitz 1979)
found a correlation between hearing certain kinds of music and prosocial behaviour.
This study used three pieces of music as stimuli: “soothing” music (Mendelssohn’s
‘Songs Without Words’ Op. 19, No. 1 and Op. 38, No. 4), a “stimulating” piece of music
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(Duke Ellington’s ‘One O’Clock Jump’) and an “aversive” piece of music (John Coltrane’s
‘Meditations’). A control group heard no music. The researchers ascertained that the music
induced the intended emotions and then asked the test subjects whether they were prepared
to offer further assistance to the researchers. The results showed a clear correlation between
the music heard, the emotion felt and the probability of engaging in prosocial behavior.
90% of the subjects who listened to the Mendelssohn were prepared to assist the research.
This is opposed to 65% of those who heard the Ellington, and 45% of those who heard the
Coltrane. 60% of those in the control group were prepared to offer further assistance to the
researchers.

In a similar study (North, Tarrant and Hargreaves, 2004), 646 users of an English uni-
versity gym heard either “annoying” (avant-garde computer music) or “uplifting” (British
top twenty singles) music. In a manipulation check, gym users were in significantly better
moods after listening to the uplifting music. On leaving the gym, the subjects were asked
to sign a petition in support of the fictitious British Disabled Athletics Association and dis-
tribute leaflets on behalf of the Association. Almost everyone signed the petition but those
who heard the uplifting music were significantly more likely to offer to distribute leaflets.
This is evidence that a musically induced positive mood promotes prosocial behavior.

One of the experiments by Seidel and Prinz (2013) had subjects listen to Japanese noise
music, with “harsh, dissonant, and jarring sounds,” Grieg’s ‘Morning Mood’ or no music.
They were then asked two questions about a vignette in which a young mother needs help
getting a baby carriage down some stairs. The first question asked of the test subjects was,
“How good would it be for you to help the young mother?” The second was, “Do you think
that you ought to help her?” On a nine-point scale, average answers to these questions given
by those primed by the Grieg were 6.90 and 6.85 respectively. Those who heard the noise
music gave average answers of 4.30 and 4.48. The average answers of those in the control
group were 5.40 and 5.70. This is more evidence that listening to happy music inclines
people to prosocial behaviour.

Another sort of experiment shows that emotions aroused by music can affect moral
judgement. In one study, participants heard a fake radio ad about a website that tells people
how to cheat on retirement benefits (Ziv, Hoftman & Geyer 2011). Half of the test subjects
heard the ad while also listening to the Allegro from Mozart’s Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, a
work that has been shown to produce a positive mood. The other half heard no music. 53.1%
of the subjects who heard the ad with music stated that cheating is an advantage of the
website as opposed to 13.3% in the control group. 87.5% of the participants who heard the
ad with music would recommend the ad to their friends as opposed to 13.3% in the control
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group. In a similar experiment, test subjects heard music inducing four different emotions
(joy, relaxation, sadness and annoyance). The subjects then read vignettes about moral
transgressions. Subjects who heard sad or annoying music were significantly more likely
to judge these transgressions more harshly than were those who heard music that aroused
joy or relaxation (Ansani, D’Errico & Poggi 2019). This is evidence that musically-induced
emotions have an effect on moral judgements that test subjects make.

These results were partially confirmed by another study (Steffens 2018) in which subjects
were shown two film clips. In the first, from A Simple Plan (1998), money is taken from
a dead criminal. In the second, from Amour (2012), a husband euthanizes his terminally
ill wife who has expressed a desire to die. The clips were combined with music arousing
tension, happiness, anger and love/tenderness. A control group viewed the clips without
any music. Only music that arouses happiness was found to increase the probability that
the depicted actions are believed to be right.

In another experiment (Seidel and Prinz 2013), Japanese noise music was again used to
induce anger and Grieg’s ‘Morning Mood’ was used to induce happiness. A control group
heard no music. A manipulation check found that the intended emotions were induced.
Test subjects were then asked to consider three situations involving immoral actions. In
the first, a man finds a wallet on the street and keeps the money it contains. In the second,
a man includes fake credentials on a resumé. Finally, a man cuts off other cars in order to
beat traffic. Subjects were then asked to rank, on a seven-point scale, the wrongness of
the actions described. Those who heard the noise music provided an average immorality
ranking of 6.10. Those who heard the Grieg gave an average assessment of 3.48. The average
assessment given by the control group was 4.19. Happier people were inclined to judge the
actions more leniently.

Another recent paper (Pastötter et al. 2013), has investigated the relationship between
music and moral judgements. Pastötter and his colleagues presented test subjects with a
version of the trolly problem in which the subjects were asked whether they would push an
old man off a footbridge onto some trolly tracks and, as a result, prevent a runaway trolly
from killing five children playing on the tracks (Thompson 1986). Prior to being asked this
question, half of the subjects heard Mozart’s happy Eine Kleine Nachtmusik and the other
half heard Barber’s sad Adagio for Strings, Op. 11. The experimenters found that these
musical works had succeeded in arousing, respectively, happiness and sadness. Half of the
subjects were then asked “Do you think it is appropriate to be active and push the man?”
and the other half were asked “Do you think it is appropriate to be passive and not push the
man?” The experimenters found an odd result. The happy test subjects were significantly
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more likely than the sad ones to push the old man off the bridge when asked if they would
push him. However, the sad subjects were more likely than the happy ones to respond to
the second question by saying that they would not push the man.

The empirical evidence shows that certain pieces of music are more likely to produce
prosocial behaviour in listeners than are other pieces. As we saw, subjects who heard British
top twenty music were more likely to engage in prosocial behaviour than were those who
heard avant-garde computer music. Subjects who heard Mendelssohn’s ‘Songs Without
Words’ were more likely to engage in prosocial behaviour than were subjects in other groups.
Certainly, these results are compatible with the ethos theory. They may even encourage us
to investigate the ethos theory further. The results do not, however, show that the theory is
correct. These results only show that individuals who are happy are more inclined to engage
in prosocial behaviour at the moment when they are happy. This is not a startling result
but, rather, a commonplace one. The experiments do not show that listening to music has
long term effects on listeners’ disposition to engage in prosocial behaviour.

The available experimental evidence often does not give us reason to believe that listen-
ing to certain kinds of music makes people more likely to reach correct moral judgements.
In fact, the results seem contrary to this conclusion. Consider again the experiment in
which the movies A Simple Plan and Amour were among the stimuli provided to test subjects.
Each film deals with a complex moral situation. In particular, it is not clear what the correct
course of action is in the scenario represented in Amour. Perhaps the husband was right
to end the life of his terminally ill wife once she had expressed the desire to die. Perhaps
the husband acted wrongly. All we know, on the basis of the experiment, is that someone
who is happy is more inclined to judge that the husband acted rightly. That is different
from showing that he actually acted rightly. Consider now the experiment that used the
fake ad about cheating on retirement benefits. As we saw, the subjects who listened to
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik were more likely to think that the fact that the ad enabled them to
cheat was an advantage of the ad and they were more likely to recommend the ad to other
people. In other words, listening to music made people less likely to make correct moral
judgements. Similarly, the subjects who heard Grieg’s ‘Morning Music’ were less likely than
those who heard other works to judge that certain actions are immoral. But the actions,
such as faking credentials and failing to return property to its owner, are immoral by any
reasonable standard. All that the experiments show is that people who are in a good mood
are more likely to look with favour on immoral actions. Consequently, the experiments
indicate that music can make people less moral.

The experiment of Pastötter et al. provides no support for the ethos theory either.
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Clearly the emotional effects of music have an impact on the moral judgements that
subjects make. There is, however, no evidence that people in one emotional state rather
than another are more likely to make the correct moral judgement. The experiment simply
shows that subjects in different emotional states respond differently to different ways of
presenting the trolley problem.

In summary, the existing empirical literature provides little evidence for the ethos
theory. According to the ethos theory, music has a long-term effect on a person’s character.
In particular, it can dispose them towards sympathy (or compassion) for their fellow
humans and dispose them towards pro-social behaviour. Cross-sectional studies of the sort
conducted by psychologists do not establish, and are not intended to establish, that music
has a beneficial effect on listener’s characters. The empirical literature does not provide any
evidence that people who listen to music are likely to make the right moral judgement. The
existing experimental literature tests the Pythagorean view that music can have a temporary
effect on emotional states, not the view associated with Plato and Aristotle, according to
which music can improve character in the long term. Experimenters have, however, made a
useful proposal in suggesting that a correlation between listening to music and prosocial
behaviour would be evidence in favour of the ethos theory. What is needed is evidence that
long-term exposure to certain sorts of music is correlated with prosocial behaviour.

4 Music and group solidarity

Philip Alperson and Noël Carroll have proposed another way in which music can have
moral value, stating that the arts, including music, “are intimately bound up with moral
education” (Alperson & Carroll 2010: 513). They note that, around the world, the music
that most people hear most of the time is not purely instrumental, of the sort found in the
canon of Western classical music. They note that “hymns, dirges, love songs, work songs,
union songs, social dances, liturgies, anthems, movie music” and a host of other genres are
incorporated into our daily lives (Alperson & Carroll 2010: 514). Music has played a role in
important social movements, such as the civil rights movement and the peace movement. It
has galvanised nations to pursue difficult projects and comforted them in times of affliction.
In this way and others, music performs “important functions in the ethical life of a culture”
(Alperson & Carroll 2010: 514).

Alperson and Carroll make an effort to explain how music promotes moral devel-
opment. They suggest that music can promote a common mood among members of a
community and they hold that people are “thereby. . . prepared emotionally to act in con-
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cert to achieve certain aims.” They also propose that an “ethical community is a com-
munity of feeling, and music can function as an important ingredient to confect shared
feeling” (Alperson & Carroll 2010: 521). Music may also activate pleasure centres in the
brain with the result that the fellow feeling promoted by music is reinforced by its associa-
tion with pleasure. Alperson also finds significance in the fact that the moral views of many
peoples, from the ancient Greeks on, are encoded in words set to music. The result is that
music helps engrain “the ethos of their culture” since it is “readily available for retrieval,
guidance, and application” (Alperson 2014: 29).

Kathleen Higgins has identified the problem with the sort of argument advanced by
Alperson and Carroll. In certain respects, Higgins agrees with Alperson and Carroll. She
identifies a number of mechanisms by which listening to music can build group solidarity.
Some of the mechanisms she identifies are similar to those proposed by Alperson and
Carroll. Higgins believes that music can provide shared emotional experiences and it can
lead to entrainment: while listening to music, “our activities synchronize, or entrain, with
the regular rhythms that we hear in many kinds of music” (Higgins 2018: 4). The problem is
that the “very mechanisms that enable music to create solidarity can solidify bonds within
sectarian groups that identify themselves in opposition to non-members” (Higgins, 2018: 1).

This is a very serious worry, as empirical research indicates. Consider a series of experi-
ments designed to show that music is an evolved mechanism for increasing social cohesion
(Loersch and Arbuckle, 2013). In one of these experiments, at the University of Missouri,
subjects listened to either a happy song (‘Soul Makossa’ by Manu Dibango) or a sad song
(Mary Gauthier’s ‘Mercy Now’). The subjects were then asked to perform a resource allo-
cation task. They could allocate resources to another University of Missouri student or
to a member of an outgroup, namely a University of Toronto student. The experimenters
found that the more moved by the music that subjects were, the more they were inclined
to favour the ingroup member over the outgroup member. Both the happy song and the
sad song had this effect. The experimenters took this result to confirm the hypothesis
that music promotes social cooperation, and perhaps it does. However, the experiment
provides no evidence for the claim that listening to music makes people more moral. On
the contrary, it shows that Higgins’ worry about the effects of music is well founded. In
a resource allocation task of the sort used in this experiment, moral individuals will not
show preference for members of their own group. We have every reason to believe that
listening to music will make deplorable groups and organisations more inclined than ever
to discriminate against their opponents. Think, for example, of the use of music at Trump
rallies.
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Higgins proposes a variety of ways in which music could promote group solidarity
without running the risk that it is misused. She suggests that participatory performance
and, in particular, jazz improvisation, may promote “commitment to peaceful co-existence”
(Higgins 2018: 9). Perhaps, but if so, participation in a group activity rather than listening
to music is responsible for the commitment to peaceful co-existence. Worse, she may be
right in holding that “[p]articipatory music creates a sense of mutuality that is palpable”
(Higgins 2018: 10), but that does not solve the present problem. Perhaps a group of fascists
engage in participatory music-making and their sense of community is enhanced. We still
have no reason to believe that they are any more moral than they would otherwise be
without their participatory music-making.

Higgins also suggests that the “promotion of musical hybrids” may promote under-
standing between community members and holds that certain “musical structures can
also resonate with the idea of conflict resolution” (Higgins 2018: 9–10). In particular, she
suggests, sonata-allegro form, in which contrasting themes are reconciled, may be one such
musical form. She may be right, but no empirical evidence for this proposal is available.

5 The ethos theory: a proposal

Plato and Aristotle may well have been right in holding that music can influence character.
Possibly, they were also right in holding that music influences character by regulating
emotions and providing exemplars for emulation. I hypothesize, however, that the most
promising version of the ethos theory was proposed by Herbert Spencer. In certain respects,
Spencer’s view is akin to that of Plato and Aristotle. Like them, he believes that music is an
imitative art in that music’s resemblance to human expressive behaviour gives music its
expressive character and that music can, consequently, arouse emotions. He also believes that
listening to music that is expressive of emotion allows listeners to enter imaginatively into
the lives of other people and that this can enhance listeners’ capacity for sympathy for others.
Spencer’s proposal has a prima facie plausibility and it lends itself to empirical testing.
Unfortunately, no efforts have been made to test his hypothesis that music makes listeners
more sympathetic to their fellow humans. I suggest that psychologists take Spencer’s
proposal seriously and subject it to testing.

In “The Origin and Function of Music” (1857) Spencer argued that music takes as “its
raw material the various modifications of voice which are the physiological results of excited
feeling, intensified, combined.” He adds that, “music takes its rise from the modulation of
the human voice under emotion, and it becomes a natural consequence that the tones of
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that voice should appeal to our feelings more than any others, and so should be considered
more beautiful” (1857/1986: 413). This is the resemblance theory of musical expressiveness,
traceable to Plato and Aristotle, and a large and growing body of empirical evidence suggests
that Spencer is right about this much at least. That is, the empirical evidence suggests that
the expressive properties of music are the result of the similarity between music and human
expressive behaviour, including the human voice under the influence of emotions. For a
review of the relevant empirical literature see Young (2014: ch. 1).

Spencer’s next move is to hold that music enables

the hearer not only to understand the state of mind they [modifications of the voice] ac-
company, but to partake of that state. In short, they are the chief media of sympathy. And
if we consider how much both our general welfare and our immediate pleasures depend
upon sympathy, we shall recognise the importance of what makes this sympathy greater.
(Spencer 1857/1986: 418)

He goes on to say that, listening to music “makes us sharers in the joys and sorrows
of others” and we sympathise with others. Sympathy is the basis of all the higher af-
fections—that in friendship, love, and all domestic pleasures, it is an essential element”
(Spencer 1857/1986: 418).

In these passages, Spencer makes two crucial claims. The first is that music arouses
emotions in us because it resembles human expressive behaviour. This claim enjoys strong
empirical support. The second is that the arousal of these emotions makes us more sympa-
thetic individuals. The claim is not outlandish. Other philosophers have also hypothesized
that listeners respond sympathetically to music. Roger Scruton, for example, writes that
“Our response to music is a sympathetic response: a response to human life, imagined in
the sounds we hear” (Scruton 2002: 121). That said, Spencer’s second claim is in need of
empirical support.

In principle, this evidence is available. Some empirical evidence already supports the
hypothesis that reading literary fiction makes people more sympathetic. A mechanism
whereby literary fiction has this effect seems to be that feeling a wide range of emotions
in response to the condition of other people, albeit imaginary ones, leads readers to be
more sympathetic. More evidence is needed before we can be certain that reading literary
fiction has this effect, but the initial results are suggestive. For a review of this evidence see
Young (2019). It is reasonable to hypothesize that listening to music that arouses a complex
pallet of emotions will have a similar effect. I hypothesize that listening to highly expressive
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music such as Western classical music will have this effect since it is music that arouses
a wide range of complex emotions. I further hypothesize that listening to classical music
enhances sympathy. This is an empirical hypothesis. Experimenters can potentially find a
correlation between listening to classical music and increased sympathy for other people.
Increased sympathy for others is likely to result in increased prosocial behaviour. It may
also dispose listeners to make correct moral judgements since they are more sympathetic to
other people and less self-centred.

In order to support the ethos theory, a longitudinal study needs to be undertaken rather
than the cross-sectional studies undertaken up until now. A correlation between habitual
listening to classical music and increased empathy needs to be established if results are to
count as support for the ethos theory. In order to test the ethos theory, certain problems will
need to be overcome. In particular, individuals who are more disposed to evince sympathy
and display prosocial behaviour are possibly more attracted to the long-term study of
music than the general population. A longitudinal study could rule out this possibility by
testing the disposition to sympathy and prosocial behaviour in young music test subjects
and comparing the results to the results for the general population. Ideally a longitudinal
study would follow test subjects from an early age at least until they are university-aged.
Conservatory students may be a good group to study since few other individuals listen to
significant amounts of classical music from an early age. However, a four-year study of a
wide range of university-aged students who listen to large amounts of classical music could
also have useful results.

It is likely that experimenters will find that music does not have the same effects on
all personality types. Some empirical studies have found that people’s personality types
have an impact on their experience of music. For example, individuals with trait empathy
are more likely to enjoy sad music than less empathetic persons (Taruffi and Koelsch 2014;
Kawakami and Katashira 2015). Results of this sort suggest that even if music can have a
positive effect on character, it would likely have this effect only on individuals with certain
personality types. In all probability, a psychopath could listen for ages to highly expressive
music without manifesting any moral improvement.

6 Conclusion

We have some anecdotal evidence for the ethos theory. The fact that Plato and Aristotle
and many others throughout the history of philosophy of music testify to the effects of
music on character is evidence that ought to be taken seriously. Others, however, have
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doubted the theory. In light of these differing opinions on the ethos theory we can only
hope to find additional empirical evidence. We need better-designed experiments than
have hitherto been conducted. These experiments need to do more than show us that when
music has induced positive emotions in listeners they are more likely to reach favourable
judgements about the morality of actions or have a short-term tendency towards prosocial
behaviour. We need experiments that show that long-term exposure to highly expressive
music is correlated with moral behaviour. Only then will we be in a position to judge with
any confidence whether the ethos theory is correct.1
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Abstract
Some think politics and art should not mix. The problem with this view is that politics
and art were always entwined. Human experience is structured politically, even if much
of it is not. Here, I illustrate this with a series of artistic examples that take us from work
songs in a Mississippi 1940s forced labour camp to a desolate dead forest landscape in
a former Krasnoyarsk gulag, evocative of a Paul Nash World War I painting. Powerful
artworks help us to come to grips with human experience, more than merely “expressing
emotion”. I treat songs as representations, looking for a way their political significance
is part of their aesthetic value. To do this, I defend James Young’s (2001) concept of
“illustrative representation” as bridging the gap between formalism and contextualism.
But instead of Young’s “Wollheimian” (resemblance between experiences) approach to how
such representation works I draw on Kulvicki’s (2020) notion of “syntactic parts”, combining
it with Carroll’s (2016) concept of form as the “ensemble of artistic choices”, and Black’s
(1954-55) frame-and-focus model of meaning in metaphor. Hopefully, in the end I will have
clarified the ways in which (some) songs are both politically and aesthetically meaningful.
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1 Introduction

In the late 1940s, Alan Lomax, “the song hunter”, while traveling the American South as
assistant to his father, John A. Lomax, conducted a series of recordings in the forced labour
fields of Parchman Farm Prison, Mississippi, which were published as Negro Prison Songs, by
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the label Tradition Records and re-issued in 1997, in two volumes, as part of the extensive
Alan Lomax Collection, by Rounder Records.1

A common feature of the songs recorded by the Lomaxes at Parchman Farm is the
presence of the sounds made by the prisoners’ tools while working “under whip and gun”.
One particularly impressive example of this for me is the song “Rosie”, in the responsorial
style of liturgical chant, although the song is all about “profane love” or the promise of
its endurance, with a soloist, identified as “C. B. Cook”, raising his voice in a powerful,
hypnotic, almost supernatural tone, and being answered by a chorus of ten fellow prisoners.
We hear sounds of handaxes rhythmically punctuating each phrase, making the music
all the more piercing and poignant. Obviously, one could adopt a sort of “disinterested”
stance and hear the axes as just any other percussion instrument, and the sung verses as
abstracted from their context, as if they were being produced in a concert hall, rather than
by people deprived of their freedom, undergoing the plight of forced labour. The music
would undoubtedly still sound beautiful, but would we not be ignoring a layer of meaning,
with aesthetically relevant consequences? In this paper, I want to answer this question in
the positive.

People divided over this question disagree fundamentally over what counts as aesthetic.
There are many aspects to their disagreement, but this is the basic point from which all else
flows: a certain conception of “the aesthetic” will be packed with other notions, such as that
of a proper way of attending to works of the arts (and thus, songs) and even to a conception
of what “art” is. Aesthetic formalism, the doctrine with which I am here disagreeing, may
include one, two or all the following three things: a) a metaphysical theory of the nature
and value of art, b) an epistemology of art, and c) a theory of art “appreciation”. A formalist
on all three counts will espouse the following views: i) the purpose of art making is the
enjoyment of aesthetic qualities, ii) the core aesthetic qualities are formal, i.e., perceptual,
iii) enjoying aesthetic qualities is intrinsically valuable, iv) representational properties and
“cognitive content” may be “interesting”, for all sorts of reasons, but they are not aesthetically
relevant.

Things get even more complicated, though, as both parties in this dispute—formalists
and contextualists—may uncritically agree on some or other point, e.g., on what counts as a
“formal property”, which may originate in the fact that some fundamental question was
either not properly formulated or not posed at all, with the consequence that people end up

1 Prison Songs: Historical Recordings from Parchman Farm 1947–8.
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talking past each other, each appearing to be absolutely right. . .within the strict confines
of the way each is laying out the problem.

There are more aspects to this debate than can be covered in a single article. Here I
want to focus on songs as representational devices, as forms of representation. It is as such
that songs connect to human experience in general, namely, by illustrating aspects of that
experience in a “medium-opaque” manner, and by way of such representation they acquire
(when they do) a political dimension. What I hope to do here is to clarify this sense of
“representation” and how it is aesthetically relevant.

2 Ways a song is political

Something in the way I have started is bound to seem suspicious. My subject is political
song, and the example I just adduced is that of work songs. But are work songs political
songs? It is not an easy question. First, what is a political song? What makes a song political?
Is the political character of a song relevant for its aesthetic character? In what ways?

Here is a reason to be sceptical of such relevance: whether a song is “politically motivated”
cannot have a bearing on whether it is good or bad in artistic terms. Songs can be good
or bad regardless of whether their words proclaim, suggest, or allude to political motifs.
Also, it potentially perverts aesthetic judgement by making it “interested”, in that people
may consider a song better than it actually is because they feel in tune with the political
“message”. So, there is this assumption that a political song works like a “message bottle”,
such that the political aspect resides entirely in a “message” which is conceptually distinct
from the “aesthetic container”.

Our paradigm examples of political songs are protest songs. This is because protest is
a paradigmatic form of political action: to protest is to represent a certain situation as
condemnable and, at the same time, to bring about awareness of such condemnability
together with an emotional response to it that potentially leads to action. The emotional
element is important because empathy presupposes emotional response and is often itself
a precondition to active engagement (Wolterstorff 2015: 203). While some protest songs
are also songs about work, work songs often are not about the work they accompany, or at
least not explicitly so, and seldom do they represent things in the way political protest does.
However, I want to argue that there is a political dimension to work songs which is also
fundamental to an understanding of political song in general.

Any human gesture can carry political meaning depending on the context in which it is
performed and the intentions with which it is performed. However, intentions are not the
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full story either. The meaning of gestures is ruled by conventions, of which one may or may
not be aware of as conventional while performing the gestures or retrieving their meaning;
the relevant intentions (those that are publicly recognizable and retrievable in a context by
an appropriate audience) are constrained by conventions, which, in Stephen Davies’ phrase,
“have a tendency to take on a life of their own” (Davies 1991: 31). Partly in virtue of shared
conventions, a gesture may convey more than its performer consciously intended to convey,
which means that artists who create a work or adapt a previously existing work are not in
full control of its artistic (public) meaning. This is merely to warn the reader that despite
my talk of “intentions”, my position is not “intentionalistic”. In my jargon, “intentions” is
shorthand for “conventionally constrained intentions of artists or performers, which are
publicly recognizable and retrievable by an appropriately primed audience”. Also, a proper
conventional background is precisely the mechanism through which the relevant intentions
will become visible or recognizable.2 Conventions are the main constituent of the contexts
in which any human gesture, and not just artworks, acquire their meaning. Intentions
do not magically produce meaning apart from a social context, which is structured by
conventions.

Let us take an example: to stand up and leave the room, for instance, can be a perfectly
trivial action, or it can bear a special significance, depending on contextual factors. Such
a gesture could represent the refusal to take part in something, it can amount to an act of
dissidence and express opposition to what is taking place, as well as the stance that true
dialogue has become impossible. When this is the case, such gestures are open to assessment
in terms of how well-adjusted they are to the ends manifested in their performance. The
criteria for such assessments will be of various sorts; sometimes (perhaps quite often) such
criteria will include aesthetic ones. Imagine someone performing this same gesture in the
context of a class where a lecturer is downplaying or rationalizing political persecution
and oppression under a certain regime she sympathises with. Shouting in that situation
would also express dissent, but it would also mirror the silencing (of victims) which is
the object of the dissenter’s protest; it would carry an inconsistency that may count as an
aesthetic fault. Leaving the room is more elegant and perhaps more eloquent than shouting.

2 For instance, I can recognize a person’s intention of hitchhiking by the fact that sticking out one’s thumb by
the side of the road has, precisely, a recognizable conventional meaning. The intention would not be visible,
or only hardly so otherwise. And because the convention is in place, it can be “hijacked”, in suitable contexts,
to perform gestures with some further meaning. Artistic contexts are characterised by a particularly intense
level of such “hijacking”; but this is only possible if conventions are in place to be “hijacked”.
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But now imagine the lecturer is objecting to the downplaying or rationalizing of political
persecution and oppression in a certain regime and the dissenter is leaving because, as a
sympathiser, she does not want to have her picture of the world tainted by uncomfortable
facts—this is easy to imagine if the topic is, for instance, the Gulag. Now the significance
of the gesture has changed in many ways. The situation for me is reminiscent of Danto’s
(1981: 1–2) thought experiments with “indiscernible duplicates”: the “structurally identical”
gestures are merely parts of ontologically more complex wholes, whose essential properties
differ, despite these structural similarities. I would add, since I speak from a contextualist
point of view, that their aesthetic properties may differ. If we take experience to be more
than its perceptual components, then it is perfectly consistent to say that the experiences
afforded by both things differ, even if in strictly perceptual terms the “mere real things”
that function as “vehicles of embodied meaning” (in Danto’s language) afford the same
perceptual content: in both cases what we see is a person standing up and leaving the room,
but what we experience are two quite different situations, involving distinct gestures (people
perform different actions by enacting “structurally similar” physical movements). Also, two
different gestures with similar political motivation can be quite different in their meaning
and, plausibly, their aesthetic properties. By itself, the Irish song “Rocky Road to Dublin”
may not sound “political” at all, but listen just to its tune performed as a medley right
after “The Recruiting Sergeant” (which is about World War I), as The Pogues did in their
1988 album If I Should Fall from Grace with God, and it appears brimming with political
significance.

Motivation and meaning are not to be confused here. But the most important
consequence of this examination of gestures is that they acquire political significance
by becoming, in some way, representational. A “raw”, decontextualized gesture, seen merely
as a sequence of physical movements endowed with certain “appearance properties” on the
exclusive basis of which some “aesthetic properties” will supervene, cannot possibly have
political significance.

So, if we take songs to be a form of contextualized human action, there will be much
more to the appreciation of a political song than mere awareness of the political motivation
with which it was putatively made. In each case, one is confronted with the assessment of
how the means employed in making the song are adjusted to the ends, within a certain
context. The ways in which a song may be “political” will mirror the profusion of ways in
which any concrete human gesture can acquire political significance: it depends on how a
particular gesture engages with the conventions in place in a given context. I now give three
more examples of “political song”, some more obviously so than the others. The different
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ways in which they may be said to be “political” will become clearer as the article progresses.
A song like Ewan MacColl’s “Dirty Old Town” (which many will know through a Pogues

cover), for instance, provides one with a sensuous glimpse into what it is like to experience
the world from the standpoint of someone growing up in an industrial town (the song
emerged from MacColl’s own relationship with his native town of Salford, in Greater
Manchester). It is a morally tinged view of the world (especially in the final stanza) and yet
it gives us no moral principles or rules, no moral arguments, no slogans, it does not preach.
Its “content” is simply the piece of human experience it shows us, precisely in the form that
it shows it. By the imaginative engagement with a song of this kind, one may become able
to recognize aspects of human experience and even motivations for action where previously
one saw or noticed nothing—even if one actually went through the experience of growing
up in an industrial town.

Here is another example. Ewan MacColl wrote the song “Shoals of Herring” for the
third episode in the BBC Radio Ballads, Singing the Fishing, aired in 1960 and devoted to the
everyday life and problems of fishing communities of East Anglia and Northeast Scotland,
based on 250 tapes of interviews, conversations with fishermen and their families. The song
has known many covers and even became part of the lore in the “traveller” communities
in Britain, with people sincerely believing they had heard that song all their lives, passed
on from their elders (Moore & Vacca 2014: 33, 63). According to Liam Clancy,3 MacColl
“assembled” the words of the song from things actually said by the fishermen in those
hundreds of tapes recorded for the radio documentary. So, when the song emerges amidst
their voices in the documentary, it is still their voice, singing through this Scottish iron
moulder’s son from Salford. Upon learning this piece of information, the song seems to
change. It even casts an interesting new light on the fact that it was assimilated as a genuine
traditional song by those people who were in fact keeping genuine folk songs alive. And yet
it is the same words, sung over the same pattern of chords.

The German song from the 1820s, “Ich hatt’ einen Kameraden”, based on an old Swiss
folk tune, was used in many different historical contexts with the common feature of
expressing lament for the death of a fellow soldier. It has since become part of the staple
repertoire in German military music (especially as funeral music), having even been adopted
in other countries for the same purpose. Given that we can hear this tune playing in Leni
Riefenstahl’s 1935 infamous propaganda-documentary film, Triumph of the Will, it could

3 Talking to the audience right before his live rendition of the song at the Olympia Theatre, Dublin, 1992.
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then come as a surprise to some that it was also a popular tune in the German Democratic
Republic, but coupled with a different, longer text (though preserving crucial similarities)4

and known as the “Hans Beimler Lied”. This was about a German commissar who fought in
the International Brigades for the Republican side in the Spanish Civil War and was killed
during the Battle for Madrid, in 1936. The new text was written by Ernst Busch, a German
actor and singer who fled Nazi Germany and eventually also joined the International
Brigades in Spain. Busch recorded this song, among many other civil war songs, and his
voice was broadcast in Republican Spain’s radio stations during the war. After World War
II, Busch became a revered figure in the GDR. The new version does not simply impose
a new, alien meaning on previously existing material (which happens to be “at hand”) by
way of some “message” codified in the remade text. What we have here is something that
builds on all those previous layers of meaning, shaping them to form a musical illustration
of what it is like to see the world from a certain perspective. The song then gives us an insight
into the kind of thoughts and feelings someone seeing the world through the lenses of a set
of beliefs might find him or herself experiencing in such a circumstance—the perspective
of many among those who joined the International Brigades, leaving their homes to risk
their lives in a foreign civil war, and, in the specific case of the German volunteers, people
who had already lost their own country and homes to fascism. Again, one does not need to
share in any political doctrine to appreciate the unique insight provided by such songs.

3 Art and “perspectives”: saying versus showing

This sort of insight is not theoretical or propositional, but experiential. One does not need
to share in the beliefs to appreciate the insight, no more than one needs a set of religious
beliefs in order to understand a remark given by Tom Waits in an interview, answering
a question about his song “God’s Away on Business”: “It is just one of those things that
you say in order to explain the way that you feel in metaphor, I guess. It feels sometimes,
in the world, that God’s away on business, and he’s not coming back.”5 This is not about
understanding a proposition and assessing it in terms of “truth conditions”. It is knowledge

4 Such as “Eine Kugel kam geflogen” (“a bullet came flying”) in the second stanza, and the twist, on the final
stanza, from the idea of eternal life to the idea that the fallen one lives on in the memory and efforts of those
who sing the song.

5 We’re all mad here: a conversation with Tom Waits. June 13, 2002, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
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of a different kind, more akin to acquaintance, as in the sentence “I have known destitution.”
or “She knows something about loss.” If it was about propositional knowledge, then songs
and artworks would be redundant, for such knowledge can be paraphrased indefinitely
without loss of meaning. So, what I am calling “perspectives” coincides with what John
Berger refers to as “ways of seeing” (Berger 1972). Paintings do not say things; they show us
things. But in showing us things, they also impart a way of seeing them, of which we may
be aware or not. This is particularly evident in film: consider the very same object or scene,
filmed in either of the following ways: a) ascending crane shot, b) descending crane shot,
c) dolly shot, d) high angle shot, e) low angle shot (to use just five examples). Depending
on further contextual elements, each of these ways of showing the same scene or object
will convey something else about what it shows. The object/scene will be shown as having
different properties.6 Form is meaningful by itself; form constrains representation.

Consider painting again. When we look at Peter Lely’s portrait of Nell Gwyn, Charles
Stewart II’s lover, under the title Venus and Cupid, what it shows us is not simply a naked
female body or even its beauty. It embodies a certain type of “gaze”, a way of looking at the
female body which determines it as “nude” (as opposed to “naked”), as an expression not
of her desires and sexuality but of the viewer’s desires and sexuality. It invites the viewer
to “imaginatively identify” with a certain “evaluative outlook”, to use Hilary Putnam’s
(2004: 69) phrase, a normative stance according to which men do the seeing, women are
seen, and constantly envisaging themselves being seen by men (those men who would envy
Charles upon seeing the painting). The picture does more than just presenting an object

6 This is not meant in the merely prosaic sense of the object or scene’s visual properties as seen from different
angles. The organization of space in film is a rhetorical device. How objects are framed conveys something
about them; physical distance and magnitude will denote or allude to quite distinct, though correlated,
properties. For instance, in Victor Fleming’s 1939 film Gone with the Wind, the ascending crane shot when
Scarlett O’Hara leaves the Atlanta depot where she went in search of Dr. Meade, revealing the hundreds of
wounded soldiers around her. This shot directly represents Scarlett’s sudden awareness of the microscopic
dimension of her personal and familiar problems amidst the drama unfolding around her. What we see on
the screen is not just a bunch of objects and people in certain spatial relations to each other; what we see
are representations of mental states unfolding. For a much more recent example: in Kirill Serebrennikov’s
2018 Leto—which is a biographical sketch of 1980s rock/pop soviet singers Viktor Tsoi and Mike Naumenko,
but also about the daily struggles and frustrations of soviet youth in the final moments of the Brezhnev
era—there is an early shot of Mike, his girlfriend Natalia, and Viktor, at the beach, when they first meet. The
way the shot is framed, with the characters forming a triangle, and Tsoi at a certain distance, the empty
vastness of the sea as background, already conveys part of the upcoming tensions of the story. Examples like
these could be adduced by the thousands, for they are constitutive of the medium of film.
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to our gaze; it also naturalizes (and this is a political notion) the point of view from which
the object is seen (namely, the male gaze, which is not simply the “natural” way of men
seeing women, but a socially constructed evaluative stance, that requires “naturalization”
or “second-nature-alization”), in a way that is not essentially different from how a socialist
realist novel attempts to naturalize a certain view of society. Those typical examples of the
nude in the tradition of oil painting are contrasted with “exceptional” works that undermine
such a point of view, as is the case of Rembrandt’s Bathsheba,7 or Manet’s Olympia.8 So
there is a political relation between these different artworks: in a world saturated with
Lely-pictures, without subversive exceptions, not only the “male gaze” may go on, fully
“naturalized” and unnoticed, but also the possibility of any other form of gaze might be
obscured. Most importantly: it is implausible that the implied contrast between the ways of
seeing embodied in such exceptional works and the ways of seeing embodied in works of
the tradition more generally plays no role whatsoever in ascertaining the aesthetic value of
such “exceptions”. The exceptionality in these exceptions is foregrounded and amplified by
the contrast; it is part of why we see them as exceptionally good.

The artworks do not say these things, they show us them, and by showing them to us,
they take or fail to take over our imagination. By taking over our imagination, they play
a crucial role in shaping the boundaries of our experience, determining what is or is not
visible to us. Something like this idea is what underlies Oscar Wilde’s provocative and
counter-intuitive claim that it is to the impressionists that we owe “those wonderful brown
fogs that come creeping down our streets, blurring the gas-lamps and changing the houses
into monstrous shadows” (Wilde 1905: 41), which prefigures Picasso’s likewise provocative
claim that, with time, Gertrude Stein would come to resemble his portrait of her.9 This
very same idea can be formulated in the terms of Putnam’s case against the “fact-value
dichotomy”: take his argument that factual judgements depend on epistemic virtues and
add the idea that at least some of those virtues are also aesthetic ones,10 and there is your
perfect footnote to Wilde and Picasso. Max Black’s argument against substitution and simile
theories of metaphor, to the effect that resemblances may be created by a metaphor, is also
in the vicinity of these ideas. I shall go into that topic further ahead. It is precisely because

7 Louvre: MI 957.

8 Musée d’Orsay: RF 644.

9 Narrated in Stein’s The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas (Stein 1933: 14).

10 Which Putnam himself did (2004: 68).
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“life imitating art” is a real phenomenon that there is an important political dimension
to art: artworks (can) change the way things are by making us see them in a different way.
Representing the world, interpreting the world, changes it in many ways. In James Young’s
words: “When artists develop new modes of expression they make possible the thinking
of new thoughts.” (Young 2011: 133). But artists do not develop new modes of expression
by intentional fiat; they are not necessarily fully or immediately aware of the impact their
work may have on our “cognitive makeup”.

Though songs have texts and text seems an appropriate medium to say things, I think
the most interesting way a song may be said to be political is not in terms of what it says
or tries to say to us, but in terms of what it shows us. Just as in paintings there might be a
considerable difference between what is directly depicted and what is actually shown, so with
songs there may be a considerable difference between what we imagine is the “message”
codified in its text, and what the interactions of verbal and non-verbal sounds are actually
showing us. In the words of Jeanette Bicknell (2014: 22-23), “Songwriting is a form of music
writing, and the words of the song are part of its music.” This is not to say that the text is not
conceptually detachable from the rest of the song’s components. It obviously is, since we can
also detach non-pitched percussion sounds from the other “syntactic parts” of a song. That
such sounds are part of the music does not mean they are not conceptually distinguishable
from it. We can speak, for instance, of the text of a song, say, “Paddy on the Railway”,11 as
just a sequence of words: “I was wearin’ corduroy breeches, digging ditches, pulling switches,
dodging hitches, I was working on the railway”; and we can think of the melody by itself: the
repeated pattern of three Gs, E, D and back (assuming we are in G major). Yet something
else is brought about musically when those words are coupled with the melody, or, better
saying, when the melody is allowed to emerge from the words. By themselves, the notes are
nothing much; hardly a melody even. In fact, part of the song’s power lies in the contrast
between these “joulting” patterns of the chorus with the more “lyrical”, contemplative
lines of the stanzas. But emerging from those words’ inherent musical qualities you feel the

11 “Paddy” is a vernacular form of referring to an Irishman. The song, like many of its genre, also alludes
to emigration from Ireland to Britain and other parts of the world. A paradigmatic song of this kind is
“The Tunnel Tigers”, by Ewan MacColl, where each stanza refers to a county of Ireland (Wicklow, Longford,
Galway (Connemara), Mayo, Carlow) and some specific beauty of it, then adding that the men from that
county are away, “driving a tunnel through the London clay”, and the chorus sets the same experience of
measured time for all of them: “up with the shields and jack it! Ram it! Drive a tunnel through the London
clay”.
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rhythms of. . . well, the railway; through imparting a certain experience of time measured by
the kind of actions repeatedly evoked in the chorus. When performing this song with The
Dubliners at the Gaiety Theatre, Dublin, in 1980, Luke Kelly arrives at the final stanza, “In
1847, poor Paddy was thinking of going to heaven (repeat); to work upon the railway. . . ”
and instead of repeating “the railway” suddenly changes the verse ending to “the Milky
Way”, the effect is such that it could not be achieved merely with the word sequence: the
“cosmic reach” of the “I am weary of the railway” that follows. Only sung words, musical
words could achieve that effect. Words having musical qualities is part of what it means to
say they show more than they say.

To clarify all of this, I shall resort to a few concepts introduced by philosophers of
art, combining them to suit my purposes. For instance, James Young (2001: 26) contrasts
“semantic representation” (encoding propositions or “conveying thoughts”) with “illustrative
representation” (making us see things under a certain perspective). Like Young, I associate
these two forms of representation, respectively, with the contrasting notions of “saying
things” and “showing things”. Here a caveat is required: sometimes philosophers will speak
of artworks as “saying something” (or even as “statements”) in a less strict sense than I am
using that term here. In this looser sense, saying and showing are not clearly distinct. Such
is the case, I believe, with Levinson’s essay about “messages” in art (1995: 186–7). There is
nothing wrong with doing so, as long as we keep the finer distinctions in mind. It is much
less confusing to speak of “saying” versus “showing” than to speak of different forms of
“saying”.

If songs represent, in an artistically interesting way, then they represent illustratively, even
if they are also made of words and these words also happen to “say things”. The other concept
I want to enlist here is that of medium-opacity as opposed to medium-transparency, deployed by
Jerrold Levinson (2005) with the quite different aim of setting forth a distinction between
erotic art and pornographic images. For my purposes, it does not matter whether or not
his defence of such a distinction can be successfully drawn on the basis of medium opacity.
Whatever the case, medium opacity is a salient characteristic (though not defining) of
those illustrative representations which are also artistic.12 Representations always occur in
some medium. If a representation is medium-transparent, then the aim is to focus as least

12 A token of medium-transparent illustrative representation would be Young’s own example of the drawing
of a wombat in an encyclopaedia article (2001: 36). While some botanical or zoological illustrations are
artistically interesting (e.g. John James Audubon’s Birds of America), the typical purpose of such illustrations
is to make us think about their denotata, not about draughtperson’s choices regarding the medium.
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attention as possible on the medium itself, or better yet, on how meaning is articulated
through that specific medium. Semantic representation aims at medium-transparency: what
matters is that you get the proposition, the thought being communicated. But the purpose
of, say, Paul Nash’s 1918 painting We Are Making a New World,13 is not to convey a thought
in this way; a thought that might be variously paraphrased without loss. Nash’s painting
is trying to make you see the world a certain way, and, in the process, make you notice
something you might otherwise miss. No doubt it has something to do with the desolation
brought about by the World War of 1914–18, but its purpose is surely not to have you form
the proposition “war is a nasty business”, paraphrasable by “war is terrible”, and so on. To
make a painting or a song for that end would be to employ excessive means considering
the aims. This is what makes Nash’s representation “artistically interesting”, while the mere
assertion that “war is a nasty business” is not. Of course, sometimes art is made with such
purposes in mind, to convey “messages” in that way. But that is precisely the art we tend
to see as preachy, boring, “didactic”, flat. Typically, propaganda art is that way, though it is
not necessarily so. Propaganda can be more or less sophisticated, more or less successful in
concealing its nature as propaganda. Often the meaning of a painting or song will not even
be entirely clear to the person making it; the audience may become aware of meaningful
features of the work to which the author remained oblivious. This sort of meaning requires
a developing, long-term experience of the work, for both audience and maker. This is what
it means to say that “embodied meaning” must be understood experientially.

All this allows us to see that there is a specific kind of representation in which “content”
is the same as the articulation of the medium, that is, in which “form” and “content” coincide
(which in turn explains medium-opacity: form is also content; form shapes meaning and is
always given in some medium), but not by bracketing off connections with the world or the
rest of human experience, as formalists typically conceive formal value in art. This kind of
representation shows us things under a certain perspective or puts us in the position of
noticing aspects of the world or human experience we might otherwise fail to take notice of.
It is the kind of representation Young sees at the heart of art practice, and even if we cannot
use it to concoct a definition of art (as Young does not), it is surely a powerful notion to
explain the kind of value most art bears for us, and also a powerful model to understand
the appeal of songs as representational forms. Connecting all these concepts as we did,
affords us an integrated picture of the value of representation in the arts: formal aesthetic

13 Imperial War Museum, Catalogue number: Art.IWM ART 1146.
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properties are a part of “embodied meaning”: an alliterative word sequence with a percussive
effect (see my previous remarks on the song “Paddy on the Railway”) may “show” something
quite different than the same word sequence uttered in a mild, toned-down effect. But
what exactly are “formal aesthetic properties”? If one parses through virtually any piece
of recent writing in aesthetics, one will find a tacit agreement that such formal properties
coincide with “appearance properties”. This is a point that even many contextualists will
share with many a formalist. However, I think, contextualists should examine this tacit
assumption, and the one true exception that I know of in this regard is Noël Carroll (2016),
in his conception of appreciation as a “sizing up” between means and purposes, which
underlies his own notion of what counts as “formal” in art. Carroll’s revolutionary proposal
is that we consider the “form” of an artwork as “its ensemble of artistic choices” (2016: 14).
If this proposal is solid, its implications are profound, and it would be the first conception
of “form” that I know of to do justice to George Dickie’s (1964) powerful criticisms of
“aesthetic attitude” theories, in the sense that it gives us a “heuristic” for art appreciation that
effectively abolishes the “phantom” notion of a specifically “aesthetic” mode of engagement
with a special class of artifacts unified by this other “phantom” which is “the concept of
art”. In other words, it abolishes the idea that “aesthetic appreciation” pertains exclusively
to a special class of artifacts that are “functionally queer”, in being autonomous or autotelic.
Rather, we appreciate aesthetically any product of human “skilful practice” (techne, ars),
applying different criteria, adjusted to the nature of the practice, to the aims and choices
involved in bringing about a certain outcome. Indeed, Carroll is the first contextualist
in contemporary aesthetics (that I know of) to seriously (or at least explicitly) question
the most crucial idea which both formalists and contextualists, despite all their quarrels,
commonly share in a tacit manner: the idea of “formal property” as “surface appearance”.
Here is Carroll drawing a corollary of all his reflection:

For most of history, across cultures, what we call “art” has been given its marching orders—
its points and purposes—from precincts other than insular art worlds. Thus, it seems natural
to appreciate artworks on their own terms, terms that, in the vast majority of cases, are
heteronomous. Furthermore, inasmuch as—and to the degree that—art is heteronomous,
art is on a continuum with our common life and does not call some allegedly altogether
special form of appreciation, such as the affordance of experiences valued in some putative
intrinsically unique way. (2016: 11)

One important consequence follows for our topic: MacColl’s choice of using words uttered
by the fishermen in the tapes for the radio documentary is part of the ensemble of
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artistic choices that make up the form of the song; it is a bona fide formal property of
it, to be assessed in terms of how well it serves its aim, which concerns the meaning
“embodied” in the song, no less than configurations of lines and colours are constituents of
“significant form”, in the vocabulary of Clive Bell (1914). Furthermore, we can talk of such
configurations of representational/non-perceptual components using the same vocabulary
that Sibley (1959) specified has “aesthetic”—those concepts in the language we employ
aesthetically (in a “negatively condition-governed” way that requires “taste”). In fact, the
difference between “significant form” and “embodied meaning” is merely the formalist
bar on representational/non-perceptual properties as genuinely formal and thus aesthetic.
But this bar stands on unstable ground. And guess what: this particular artistic choice of
MacColl’s, of putting the fishermen’s voices directly in the song, is political through and
through.

The contextualist, on the other hand, has no problem with the idea that formal properties
in the formalist’s strict sense play a role in “meaning”—that is precisely why such meaning
is “embodied” meaning, in plain contrast with the idea of an “encoded proposition” (the
“bottled message”). For Clive Bell too there is, in rigour, no contrast between a “form”
and a “content” in art: “significant form” is the sum of those interrelations of “syntactic
components”14 (lines, colours, masses, volumes, etc.), i.e., the whole object is “significant
form”, or rather, “significant form” is a subset of the object’s properties in precisely the sense
in which any set is a subset of itself. The really crucial difference is that someone adopting
Carroll’s “heuristic” thinks of the experience of art in terms that do not restrict such
experience to a supposedly “aesthetic core” which is perceptual, i.e., because she considers (to
return to one of our early examples) the several instances of a student leaving the room in
experiential and not simply perceptual terms, she has the resources to take into account the
difference between all those situations (in our Dantoesque thought-experiment) in which
someone stands up and leaves the room. If our experience of “Shoals of Herring” is affected
by this “artistic choice” of MacColl, why should it matter that it is not strictly perceptual?
Neither are the differences between all the instances of someone leaving the room. And
how different they are! Of course, a consequence of this is that the aesthetic appreciation of
a song will not differ essentially from the aesthetic appreciation of the student’s gesture. But
anyone who is comfortable with Dickie’s criticisms of aesthetic attitude theories should not

14 “Syntactic components” is not Bell’s term but mine, after Kulvicki. This will be fleshed out further ahead in
the article.
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be disturbed by this. Art is continuous with life. So what? This is how revolutionary Carroll’s
“heuristic” is: it cuts deep both metaphysically and epistemologically. The whole of human
experience has “aesthetic” components. There is no separate special realm of “the aesthetic”
made up of a special subset of “surface appearance properties” onto which we direct a special
“aesthetic mode” of attention. This is no more strange than the fact that in doing philosophy
we employ the very same cognitive resources we employ to solve everyday problems, without
the intervention of an especially philosophical, out-of-the-ordinary intuitus mentis.

4 Representations, dense and replete

The political character of a song depends on its representational properties, precisely in
the same way that the protesting gesture of the student does. The way we usually think
about this is in terms of semantic representation: the political song will convey a message,
which is independent of its aesthetic qualities as a song—e.g., any two songs praising
or rebuking a political regime or doctrine will coincide politically, however they differ
aesthetically. This probably explains why the connection with politics tends to be ignored
in the bulk of analytical literature: because semantic representation is taken as the paradigm
of representation for the arts. But if we take Youngian illustrative representation as a model
instead, the picture changes dramatically, for a salient characteristic of such representations
is that form changes content and so different things might be shown, in different ways, even
if what we take to be the “message”, in propositional terms, is unchanged. A song may be
political for the particular way in which it shows us some aspect of human experience which
is also political in nature, quite independently from the truth or falseness of the beliefs
making up a particular worldview.

It has become common wisdom in the philosophy of music to distinguish representation
from expression. So, a piece of music could be expressive of some emotion, say, longing, sadness,
and tenderness—e.g., Goran Bregović’s “Lullaby” for the film soundtrack of Patrice Chéreau’s
La Reine Margot—, without representing such emotional states. I see this distinction between
representation and expression as another consequence of taking semantic representation as
a model for all representation. I concur with Young, that “talk of representation in music is
a more precise way of capturing what people mean when they say that music is expressive.
That is, to say that a composition expresses an emotion is an unsatisfactory way of saying
that it represents an emotion.” (Young 2001: 53) It seems to me that the main motivation to
pull apart representation and “expressiveness” in music are qualms about the “indefinite”
character of the purported “musical representation”, which is then opposed to the model of
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representation most philosophers of art have great difficulty in shaking off their shoulders,
namely, the model of “semantic representation” in language: you cannot “encode” thoughts
in musical phrases, the way it seems a picture can “encode thoughts” about its subject (“Here
is a woman, she has a nose, an enigmatic smile, she looks straight at the viewer, etc.”). But
we need only delve timidly into the philosophy of depiction to see this seemingly intuitive
objection is groundless. For instance, John Kulvicki argues that all pictures have “bare bones
content” which is then cashed out or determined, in a context, as a specific pictorial content;
but “in itself” bare bones content is compatible with a range of quite diverse pictorial
contents.

A bare bones content might specify a trapezoid-shaped region, from a certain vantage point,
but not specify that there’s a square thing there, at an oblique angle, or a trapezoid, seen
head-on. It might specify a region of streaked light and dark, but not specify whether it is
a uniformly colored thing illuminated streakily or a streaky thing illuminated uniformly.
(Kulvicki 2020: 27)

Pictorial content is always determined contextually, just like the meaning of indexical terms
in language. This mechanism is further iterated in phenomena such as “pictorial metaphor”.
Kulvicki argues that a similar mechanism to what Kaplan describes for demonstratives
in the case of language is at work across the board when it comes to generating pictorial
meaning. I cannot go into it here, but it suffices to say that unless views such as Kulvicki’s
are obviously flawed (which is not obvious at all), arguments from “indefiniteness” against
musical representation cannot invoke pictorial representation as a defeating example—as,
for instance, Scruton (1997: 122–3) does, when contrasting painting with music.

Kulvicki also sets out his argument with a Dantoesque thought experiment (2020: 22–5):
imagine three indiscernible photographs which you would, in the absence of titles or
captions, identify as pictures of the same chair. Now, one of them is a photograph of a
chair, the other is a photograph of the first photograph, and the third is a photograph
of a papier-mâché mess arranged to look exactly like a chair, as in an Ames illusion.15 We
have three completely different pictorial contents and the same “bare bones content”. Only
contextually can a full-blown pictorial content be determined. In most everyday contexts,
all those photographs are taken to have the same pictorial content, but different contexts
can make other pictorial contents more salient. In art books, we know we are dealing with

15 After Adelbert Ames (1880–1955) and his experiments on visual perception and illusions.
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photographs of paintings, not with paintings, and we do not need to be told this. What
distinguishes art contexts, for Kulvicki, is that “art contexts demand full deployment of
one’s interpretive faculties, and so uncommon openness to alternatives.” (2020: 24) This is
another and perhaps even clearer way of explaining medium opacity.

To see this, let us now turn to a pervasive phenomenon in language which is wider
than the domain of art, but provides us with a useful model to think about illustrative
representation and, consequently, artistic representation: metaphor. I am not implying
that all songs are in some sense metaphors or that all artworks are metaphorical, though.
I am saying that metaphors are a good model to think about the kind of representation
involved in the arts. Metaphors say things, but what they show us is not reducible to what
they say: often what they say is either false or trivially true (“Man is a wolf”; “No man is
an island”; etc). We learn things from (good) metaphors, or we gain understanding from
them, and so they must be representations of some sort. If we were to take seriously the
claim that metaphors have no “cognitive content”, then we would also have to accept that
“metaphors have no cognitive content” has no cognitive content, since “cognitive content”
is a metaphorical expression (thoughts and sentences are not literally containers). In this
sense, metaphors, as representations, share interesting properties with pictures. Namely, to
use Goodman’s (1976: 136, 153, 230) terminology, they are dense and replete.

As applied to pictures, density and repleteness mean that pictures: a) have an indefinite
number of syntactic parts, i.e., between any two there can be a third (syntactic density), b)
each of which corresponds to an indefinite number of “compliants” or denotata (semantic
density), and c) any slight variation in a picture’s properties (thickness of line, colour
hue, etc) is relevant for its interpretation (relative repleteness). How does this apply to
metaphors and illustrative representations in general? A typical verbal representation is
syntactically articulate and semantically dense (it lies midway between notational and
pictorial systems): although between any two words there is no further one (words are
discrete elements), any word may have different meanings (polysemy and ambiguity). But
if illustrative representations are dense and replete, and illustrations can be made with
any elements, including verbal ones, as in metaphor, how are we to make sense of it in a
way that preserves the distinction between semantic and illustrative representation? To
do this, we shall have to make use of Kulvicki’s notion of syntactic parts and resort to a few
concepts from the debate about meaning in metaphors. Doing so will allow us to see that
the properties Goodman ascribed specifically to pictorial systems (density and repleteness)
actually delineate a more general form of representation: illustrations in Young’s sense; and
these include pictures, three-dimensional plastic compositions, music, literary fiction and
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poetry.
One should note here that in the sixth chapter of his book, The Transfiguration of

the Commonplace, namely, “Works of art and mere representations”, Danto remarks on
Goodman’s use of “repleteness”. He argues that no distinction between a representational
artwork and a representation which is not an artwork can be made in terms
of repleteness and attenuation (Danto 1981: 141), by invoking Lichtenstein’s 1962
Portrait of Madame Cézanne, which famously appropriated a diagram of Cézanne’s painting
of his wife, made by Erle Loran for his 1943 book, Cézanne’s Composition: Analysis of His Form
with Diagrams and Photographs of His Motifs. Danto’s point is that the two representations
are not distinguished by diagrams’ lack of “repleteness”, since both objects share the same
structure (despite irrelevant physical differences that could well be reversed: Lichtenstein’s
work is painted on canvas whereas Loran’s diagram is printed on paper and is much smaller,
etc.). The crucial difference, for Danto, is that “the artwork uses the way the non-artwork
presents its content to make a point about how that content is presented.” (Danto 1981:
146) The “diagrammatic” way of presenting content is a rhetorical device in the case of the
artistic representation appropriating a diagram, but not in the case of the diagram itself.
The diagram is about that specific painting of Cézanne; Lichtenstein’s work is “about the
way Cézanne painted his wife: it is about the wife, as seen by Cézanne.” (Danto 1981: 142)
So, while the diagram could get wrong all the painting’s features in terms of variations
in direction and proportion without affecting the point of Lichtenstein’s work, the same
would not be so for Loran’s purposes: “Loran does not use the idiom of diagrams; he simply
uses diagrams (which happen, since they are diagrams, to be in that idiom). Whatever
Lichtenstein is doing, he is not diagramming.” (Danto 1981: 147) Danto adds that, as a part
of Lichtenstein’s work, the diagram becomes a metaphor for whatever it shows, in virtue of
“the connotations diagrams themselves have in our culture.” (Danto 1981: 148) That is, the
Lichtenstein is not actually a diagram; the diagram “diagrams” (it is what it does, it presents
things diagrammatically), while Portrait of Madame Cézanne does not. The diagram is not
about the “diagrammatic way of seeing”; the painting (among other things) is. Another way
of putting this, in Danto’s terms, is that the painting has a diagrammatical style, while the
diagram has no style at all.

What can we say here? Well, for one, that density and repleteness may be characteristic
of illustrative representations without distinguishing them as artistic. After all, not even
Young uses the concept of illustrative representation to define art. Artistic illustrations will
be characteristically medium-opaque in a way that is precisely congenial to Danto’s analysis:
to understand the Lichtenstein, we must focus our attention on how the “diagrammatic
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way of seeing” is made part of a further perspective evinced in the painting contextually. The
diagram is, in this sense, as transparent as Leonardo’s glass pane; it requires no such thing
from us. So, is the Lichtenstein just as “replete” as the Loran, as Danto seems to suggest? The
“swordsweep” brushstrokes of Hiroshige (in Goodman’s example) are only more “relatively
replete” than the lines in the electrocardiogram because of what it matters in that specific
context, which is partly constituted by the “artistic categories” (Walton: 1970) under which
we perceive the brushstrokes as brushstrokes. In other contexts, (non-artistic) categories
determine whether a paint chip is a sample in a colour chart or just rubbish peeled off a
wall. In the end it is a matter of syntax: identical inscriptions play different syntactic roles
in different contexts, so, in a sense, the Lichtenstein is syntactically more complex than
the Loran, and this suggests that thinking in terms of syntax (how Goodmanian!) is an
adequate way of conceptually clarifying illustrative representation, pace Danto’s difficulties
with the notion. Everything Danto says about style and expressing a point of view is correct
(all that I have been saying from the start points in that direction), but I would say that the
Lichtenstein and the Loran differ in terms of content, precisely because of the role played by
form; and by “form” I have been referring to an ensemble of parts-to-whole relations whose
structure I am calling “syntactic”.

In Kulvicki’s terms, a picture’s syntactic parts differ from the syntactic parts of language
in not being separable and not having any assigned roles determined by a convention,
independently of context (Kulvicki 2020: 17). Depending on the context, a set of a picture’s
components may perform the role of “subject”, while in a different context, the same
components play a different role. This is “syntax with no grammar” (Kulvicki 2020: 39).
What makes a part of a picture “syntactic” is that it plays a role in constituting what a
picture, as a whole, means, what it represents. There is no predetermined way of dividing
a picture into its syntactic parts, and no particular way of doing so is exhaustive. This
is another way of formulating syntactic density. In using Kulvicki’s notion of syntactic
parts to think about illustrative representation, I deviate from Young’s way of explaining it,
which is more akin to Wollheim’s notion of seeing-in: illustrative representations depend
on resemblances between our experiences of the representation and of the things represented
(Young 2001: 28). But the two ways of framing the issue are not mutually exclusive.

It is interesting that Danto sees the Lichtenstein as a metaphor for whatever it shows,
since I consider metaphor as a “paradigm case” of illustrative representation, in the next
section. Part of this section’s aim is precisely to show how thinking in terms of “syntax”
helps us to dispel some of the mist around the notion of metaphor, a mist which is no
thinner than the one Danto claims to encircle the notion of repleteness.
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5 An interactive model

The suggestion I am about to make may seem strange. It may not work as a mechanism
to explain illustrative representation across the board, but I think it stands a chance of
throwing some light on the subject, and, at the very least, it can be a useful suggestion of
the kind of model we need to unify all the different insights in this paper. What I want
to do is: a) to take linguistic metaphors as a paradigm case of illustrative representation
using words,16 b) to take Max Black’s “interactive theory” of metaphor, and pull out its
mechanism of “frame” and “focus”, freeing it from a strict association with words, c) to
combine that mechanism with the idea of “syntactic parts” just sketched and apply it to
illustrative representation in general, not entirely unlike what Kulvicki does with dthat and
pictures.

Some will perhaps remember the old-time debate on whether or not there is a
“metaphorical meaning” alongside the literal meaning of the words in a metaphor. According
to Black (1954–5: 275), not all words in a metaphor are used metaphorically. There is a
structure in metaphor: in “life is a journey”, the word “life” is being used literally while
“journey” is not. The utterer does not mean that living and taking a trip to the Balkans are
the same sort of thing. The literal part of the sentence forms the “frame” of the metaphor,
while “journey” is the metaphorical “focus”. The meaning of the metaphor is then given
by the “interaction” of frame and focus, or, more precisely, by the interaction between
the “systems of associated commonplaces” of both frame and focus. Black described how a
metaphor works in the following, delightfully metaphorical manner:

Suppose I look at the night sky through a piece of heavily smoked glass on which certain
lines have been left clear. Then I shall see only the stars that can be made to lie on the lines
previously prepared upon the screen, and the stars I do see will be seen as organised by the
screen’s structure. We can think of a metaphor as such a screen, and the system of ‘associated
commonplaces’ of the focal word as the network of lines upon the screen. (Black 1954–5:
288)

What this suggests is that in a metaphor (or at least in a good metaphor), our understanding

16 Kulvicki (2020: 99-117) argues for the existence of pictorial metaphors. I am favorable to his view, as well as
to Peacocke’s (2009: 257-260) contention that not only metaphor is not restricted to language, it also enters
perception; but I will not be discussing that topic here.
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of the world is organized in a certain way, we are given a perspective on things. Metaphors
shape our understanding, by making us see a certain thing through the “system of associated
commonplaces” we share for some other thing (the set of properties we know or believe
that thing to have). As it happens, the system of associated commonplaces is open-ended,
and so there is no predetermined limit on how a metaphor may illuminate or assist us in
understanding something. That is why no paraphrase of a metaphor can exhaust what the
metaphor shows us, what it makes us see or notice. For instance, when we say that “life is a
journey”, we are using a set of properties we associate with the things denoted by the “focal
word” (“journey”) so as to bring out, to evince properties of things denoted by the “frame”
(“life”). In this view, metaphor is not simply an elliptical formulation for a literal statement
of similarity between objects in the domain of the “focus” and objects in the domain of the
“frame”. Sometimes, as Black admits (284–5), similarities may be created by a metaphor, in
much the same way, I venture, Wilde claimed fogs in London to have been created by the
impressionists: nobody would notice the resemblance if not for the change of perspective
worked by the metaphor. This is what Black sees as a new meaning being created by the
interaction of different thoughts within the metaphor: thoughts about the focus and thoughts
about the frame (285–6). I find it interesting that Davidson (1978: 33, 46), a philosopher
who rejects the notion of “metaphorical meaning”, finds no objection to adopting this way
of describing what goes on when a metaphor makes us notice something (just do not call
it “meaning”), i.e., no objection to the “interaction” of thoughts in explaining the effects of
metaphor. Perhaps the whole dispute about the appropriateness of “meaning” here is yet
another consequence of taking semantic representation as the paradigm. Because Davidson
has his eyes fixed on semantic meaning, while ignoring or dismissing the phenomenon of
illustrative meaning, he prefers to talk about “bumps on the head” to describe how metaphors
work. But the most important, the mechanism of conceptual interaction involved, is shared
by both theorists of metaphor.

I think the same sort of deadlock prevents the musical formalist from accepting the
aesthetic relevance of the fact that the percussive sounds in the work songs recorded by
Lomax are produced by tools in conditions of forced labour. The same thing promotes the
view of songs as hybrids of text and music, instead of seeing the words as an integral part of the
music, that is, as “syntactic elements” of a single whole, which is an illustrative representation
involving verbal and non-verbal components. The concept of illustrative representation
allows us to see both representational and contextual components as rightful elements
of “aesthetic form”: there is no “content” which is separable from “form” in illustrations.
Form is meaningful, significant, but not to the exclusion of representational “content”. To
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organize meaningful units in a certain fashion to generate further meaning is not essentially
different from organizing lines and colours in a certain fashion. The ways in which any
elements, perceptual or contextual, are organized toward a set of aims in a work are the
true formal aspects of that work, following Carroll.

The “interactive” mechanism described by Black applies to words and their conventional
meanings. What I have suggested here is that metaphors provide us with a model of how
illustrative representations, which are dense and replete throughout, can be made with
words, not just with pictures. Such representations with words are dense and replete: the
words in the sentence do not exhaust the metaphor’s “syntactic parts”. Between any two
“associated commonplaces” relevant to the metaphor’s interpretation there can always be
a third, and how we choose to divide them is a matter of “abstracting over detail”, just
as it happens with Kulvicki on the syntactic parts of images. There are no rules to make
some associations drop and others stick; we must decide based on context, in a “creative”
manner. Furthermore, a metaphor used in certain forms of representation may also be
affected by formal aspects of typography—which also makes them replete. As Black points
out: “recognition and interpretation of a metaphor may require attention to the particular
circumstances of its utterance.” (1954–5: 277)—as with his example of Churchill’s “utensil”
metaphor for Mussolini (ibid). As Davidson says (1987: 31): “a metaphor implies a kind and
degree of artistic success” and “understanding a metaphor is as much a creative endeavour
as making a metaphor, and as little guided by rules.”

Words too can function pictorially, or partly so. Whereas writing “Vallecas is a
neighbourhood of Madrid” in Helvetica rather than in any other typeface makes no
difference for what it says, the same thing is not true if the words occur in a calligram, a
collage, a concrete poem, or even a painting. As a part of such representations, words are still
words (the “atomic elements” of semantic representation) but they are also more, and they do
more than just referring to objects or expressing propositions. In those contexts, the words
are pictorial elements and their formal properties (like typeface) matter, for they contribute
to the overall meaning, just like the way a word is uttered may determine that the speaker
is being ironic: she says something, but she means something else; she is showing more than
what she says. The same kind of formal properties make it possible that even instrumental
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music can be ironic, as is the case, for instance, with Mozart’s Musikalischer Spaß (K. 522).17

One recognizes the irony because the irony is there, pace the hard-line musical formalist.
It is only a “mystery” if we keep looking at semantic representation as the paradigm of
all representation. But more importantly: as parts of a calligram, collage, concrete poem,
painting, etc., words are pictorial elements for more than just the typeface in which they
are set and its formal properties; their conventional semantic meanings too are part of the
picture; they inflect, change, shape the overall pictorial content. They change our experience
of the picture. They are part of the picture just as words in song are part of the music (as
Bicknell defends). Or perhaps we should say that they are part of a representation whose
elements are more than just pictorial—iconography works precisely like this, even without
the use of words.

In fact, Young holds that instrumental music too is capable of illustration: it directly
represents types of movement and indirectly represents other things we associate with those
movements. So, all the formal features of sounds in Bregović’s Lullaby that arouse (but
not encode) thoughts of longing, sadness, and tenderness function in a similar manner
to the “system of associated commonplaces” in Black’s “interactive model”—we do have
commonplace associations between musical texture, dynamics, agogic, kinetic impressions,
tempo, rhythm, etc. and psychological states and subjective experiences. These are not fixed
by convention or rules but acquire relative salience and different roles according to context.
Those associations will in turn function as a screen through which the types of movement
directly represented will be heard. It is not my aim to provide a theory of representation in
purely instrumental music, but it is not far-fetched, based on this “model”, to imagine how
verbal elements in song, or even cues such as titles in instrumental music, may function as
the “focus” in relation to a non-verbal “frame”. The same sort of devices will be crucial in
pictorial representation, if we are to “determine” (in Kulvicki’s terms), from a certain “bare
bones content”, in a context, one of several possible pictorial contents. Even if instrumental
music cannot represent directly more than types of movement, that can be shared by a huge
variety of things, events and even dynamic aspects of emotional experiences, our use of
“syntactic parts” talk sheds light on Young’s idea of indirect musical representation, for now
we can think of the movement represented directly by music precisely in the same way

17 A piece in which Mozart parodies clumsy and common-place techniques of composition. It is a mockery of
bad music, which is quite different from the direct experience of bad music. And we do get Mozart’s point
without need of a guide or program.
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that Kulvicki thinks of bare bones content in pictures. Conversely, the frame-and-focus
mechanism can be usefully applied to pictures. Think of a photograph. How a photograph is
framed, how elements are included in the picture, define a possible (dense) set of relations
between its components. But some elements in the photograph, some of its syntactic parts,
will stand out as playing a “special” role. They will organize our experience of the picture as
a whole. This can be made with words, sounds, lines and colours, plastic arrangements of
any material, or combinations of all these elements.

So, applying Black’s interactive model to relations between the “syntactic parts” (also
in Kulvicki’s sense) of a song is not more far-fetched than Kulvicki’s own use of Kaplan’s
machinery for demonstratives to explain pictorial representation. But for now, I want
merely to point out the analogies with Black’s model: the “associated commonplaces” that
play such an important role in the mechanics of metaphor are not part of the conventional
(semantic) meaning of words; they are contextual features of communication. So, anyone who
is not committed to the idea that metaphors do not represent at all should not be especially
hostile to the hypothesis that instrumental music is capable of representation, or that the
set of non-verbal sounds in music may play a genuinely representational role in virtue
of how they relate to verbal components and their “systems of associated commonplaces”.
Going back to our early example with the “Hans Beimler Lied”, we shall say that the Ernst
Busch text, but also perhaps the changed instrumentals, introduce a new “focus” interacting
with a “frame” which comprises all the previous “layers of meaning” that accrue from
the song’s history. The same may be said about MacColl’s choice to use the very words
of fishermen in “Shoals of Herring”, making that aspect of composition into a “syntactic
element” of the representation embodied in the song. We can describe the way it changes
our experience of the song by seeing this very aspect as a syntactic component acting as a
“focus” in Black’s sense. At any rate, a mechanism of interaction between “frame” and “focus”,
allows for more sophistication in the range of things illustrated than the mere detection of
“raw resemblances” between musical movement and, say, emotional behaviour, as is usually
appealed to by resemblance theorists of musical “expression”.

6 Conclusion

After such a dizzying ride, let us take stock. Returning to the simplest questions with which
we began: a) What makes a song political? b) How is this political meaning aesthetically
embodied in its form?

Concerning the first question, I tried to show that the class of “political songs” (and
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even artworks more generally) is wider than the usual identification of such songs with
“activist” ones (ditto for artworks generally), but also more restricted than some would have
it—e.g. a song being political just because it is a social product. To show why, I resorted to a
discussion of “form” versus “content”, against the idea that to identify form and content is
an exclusive prerogative of the formalist. Form is contentful, form is meaningful. I appealed
to the work of several philosophers on the subject to argue that art, and folk songs in
particular, at its most powerful, articulates human experience. Human experience is the
medium of folk songs, not simply sounds or words; a folk song represents human experience
as organized in a particular, meaningful form. Human experience is structured politically;
this is one of the basic dimensions of human experience: the experience of injustice and the
craving for a more just world, the experience of being downtrodden, of despairing, being
overwhelmed by lack of reason and compassion, of overcoming prejudice, of striving against
the homogenization of culture, of acting with the aim of imparting meaningful forms to
everyday life, quite beyond the stricter realm of power struggles, Realpolitik, and political
regimes, though these play a part in the story as well. Formal innovation in the arts draws on
human experience: conflict, resistance, suffering, joy, hope, despair, longing, outrage, elation,
and so on, are all entwined with the political dimension of human experience. If sensory
pleasure was the whole story about “form”, formal experimentation would soon become a
game of repetition, stale, trite, lifeless. From Beethoven’s bursting of the sonata-form18 to
Bomberg’s “muscular abstractionism”,19 the “life of forms” in art is the anthropomorphic
expression of life itself,20 or, to pick up a phrase of Steven Davies’ (2012: 548), music is “the

18 Namely, in the development section of the first movement of the Eroica symphony, Beethoven introduces an
extra theme, which was unheard of. Thanks to Nemesio Puy for pointing out this example in a conversation.

19 See his 1914 painting, The Mud Bath.

20 See Zemach (1997: 105) on the “anthropomorphic ways of perceiving form” as essential to art.
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bodying forth of sound through human action”.21

However, one might still be wondering how work songs, which make up a good deal
of the “case studies” I have brought to the fore, are political. I believe the answer to that
question also answers our second question above. Work songs are not political simply
because they are work songs and “work” is a political topic; not all work songs are equally
political. To understand this we must grasp how work songs can become a vehicle of protest
in terms of their artistic form; and also how protest can become a form of sung work, in
Wolterstorff’s phrase. So, I want to finish by returning to our departure point, my very first
example: the prisoners’ work song recorded by Lomax at Parchman Farm in the late 1940s.
I started this article by claiming that a mode of listening which abstracted from the fact
that the percussive sounds in Lomax’s recording of “Rosie” are produced by the tools of
prisoners under forced labour would remove an aesthetically important “layer of meaning”.
I also claimed that work songs, while differing from our paradigmatic examples of political
song, namely, social protest songs, have a political dimension that is important to grasp if
we are to understand the variety of ways in which songs may be said to be “political”. To
explain this, I must quote from Wolterstorff’s analysis of work songs:

Singing while working is a manifestation of human creativity; the gratuitous excess
represented by sung work is a creative excess. In situations of labor under duress, this
creative excess is the manifestation of a spirit that refuses to be crushed—a spirit that
refuses to be reduced to a mere hoer of cotton or splitter of rocks. By singing, the worker
manifests an indomitable sense of his or her ineradicable dignity. (. . . ) Speaking of some

21 Though I am not willing to endorse the sort of unrestricted view that would end up describing the first
movement of Beethoven’s Ninth as a sonic manifestation of “the throttling murderous rage of a rapist
incapable of attaining release” (Susan McClary, quoted in Pieter van den Toorn (1996: 29) - this text was later
substantially rephrased and I could not access the original except indirectly). That Beethoven’s experience
with the political events of his time has something to do with his formal innovations in music is one thing;
but from a certain point on I recall the great Leonard Bernstein when, in one of his Young People’s Concerts,
aired by CBS on January 18, 1958, devoted to the topic “What does music mean?”, showed how one could
use the dynamic and agogic aspects of Richard Strauss’s Don Quixote to portray virtually any story one
would care to make up, as Bernstein does on the spot, so to say. The script of that episode can be read
here: https://leonardbernstein.com/lectures/television-scripts/young-peoples-concerts/what-does-music-
mean (last accessed on September 26, 2022). Here I agree with Nick Zangwill (2015: 127) in that not all
descriptions of music are to be taken equally seriously: “There is nothing Russian about Russian music
besides the fact that it is usually made in Russia or by Russian people, or the fact that it sounds like other
Russian music.” (my italics)

https://leonardbernstein.com/lectures/television-scripts/young-peoples-concerts/what-does-music-mean
https://leonardbernstein.com/lectures/television-scripts/young-peoples-concerts/what-does-music-mean
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work songs from the country of Georgia, [Ted] Gioia remarks that their spirit “was not
all that different from work songs [from] the American state of Georgia. Both groups of
workers managed to capture the strange, paradoxical combination of a wail of misery and
an uplifting statement of human dignity as expressed in labor. Such music simultaneously
complains and exults, denies and accepts, pushes forward and holds back”.22 One can see
why overseers in prisons sometimes refused to allow the laborers to sing. They wanted
to crush the spirit of the prisoners. The singing was an indication that they had not yet
succeeded. The singing was an act of resistance on the part of the workers to the attempt
to crush their spirit. So the overseers forbade singing. They preferred sullen acquiescence.
(Wolterstorff 2015: 258–9)

My purpose in this paper has been to find a way in which the political character of a song
is not merely a question of the song’s text making political statements, which underlies the
thought that politics and aesthetics have nothing to do with one another. Our foray into
the muddled waters of representation in the arts has allowed us to glimpse another way
of framing things. The tools we required for this are: i) Young’s concept of illustrative
representation, ii) medium-opacity as a central feature of artistic forms of illustrative
representation, iii) Carroll’s concept of form as an ensemble of artistic choices vis-a-vis
artistic aims, iv) Kulvicki’s notions of bare bones content, pictorial content and syntactic
parts, v) Black’s frame-and-focus model for the meaning of metaphors applied to the
syntactic parts of illustrative representations. Quite a complex machinery for something
whose power is felt so intuitively.

Powerful works of art show us something about human experience, something we
would not access in other ways. Often it is not easy to spell out in each case what this
“something” is, but we know it is there. It is what brings us back, again and again (“Play it
again, Sam!”). This is why a simple work song may sometimes grip us more fiercely than
a whole symphony. . .And some exceptional symphonies may grip us with the energy of a
hundred sea shanties. More than emotions, it is human experience we seek in music. Music is
most powerful when it is true to this experience. We may enjoy the work song as an abstract
sonic pattern which is pleasant or agreeable. But this does not do justice to the power of
music. It is just not enough.

Looking at photos of one of the most polluted places on Earth, Norilsk, a city built by
gulag prisoners in the 1930s, its desolate landscapes where nickel for armoured tanks was

22 Wolterstorf is quoting Ted Gioia’s Work Songs (2006: 257–8).
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extracted at the cost of unimaginable suffering, one comes across the image of a dead forest.
Tree stumps in anthropomorphic agonized positions uncannily bring to mind Paul Nash’s
painting I mentioned earlier: the same dead trees in the same frozen gestures, metaphors of
wrecked bodies, wooden grave slabs. Making a new world. . . Life imitating art, indeed! The
prisoner’s handaxes at Parchman Farm hitting the trees at each response from the choir. The
final lines of MacColl’s “Dirty Old Town”, to his smog-ridden Salford: “I’ll chop you down
like an old dead tree”. The prisoners sing another song, “Go Down Old Hannah / Don’t
you rise no more”, addressing the sun like the barge haulers (burlaki) of tsarist Russia in
their song, “Burlaki on the Volga”: “Heave, ho!” . . . The wretched, wrecked bodies of Repin’s
painting: “Now we fell the stout birch tree.”. Dead stumps. The sound of handaxes. “Once
more!”23 And what an eerie, tragic counterpoint it would be to hear the muffled sound of
the accordionist playing the tune of the German song over the scorched landscape: “Kann
dir das Wort drauf geben: Vencerá la libertad!”—Bitter irony.

What I just did was a brief exercise of cinematic montage, only with words, and the
associations that go with them. . . without which you have a pattern of words that amount to
little more than gibberish. And yet they span a sea of human experience surpassing anything
that fits into an individual human life. This is the way individuals come to grips with that
experience. It frames layer upon layer of human aspirations, frustrations, needs, desires,
suffering, overcoming, from a forced labor field in Mississippi to a gulag in Krasnoyarsk Krai,
and the focal point of the whole “movement” (the musical aspect of cinematic montage) are
those percussive sounds which, at one time, are the mark of subjugation, exploitation, and
also of defiant self-assertion, the refusal to be reduced to the status of thinghood, unifying the
whole of human experience, showing us a continuity where we might notice only dispersion.
Such layers of meaning are the way human experience is politically structured; and all that
material is, quite literally, the syntax of artistic expression.24

Vı́tor Guerreiro

Institute of Philosophy, University of Porto

Faculdade de Letras da Universidade do Porto

23 “Ещё разик, ещё да раз!” (“Once more, once again!”), from the chorus of “Эй ухнем” (“Ho, Heave, ho”), the
Russian title of the song we know as “Song of the Volga Boatmen”—whose more accurate translation from
“бурлаки” would be “Song of the Volga Barge Haulers”.

24 I want to express my gratitude to an anonymous reviewer, who made invaluable remarks to make this paper
better at several points.
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Abstract
This paper aims to shed light on the question of whether musical appropriation is ethi-
cally unobjectionable. James Young (2021) has recently advanced a position on this topic,
according to which, whereas the appropriation of a whole work is uncontroversially non-
permissible, the appropriation of parts of a work is usually permissible. He grounds this
view in ontological matters and in a criterion of fair use in terms of economic harm to the
source work’s composer. I argue that, pace Young, we cannot make general ethical claims
about musical appropriation because their truth is sensitive to the musical genres that the
involved works belong to. First, I clarify the scope of musical appropriation by means of
considerations on musical practices and ontology. This will reveal that versions and covers
are not genuine cases of musical appropriation. In a second step, I consider a specific kind
of musical appropriation: using the first measures of a source work as the first measures
of a secondary work. I show that, even if we assume Young’s ontological framework and
his criterion on fair use, the instances of this kind of musical appropriation count as fair
or unfair depending on the musical genres of the involved works due to their normative
implications for the composition and appreciation of those works.

Keywords

aesthetics, copyright, fair use, musical appropriation, ontology.

1 Introduction

Musical appropriation is a usual phenomenon in Western musical tradition. It does not
constitute an exception in Western artistic practices. As James Young notes, “artists do not
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create ex-nihilo” and they “are always borrowing parts of artworks and artistic elements
from each other” (Young 2021: 53). Sherry Irvin observes in this vein that “borrowing from
the work of other artists has been a time-honoured practice throughout much of art history”
(Irvin 2005: 124). Examples in the musical field are profuse. Beethoven borrowed from
Haydn a motivic rather than phraseological technique of musical composition. Puccini
appropriated some ways of orchestrating music from Debussy and Ravel. Brahms used
Haydn’s St. Anthony Choral as the first movement of his Variations on a Theme by Haydn.

Despite the entrenchment of appropriation in Western musical practice, one might
wonder whether any sort of musical appropriation is ethically unobjectionable. Indeed,
some particular cases have ended in courts because the composer of the source work has
felt offended or harmed for other people appropriating her music (cf. Ortland 2016,
Young 2021: 6–7, 109–10). The aim of this paper is to shed light on this topic, contributing
to clarify the extent to which musical appropriation is fair. In this attempt, I will not
address questions about actual legislation. Nor will I consider the appropriation of what
Young calls “artistic elements”, e.g., styles, techniques of composition or ways of orches-
trating (cf. Young 2021: 21). Instead, I will concentrate on scrutinizing the legitimacy of
appropriating works or parts of them, that is, a composer’s literal appropriation in a new
work of musical material (e.g. cells, melodies or themes) belonging to a previous work (the
source work) by another composer.

Young has recently advanced a position concerning this sort of musical appropriation.
On the one hand, he argues that the appropriation of a whole musical work is uncontrover-
sially non-permissible. On the other hand, he observes that the appropriation of a work’s
atomic part (e.g. a single note) is uncontroversially permissible. The controversial cases are
on the middle: those in which “something more than an atomic part has been appropriated”
(Young 2021: 101). On the basis of historical evidence, Young claims that those borrowings
are “usually thought to be permissible” in Western classical music and derives similar con-
sequences for contemporary and pop music (Young 2021: 107). Additionally, he proposes
two sorts of considerations to elucidate controversial cases: first, a study of the ontological
nature of the concerned works; and second, a criterion of fair use based on an economic
notion of harm: when there is no economic harm to the source work’s composer, the use is
fair and the appropriation is thus permissible (cf. Young 2021: 108, 101, 113). He concludes
that, with very few exceptions, the appropriation of a musical work’s parts is permissible
and beneficial for composers’ creativity and for audiences.

In this paper, I will defend the thesis that, pace Young, we cannot make general ethical
claims about musical appropriation because the truth of ethical claims on this issue is
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relative to the musical genres that the involved works belong to. According to this thesis,
ethical claims about musical appropriation are neither true nor false simpliciter; their truth
or falsity is sensitive to the genres of both the source work and the secondary work. My
aim here is to show that this thesis holds even if we assume Young’s view on fair use. For
this purpose, I will put aside other notions of harm as a condition for fair use, for instance,
offence to the source work’s composer or infringement of her moral rights. Instead, I will
try to show that, even if we limit ourselves to Young’s economic view of harm, the instances
of one and the same kind of musical appropriation, namely, using the first measures of a
composition as the first measures of a new one, count as fair or unfair depending on the
musical genre of those works. The reason, as we shall see, is that different musical genres
have different normative implications as to how musical works are to be composed and
appreciated, which in turn entail different consequences for the harm that a same kind of
musical appropriation causes to the source work’s composer. Accordingly, the view I will
defend here should not be understood as a rejection of Young’s account, but rather as a
revision and development of it.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Young’s view will be introduced in more detail in
the next section. In section 3, I will clarify the scope of musical appropriation. A focus
on musical practice and examination of the ontological nature of versions and covers will
reveal them as failing to be cases of musical appropriation. Then, in section four, I will
show that using the first measures of a source work as the first measures of a secondary
work is fully permissible relatively to the genres of theme and variations, tribute works and
liturgical music, whereas it is ethically objectionable when both the source work and the
secondary work belong to the genres of film music, opera overture and minimal music. This
will drive to the conclusion that the elucidation of the fairness of musical appropriation is
relative to musical genres.

2 Young’s view on musical appropriation

As noted above, Young’s account on how to decide whether a case of appropriation is
unobjectionable involves considerations about the ontological nature of the concerned
works and about the doctrine of fair use. About the first, he maintains that musical works
are types (Young 2021: 21–2): they are abstract objects (i.e. objects that do not exist in
space, although they may exist in time) that can be instantiated in multiple tokens, namely,
concrete physical objects (e.g. musical performances) that exemplify the set of properties
that individuates the type. Given their abstract nature, musical works qua types are non-
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structured entities: they have no spatiotemporal parts. However, Young notes that it makes
sense to say that a sonata, a symphony or a concerto has parts. His solution to this puzzle
appeals to the strategy of analogical predication: “abstract types have parts when a token
of a type is divisible into parts” (Young 2021: 28). A work’s tokens are concrete physical
objects, and hence they are divisible in spatiotemporal parts. Insofar as it is literally true to
say that a performance of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 1 has four movements, it is also true to
say that Beethoven’s Symphony No. 1 has four movements: in the latter case, however, the
predicate ‘having four movements’ expresses the property of being such that something cannot
be a properly formed token of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 1 unless it has four movements.1

The ontological nature of musical works entails direct consequences as to how those
works can be appropriated. Young describes artistic appropriation in general as cases
involving two artworks: a source work and a secondary work (Young 2021: 39). If musical
appropriation consists in borrowing musical material from a source work for the creation
of a new work, and musical works are abstract objects (i.e. types), what is appropriated
in this case is not a concrete physical object. It is not a case of token appropriation: what
is appropriated is not a token of a source work to create a secondary work. In addition,
as Young notes, musical works qua types “can be endlessly copied by the creation of new
tokens” (Young 2021: 39). However, since a work’s tokens are not themselves artworks (they
do not articulate an artistic content different from the content of the work of which they
are tokens (cf. Dodd 2020), creating a token of a work is not a genuine case of musical
appropriation.

The genuine cases of musical appropriation are instead cases of what Young calls pattern
appropriation: those in which a previously discovered or created type (the source work),
or a part of it, is appropriated in a new type (the secondary work). Young’s view on the
ethical status of this sort of appropriation is clear. Whereas the appropriation of a whole
type is uncontroversially non-permissible, the appropriation of atomic parts of a work
is uncontroversially permissible (Young 2021: 101). The complicated cases are those in
which less than the whole type but more than an atomic part is appropriated. However,
Young notes that “borrowing from other musicians (. . . ) has almost certainly been around
since the invention of music” (Young 2021: 107). On the basis of a vast list of examples
(Young 2021: 107–09), he illustrates that the appropriation of a work’s parts has been a

1 For a detailed analysis of analogical predication applied to musical works, see Dodd (2007: 45–8) and Dodd
& Letts 2017.
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permissible practice through centuries of musical history.
It might be objected, however, that we cannot draw lessons from past cases in the

history of music to contemporary cases of musical appropriation. Indeed, from the fact that
something was done this way or another in the past, it does not follow that the same should
be done today. In addition, the objection goes on, musical practice was much less regulated
before the emergence of copyright laws, and the idea of intellectual property in music was
not as explicit as it nowadays is. To this extent, Young goes beyond the verification of the
empirical historical fact that the appropriation of a work’s parts was a permissible practice.
He supplies an independent justification of the general ethical claim that the appropriation
of a work’s parts is a permissible and right practice.

Young’s account of fair use plays a crucial role in support of this ethical claim. He notes
that musical works are not the sort of things that can be owned, due to their ontological
nature (Young 2021: 43–4). Since they are abstract objects, they are not tangible property.
Consequently, a composer does not possess a thing, her work, but she has certain rights
as to how her work can be used. Young appeals to the Millian Principle as a criterion to
decide when a certain use is fair: there is no foul in using a work when no harm is done to
its composer (Young 2021: 113). He understands harm in a purely economic sense: the use
of a work is harmful when it prevents its composer from making a living as a composer,
that is, as a creator of types. Accordingly, Young’s criterion of fair use can be put as follows:
the use is fair if and only if the appropriation causes no economic harm to the source work’s
composer.

Young observes that, in creating a type, the composer also creates the capacity for
other people to benefit from creating tokens (instances) of that type. To this extent, the
composer enables other people to make a living instantiating types, that is, performing
or recording musical works. In Young’s view, the capacities to produce tokens of types
are a composer’s stock “every bit as much as apples and cheeses are a farmer’s stock in
trade” (Young 2021: 51). Consequently, the composer deserves a temporary monopoly on
the creation and distribution of new tokens of her work, and the basis of this right is that
she would be economically harmed in the absence of such compensation: she would be
prevented from making a living as a creator of types.

By Young’s criterion of fair use, any use of a work that does not harm its composer in this
economic sense ought to be permitted. Young argues that, usually, when a composer creates
a new work, even if she appropriates some part of a previous work, “no one is deprived of
anything” (Young 2021: 49). The composer is just creating a new type, T, different from the
type in which the primary work, T*, consists. In doing so, she is providing other people
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with the capacity to create tokens of T, but she is usually depriving people neither of their
capacity to create tokens of T* nor of a sustained interest in hearing tokens of T*. T is
not, in other words, a “market substitute” of T* (Young 2021: 116). In most cases, the
composer of T does not harm the composer of T* because people interested in hearing
and performing T* can continue doing so, and T*’s composer can continue economically
profiting this. There are hence no grounds to prohibit in general the appropriation of parts
of a previous work.2

Furthermore, such a prohibition would harm both composers’ creativity and the public.
Young highlights that composers do not create musical works ex-nihilo, and that they system-
atically draw from parts and elements of works created by other composers (Young 2021: 53).
He notes, crucially, that “this borrowing enabled Handel to be the creative genius that
he was” (Young 2021: 55). Constraining the appropriation of parts of works imposes thus
a hard constraint to composers’ creativity, which harms the public insofar as they are
deprived of enjoying the outcomes of that creativity. From these considerations, Young
maintains that “the maximum amount of freedom to appropriate artistic elements and parts
of pattern-types” ought to be permitted (Young 2021: 46). Therefore, the appropriation of
a work’s parts is not only a permissible practice, but also a beneficial one for composers
and audiences in Young’s view.

On the basis of this account, Young addresses other practices of musical appropriation in
the contemporary era as, for instance, sampling. This is a very extended practice in hip hop
music, which consists in appropriating parts of recordings of previous songs (mainly of rock
music) to create a single track. Courts have usually regarded sampling as non-permissible
arguing that it constitutes a violation of copyright of the source work’s composer and
performer. Young opposes this view. He maintains that, as in the case of classical music,
sampling is a case of pattern appropriation: despite samplers’ use of electronic devices,
“both the classical composer and the sampler appropriate the same thing, a pattern-type”
(Young 2021: 111). By “parity of reasoning”, Young concludes that “if limited borrowings of
pattern-types by classical musicians are permissible, limited borrowings of pattern-types
by means of sampling ought also to be permissible” (Young 2021: 107). From an ontological

2 As we shall see below, Young acknowledges an important exception to this view. However, it is important
to stress that Young does not accept the libertarian view that only tangible things generate property rights,
and hence, that any appropriation of pattern types is permissible. He explicitly rejects this approach
(Young 2020: 47–52) and, as noted above, he argues that a composer deserves compensation for creating the
capacity of instantiating her work.
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point of view, what samplers do today is not something substantively different from cases
of the appropriation of a work’s parts in classical or academic music, and thus their acts of
appropriation should deserve the same ethical evaluation.

The only exception in Young’s account to his claim that the appropriation of a
work’s parts is permissible and beneficial is the composition of some musical arrange-
ments, particularly those that could have been created by the source work’s composer
(cf. Young 2021: 121–2). He argues that, in creating a work, the composer also creates the
capacity of creating arrangements based on the existence of the primary work. Creating
such a capacity is one way for a composer to make a living, and thus she deserves economic
compensation for this. This is, for Young, the only exception to the general permissibility
of appropriation of a musical work’s parts.

3 Clarifying the scope of musical appropriation: versions and

covers

Following Young’s account introduced in the previous section, the relevant sense of musical
appropriation is that in which two works are involved: a source work and a secondary work.
They are cases in which the source work, or a part of it, is appropriated in a new work,
namely, cases of pattern-appropriation in which a type, or a part of it, is appropriated
in a new type. This sense of musical appropriation excludes the appropriation of styles,
techniques of composition, ways of orchestrating, harmonies or rhythms. These are artistic
elements and, in Young’s view, artistic elements are not parts of works from an ontological
point of view.3

Even so, the scope of cases of musical appropriation is narrower than Young takes it to be.
He assumes that versions and covers are cases of musical appropriation (Young 2021: 116).
Crucially, Young’s view here is not as liberal as concerning the cases considered in the
previous section. While he observes that the different covers of Leonard Cohen’s Halleluiah,
for instance, are not market substitutes of the original song given their differences in tempo,
key, lyrics, instrumentation or vocal tessitura, he argues that “unlicenced covers ought to
be regarded as a violation of copyright” (Young 2021: 116). The reason he gives is that the

3 Young defines artistic elements as ways or principles for arranging parts of works (Young 2021: 32). Conse-
quently, they are not parts of those works. I assume Young’s view on this point. For a detailed discussion, see
Young (2021: 29–32).
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original songwriter is a co-creator of the covers insofar as covers are new concrete types4

that could not be created without her contribution (Young 2021: 117). Accordingly, the
original songwriter is economically harmed if she does not receive compensation from the
sales profits of the covers. This differentiated account that Young assigns to covers suggests,
however, that they do not easily assimilate to the typical cases of musical appropriation.
Indeed, as I will argue next against Young’s view, neither versions nor covers are genuine
cases of musical appropriation.

My main argument is as follows. A work’s versions are not different works of music
but different ways of presenting a same work in performance. When a work’s version is
composed, no new work is created; instead, what is created is a different way of performing
the same work. Similarly, a song’s covers are not different songs. When a song’s cover is
created, no new song is created; instead, what is created is a different way of presenting that
song. Insofar as there is only one work (or song) involved, there is no distinction between
a source work (or song) and a secondary work (or song). Since this distinction cannot be
drawn, these are not cases in which some musical material belonging to a source work (or
song) is appropriated in a new work (or song). Therefore, a work’s versions and a song’s
covers are not sensu stricto cases of musical appropriation.

The main premise of the argument finds empirical support in musical practice, where a
work’s versions deserve a different treatment than typical cases of musical appropriation.
Brahms’ Variations on a Theme by Haydn wholly appropriates Haydn’s St. Anthony Choral;
yet, it is regarded as a secondary work different from Haydn’s St. Anthony Choral, the source
work. By contrast, Bruckner was not considered to have composed a new symphony when in
1890 he composed the second version of his Symphony No. 8. The same treatment deserves a
version composed by other than the original work’s composer. With his version of Handel’s
Messiah, Mozart was not taken to have composed a new oratorio, and Wagner’s version
of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 was by no means regarded as a new different symphony
composed by Wagner in 1873.

A plausible explanation of these facts is that, whereas an inspired work articulates a
different artistic content than the source work, a work’s versions do not articulate different
artistic contents. Haydn’s St. Anthony Choral is just a starting point for Brahms to elaborate a

4 According to Young, a concrete type is a multiply instantiable abstract entity whose pattern can only be
specified by reference to a concrete particular. A cover is a sound structure encoded in a master recording:
its pattern can only be specified by reference to the master recording (Young 2021: 24).
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new musical content with a different musical form within a romanticist aesthetic framework.
Brahms appropriated Haydn’s work to articulate a new artistic content unanticipated in
the source work. In turn, the composer of a work’s version is work-focused: she is focused
on the work the version is of. Her aim is to evince understanding of the target work’s
content by means of indicating a kind of performances that are insightful and revelatory of
that content. This is a matter of interpretive authenticity: being true to a work by means
of presenting it insightfully and in a revelatory way (cf. Puy 2022; see also Dodd 2020).

Supporting this hypothesis, we can observe that the changes introduced by Mozart in
his version of Handel’s Messiah did not aim to articulate a new artistic content. Instead,
they were intended to enrich the expression of the work’s climatic points to “clarify for
contemporary audiences the structural outlines of the Baroque oratorio” (Cowgill 2002, 30).
Along similar lines, Wagner composed his version of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 motivated
by his experience as conductor, and hence, as interpreter of Beethoven’s work. His aim
was to solve some problems in balance, projection and expression that he found when
conducting Beethoven’s original version of this work. In Wagner’s view, those problems
prevent from making sense in performance of the whole point of certain passages of the
work (cf. Wagner 1966, 239–40). In the same vein, with his cover of Cohen’s Hallelujah, Jeff
Buckley did not aim to articulate a new artistic content, but to provide an interpretation of
this song different from the one given by Cohen, with the aim of further evincing its point.5

The understanding provided by Buckley’s cover definitely contributed to the popularisation
of the song. As Nathan Chang claims, “Leonard Cohen didn’t make the song famous, Jeff
Buckley did”.6

The fact of a work’s versions and a song’s covers not articulating different contents
and not being treated as different works ultimately rests on ontological matters that have
important consequences for copyright. The composition of a version or a cover is not a
case of pattern appropriation but of pattern instantiation. A work’s versions are types that
can be multiply instantiated in musical performances, but they are types of lower order
that instantiate a type of higher order, i.e. the work they are versions of (Puy 2019: 248–51).

5 This aim was clearly stated by Buckley in an interview he gave in 1994 to the Dutch magazine OOR, where
he defended his interpretation of the song against Cohen’s in the following terms: “Whoever listens carefully
to “Hallelujah” will discover that it is a song about sex, about love, about life on earth. The hallelujah is not a
homage to a worshipped person, idol or god, but the hallelujah of the orgasm. It’s an ode to life and love”
(https://www.oocities.org/sunsetstrip/stage/1706/itw12OO.htm).

6 https://www.curatormagazine.com/nathan-chang/buckleys-hallelujah/.

https://www.oocities.org/sunsetstrip/stage/1706/itw12OO.htm
https://www.curatormagazine.com/nathan-chang/buckleys-hallelujah/
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Following this picture, the pattern that individuates the work qua higher-order type is
less specific than the patterns that individuate its versions qua lower-order types. It has
variables that allow for structural differences in the patterns of the lower-order types
(i.e. its versions) in which it is instantiated. Accordingly, Bruckner’s Symphony No. 8 is a
higher-order type that is instantiated in two types of lower order (the 1887 and the 1890
versions that Bruckner indicated of that symphony), which in turn are instantiated in
multiple performances as tokens of those lower-order types.

Two important remarks on this point are to be made. First, since a type manifests itself
in its instances, when we hear a performance of the 1890 version we do not hear only that
performance, but also the 1890 version; however, since the 1890 version is also an instance
of the work, Bruckner’s Symphony No. 8, we also hear the work when hearing the 1890
version by means of its performances. Similarly, since Mozart’s version is an instance of
Handel’s Messiah, when we hear Mozart’s version in a performance, we also hear the work,
Handel’s Messiah. Second, the composer of a work’s original version creates two things:
she creates the version (a way of presenting a work) and the work this version is of (Puy
2021). The work is created by means of creating its original version. Accordingly, Bruckner
created his Symphony No. 8 by means of creating the original version of that work in 1887,
and Handel created his Messiah by means of the original version that he specified in his
score.

The ontological nature of covers comes along similar lines. A song’s covers are concrete
types that can be multiply instantiated when reproduced in appropriate devices. However,
those concrete types instantiate a type of higher order, the song they are covers of. The
pattern of the song qua higher-order type is less specific than the patterns of its covers qua
concrete types. The song, Cohen’s Hallelujah, is a higher-order type that Cohen created by
means of creating its original version, a concrete type encoded in a master recording. This
higher-order type is also instantiated in other concrete types, for instance, the covers made
by Buckley and John Cale. Since those concrete types are instances of the same higher-order
type, we hear the same song, the Hallelujah, when we hear the reproductions of Cohen’s
original version and Buckley’s and Cale’s covers.

The recognition that a work’s versions and a song’s covers are cases of pattern in-
stantiation instead of pattern appropriation has direct implications for copyright. Such
implications illustrate more clearly the differences that Young intuited with respect to the
canonical cases of musical appropriation. In its most simple and original sense, copyright is
understood as “the exclusive right to make copies” (Young 2021: 2). According to Young,
works that are types can be copied by means of multiply tokening them (Young 2021: 39).
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Those tokens count as copies of the work insofar as they instantiate the work. As we have
seen in section 2, Young argues that, in creating a type, a composer also creates the capacity
to instantiate that type, and hence she would be harmed if she does not have a temporary
monopoly on the creation and distribution of instances of her work: she would be prevented
from making a living as a composer. Since versions (and covers) also are instances of a work
(or a song), the work’s (or song’s) composer would be harmed in the same sense if she does
not have a temporary monopoly on the creation and distribution of versions (or covers)
of her work. If the creation of a work’s performances ought to be protected by copyright,
parity of reasoning demands that the creation of a work’s versions and a song’s covers is
also to be protected by copyright.

Apart from this, there is nothing wrong in composing versions and covers of a work,
like there is nothing wrong in performing a work or reproducing a song. On the contrary,
versions shed new light on, and reveal new aspects of a work’s content, contributing directly
to the achievement of the ultimate goal of Western work-performance practice: to facilitate
the understanding of the performed works (cf. Dodd 2020). The same seems to be true of
covers of songs as Cohen’s Hallelujah. Buckley’s cover reveals new aspects of the content
of that song that are not evinced by Cohen’s original version. But even if a cognitivist
approach to the aesthetic appreciation of popular music is rejected, covers are valuable
because they provide new ways of obtaining sensory pleasure of a same song. Public should
not be prevented by copyright laws from this cognitive or hedonic wealth. This suggests, in
line with Young’s view (cf. 2021: 52–66), the suitability of some constraints to copyright
law.

Finally, it is important to note that, under the picture drawn above, a work’s versions
are neither the same thing as, nor are reduced to, the work they are versions of. They are
different instantiable entities: they are lower-order types that instantiate the same work, a
higher-order type. The same applies to covers. A song’s covers are neither the same thing
as, nor are reduced to, the song they are covers of. Instead, they are different instantiable
entities: they are concrete types that instantiate the same work, a higher-order type. Pierre
Henri Dutron, with his version of Mozart’s Requiem, created a lower-order type of this
work. Consequently, as a creator of types, even if such types are of lower order, he deserves
a temporary monopoly on the creation and distribution of instances of them. If not, he
would be prevented to make a living as a composer. In the same sense, Buckley created a
concrete type with his cover of Cohen’s Halleluiaj. Even if he has to pay a compensation
to Cohen for this, Buckley is also a creator of types, and hence, he deserves a temporary
monopoly on the creation and distribution of instances the concrete type he created. In
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this sense, Buckley can legitimate profit from his cover of Cohen’s Halleluiaj.

4 The genre-sensitivity of the permissibility of musical ap-

propriation

The scope of the genuine cases of musical appropriation is clearer now. Versions and covers
fall out this scope. As we have seen, they are cases of pattern instantiation. A work’s versions
are not different works but new lower-order types that instantiate a same work, a higher-
order type. Similarly, a song’s covers are not different songs but new concrete types that
instantiate a same song, a higher-order type. The genuine cases of musical appropriation
are instead those in which musical material belonging to a source work is borrowed in a
new work. They are cases of pattern appropriation: a previously created type (the source
work), or a part of it, is appropriated in a new type (the secondary work).

To recall it, Young’s view on musical appropriation introduced in section 2 can be
summarized in three main claims:

(1) The appropriation of a whole type (the whole source work) is uncontroversially
non-permissible.

(2) The appropriation a work’s atomic parts is uncontroversially permissible.

(3) With very few exceptions, the appropriation of small parts of a work is permissible
and beneficial for composers and the audience.7

These are three general ethical claims on musical appropriation. In what follows, I will
concentrate on (3) and, tangentially on (1), leaving aside (2). As we shall see next, (3) and
(1) are neither true nor false simpliciter. They are sometimes true and sometimes false. The
reason is that their truth and falsity is relative to the musical genres that both the source
work and the secondary work belong to, even if we assume Young’s account on fair use in
terms of economic harm. I will try to show this by means of considering a specific kind of

7 In its initial step, Young’s view is that the appropriation of parts is permissible when no harm is caused and
when the parts appropriated are small. Nonetheless, as we have seen in section 2, claim (3) corresponds to the
conclusion that Young arrives on the basis of ontological analysis and historical evidence on the practice of
appropriating a work’s small parts, which has revealed it as usually harmless for the source work’s composer
and beneficial for composers’ creativity.
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musical appropriation: borrowing the first measures of a source work, using them as the
first measures of a new work. As we shall see, different instances of this kind of musical
appropriation will count as right or wrong depending on the musical genre of the involved
works: in some genres but not in others this kind of appropriation economically harms the
source work’s composer.

Artistic genres, and hence musical genres, are artistic categories that classify artworks
by their purpose. A genre is distinguished from others by the purpose that is to be satisfied
by the works belonging to it (Abell 2015: 31). The purpose of some genres is to elicit
a certain effect in the audience. For instance, the genre of comedy has the purpose of
making laugh. The purpose of other genres, in turn, has to do with some aspects of the
articulation of a work’s content; for example, the purpose of science fiction is “to describe
logically coherent alternative worlds” (Abell 2015: 31). In contrast to art forms, genres can
be cross-media (cf. Dodd 2016: 257, Lopes 2007: 248). Whereas an art form is systematically
linked to an artistic medium (i.e. to a certain sort of stuff and techniques to manipulate
it), genres are linked to artistic purposes (i.e. to the artistic sense of the manipulation of a
certain stuff). This way, genres settle a relation between artistic means and artistic goals:
they enable us to aesthetically and artistically evaluate how the artist’s manipulations of
a medium to produce a work serve to achieve a certain purpose (cf. Abell 2015: 36). A
work in a certain genre is expected to perform a certain purpose and its failure in achieving
that purpose deserves a negative evaluation. To this extent, a genre normatively constrains
the sort of manipulations of the medium by an artist to produce a work in that genre
(cf. Bonds 1996: 27).

I will consider next six musical genres: theme and variations, tribute works, liturgical
music, film music, opera overtures, and minimal music. Each of them is characterised by a
specific purpose and, consequently, they normatively constrain differently how a composer
can manipulate the musical medium to produce a work in those genres and how people
aesthetically appreciate that work. The list, of course, is by no means exhaustive of all
musical genres, but it is enough to show the genre-sensitivity of the permissibility of musical
appropriation concerning both purely and non-purely instrumental music. We will see that,
when the secondary work belongs to one of the former three genres, the use of the first
measures of a source work as the first measures of a secondary work is fully permissible. By
contrast, things will be more complicated concerning the latter three genres: the use of the
first measures of a source work as the first measures of a secondary work is non-permissible
when the source work and the secondary work belong to a same genre; it is only permissible
under certain circumstances when the source work and the secondary work belong to
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different genres.

4.1 Fully permissible cases

Let us consider first the genre of theme and variations. The point of this genre is to ex-
plore the possibilities of transformation of a given theme without fully escaping from it,
providing a sense of altered repetition.8 To this extent, the genre normatively constrains
the composer’s manipulation of the medium to produce a work: works in this genre must
have a specific formal structure, namely, the exposition of a theme followed by a series of
contrasting variations of that theme in a non-fixed number of movements. All sorts of
compositional techniques can be put at the service of satisfying the genre’s purpose: the
theme’s modifications can be rhythmical, melodic, harmonic or contrapuntal. Crucially,
the genre puts no restrictions as to the origin of the theme. The genre only sets some formal
conditions to be satisfied by the theme in order to facilitate its acoustic recognition and its
possibilities of modification: it should not be too fast, it should avoid small figurations and
have a simple structure (cf. Bas 1922: 213). Once a theme satisfies such formal conditions,
it is indifferent whether it is original or it is borrowed from a previous work.9

Appropriating the first measures of a source work, using them as the first measures of a
secondary work, is thus a fully permissible practice when the secondary work is a theme and
variations. There is no ethical problem with Beethoven’s Three Variations of ‘Rule, Britannia!’
and Hummel’s Variations on ‘Rule, Britannia!’ having the first measures in common. Both
works belong to the genre of theme and variations and appropriate Thomas Arne’s ‘Rule,
Britannia!’. The theme is just a standpoint for the variations, and its originality is irrelevant.

8 Along similar lines, Riccardo Nielsen characterises this purpose as “the deepen interpretation, the clearer
illumination and the renewal of the pre-existent fact of the matter (the theme) by means of an intensive
valorisation of all (musical) resources” (Nielsen 1959: 202; my translation).

9 Robert Schumann distinguished three categories of this genre. He characterised the third as one in which
“the centre of gravity lies neither in the theme alone nor in the variations alone, but rather in the psychological
bond between the two” (cited in Sisman 2001). And he goes on claiming, concerning this third category,
“that the theme is usually an invention of the composer’s—a so-called original theme—is entirely in the nature
of the thing” (cited in Sisman 2001). Schumann’s view would question my claims in this paragraph. However,
Brahms contested this view arguing that Schumann confuses the genre of theme and variations with the
genre of fantasy-variations (cf. Sisman 2001). Accordingly, we cannot consider Schumann’s view as the basis
for a serious objection to the conclusion that, in the genre of theme and variations, the appropriation of the
theme from a different work is a fully permissible practice.
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The aesthetic interest of works in this genre lies not in the theme (the appropriated material),
but in how the variations of this theme are implemented by the secondary composer, in
how she develops her imagination and technique. The appropriated material functions here
as a kind of quotation, but the aesthetic focus is put on the variations. Accordingly, the
appropriation does not make the secondary work a market substitute of the source work.
There is no economic harm to the source work’s composer.

In this vein, it is even permissible to appropriate a whole type (the whole source work),
as Brahms did when he wholly appropriated Haydn’s St. Anthony Choral as the theme for his
Variations on a Theme by Haydn. Likewise, it is fully permissible to appropriate, for instance,
Salvador Sobral’s Amar pelos Dois or Bruce Springsteen’s I’m on Fire full songs as a theme to
compose a work in the genre of theme and variations. The secondary work would not be a
market substitute of the source work and neither Sobral nor Springsteen would be harmed.
Therefore, concerning the genre of theme and variations, Young’s claim (3) is true, whereas
(1) is false: the appropriation of even the whole source work, using it as the beginning of
the secondary work, is permissible when the secondary work is in the genre of theme and
variations and the source work is in another genre.

Using the first measures of a composition as the first measures of a new one is not only
permissible in the genre of tribute works, but also sometimes constitutes a good-making
feature of them. The purpose of works in this genre is that of honouring another composer
or work. The aesthetic interest in this genre lies in recognising parts of works of the
honoured composer in a new work and in how these are developed and musically praised by
another composer. The use of the first measures of an honoured work (the source work) as
the first measures of the tribute work helps the audience to identify easily the intentional
object of the tribute. This is the case, for instance, of Valentı́ Miserachs’ Pucciniana, an
orchestral fantasy whose point is to pay tribute to Giacomo Puccini. Miserachs literally
appropriates the first one and a half measures of the instrumental Intermezzo of Puccini’s
opera Manon Lescaut, and uses them as the start of his Pucciniana. The appropriation of this
part of Puccini’s very well known Intermezzo plays the role of facilitating the audience to be
introduced into the thematic, atmosphere and purpose of the tribute work, drawing out
our attention to Puccini and his work. There is no harm to the source work’s composer, but
rather a memory that makes him present for a contemporary audience.

Therefore, (3) is true for works in this genre and, by contrast with the genre of theme
and variations, (1) is also true. The genre demands the integration of the source work’s
material within the new work, rather than the exposition of a full theme to be followed by
its variations. Tribute works should not be confused with covers or versions. As we have
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seen, a song’s covers or a work’s versions are not different works and there is no distinction,
in them, between a source work and the secondary work. Tribute works, in turn, are works
different from their source works, articulating a different artistic content and having a
different point.

As in the case of tribute works, the appropriation of the first measures of a source work
is not only permissible but also positively valued in the genre of liturgical music. Works in
this genre are characterised by having a liturgical text (i.e. a text that is part of the liturgy).
This is the case of Domenico Bartolucci’s polyphonic vocal work Ave Regina Caelorum. Its
text is that of a Marian antiphon with the same title that closes the service of Compline in
the Liturgy of Hours. The beginning of Bartolucci’s work is a literal appropriation of the
melody of the Gregorian piece Ave Regina Caelorum Brevis corresponding to the first verse of
the text. No special problem is raised by this procedure. Works of Gregorian chant can be
regarded as what Young calls “commonplace patterns”: types that exist in multiple artworks
and that belong to public domain, as it happens in literature with the type “once upon
a time” (cf. Young 2021: 104). The view of Gregorian chants as commonplace patterns is
reinforced by Popes’ recommendation of using them for new compositions in the genre
of liturgical music (cf. Pio X 1903: §3; Benedict XVI 2007: §42). As Young observes, the
appropriation of commonplace patterns is fully permissible.

The case complicates, however, when we note that, some years after Bartolucci composed
his work, Giuseppe Liberto composed another polyphonic vocal work with the same title
(Ave Regina Caelorum) that begins exactly as Bartolucci’s work: with the melody of the
Gregorian piece Ave Regina Caelorum Brevis. Liberto not only appropriates the same part
of the commonplace pattern as Bartolucci; he also appropriates Bartolucci’s use of this
commonplace pattern, using it as a monodic beginning for his polyphonic work. Even if
the appropriation of commonplace patterns is fully permissible, we may wonder whether
appropriating the same use of the same commonplace pattern is also ethically acceptable.
Whereas the pattern appropriated is a commonplace, Bartolucci’s use of that pattern is not.

Originality, even in a work’s opening, is a value in the genre of liturgical music: a work
of liturgical music is better when it is original, other things being equal. Yet, originality is
not a fundamental value in the genre of liturgical music: it is not a final value for works
in this genre and it can be negotiated to maximize other more fundamental values. The
purpose of works in this genre is “the glory of God and the sanctification of the faithful”
(Sacrosanctum Concilium 1963: §112). Originality can thus be sacrificed for the sake of
maximizing other values that are more effective to secure the realization of the genre’s
purpose. Using a commonplace Gregorian piece to start a new work has an important
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didactical value, helping the faithful to easily recognise the prayer, as well as facilitating
their participation in the liturgy. In addition, it helps to connect the composition with the
liturgical tradition. Accordingly, Liberto’s appropriation of Bartolucci’s use of a specific
commonplace pattern of Gregorian music is not only permissible; it also adds value to
Liberto’s work because it helps the work to better achieve the genre’s purpose. Bartolucci is
not harmed in any sense: when he intended his work to be in the genre of liturgical music,
he implicitly accepted the norms and values of this genre, and hence, he accepted that other
composer may appropriate his use of that specific Gregorian chant if this contributes to
successfully realize the purpose of the genre. The work’s opening serves here to identify
a commonplace for the sake of facilitating the achievement of the genre’s point, and the
work’s aesthetic value lies on how this commonplace is integrated in a full contrapuntal
composition that enhances the text’s structure and meaning.

4.2 Non-permissible cases and exceptions

The consequences for the permissibility of musical appropriation are different when the
source work belongs to one of the three following genres: film music, opera overture, and
minimal works. When the source work and the secondary work belong both to the same
genre, the use of the first measures of the source work as the first measures of the secondary
work is non-permissible. There are nonetheless some exceptions when they belong to
different genres.

The genre of film music illustrates neatly this contrast with respect to the genres analysed
above, particularly with the genre of liturgical music. Let me concentrate specifically on
the soundtrack for the opening credits of a film. The purpose of music for a film’s opening
credits encompasses three fundamental functions. First, the music should introduce the
audience into the atmosphere and mood of the film, and situate the viewer in the place
and time of the scene (cf. Gallez 1970: 45). Second, when the soundtrack is based on the
technique of leitmotif, the music of a film’s opening credits serves to introduce the leitmotifs
associated to the film’s main characters or psychological states, helping the viewer to become
familiar with them before being developed (cf. Bribitzer-Stull 2015: 10, 262, 268 and ff.).
And third, the first seconds of the music for the opening credits serve as a label to identify
the film: they should have a very well defined motive that serves as a wake-up call for the
audience.

Greatest composers of soundtracks have usually been very concerned with the successful
achievement of those functions. A paradigmatic example is provided by Nino Rota’s music
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for The Godfather. The trumpet solo melody at the beginning of the opening credits univocally
identifies the film, and anticipates in a condensed way the macabre and melancholic mood
that characterises this movie and its main leitmotif. The same point is had by the flute solo
melody at the beginning of Ennio Morricone’s music for the opening credits of The Good,
The Bad and The Ugly, or by the brass fanfare and the trumpet melody with a fifth interval
in John Williams’ music for Star Wars. They univocally identify those films, anticipating
their main mood and one of the leitmotifs. The examples can be multiplied. The crucial
point is that the successful realisation of those functions is a value for musical works of
this genre: a work belonging to the genre of film music is better if it effectively realizes
those functions, other things being equal; and so, ceteris paribus, the better the soundtrack
realizes those functions, the better the soundtrack is. And this value, insofar as it directly
derives from the very end of the genre, seems to be non-negotiable for the sake of other
musical values or preferences.

It follows that the music of a film’s opening credits can realize those functions only
if it is exclusive of that film; that is, only if no other film has the same music for the first
seconds of its opening credits. Accordingly, it is non-permissible to use the first seconds of
a previous film’s soundtrack (the source work) as the first seconds of a new film’s soundtrack.
The appropriation would prevent the source work from continuing to fulfil the functions
that characterise the purpose of this genre, which would damage its value. Imagine that
Woody Allen produced in 2019 a comedy film whose opening credits begin with the same
music as The Good, The Bad and The Ugly (GBU in what follows). Imagine also that this film
is a success and that it becomes more famous for new audiences than GBU, a film released
more than fifty years ago. In this scenario, part of the value of Morricone’s soundtrack is
lost: the first seconds of his music no longer univocally identify GBU because new audiences
would associate them with Allen’s new film. In addition, when watching the opening
credits of GBU, the audience would associate the music with the atmosphere and content
of Allen’s film; this would prevent Morricone’s soundtrack from anticipating the mood
and character of GBU. The aesthetic and artistic value of Morricone’s music is diminished
insofar as it is henceforth prevented from achieving the purpose of the genre it belongs to.
The appropriation in Allen’s film is aesthetically destructive for Morricone’s soundtrack for
GBU, causing what Lisa Jones calls the aesthetic derogation of the source work (cf. Jones 2016).

The decrease of the source work’s aesthetic value (Morricone’s soundtrack) by the
appropriation included in the secondary work (the soundtrack of Allen’s film) causes
harm to Morricone in Young’s sense of economic harm. A work’s aesthetic value is also an
economic value. It is a good-making feature of a work that ceteris paribus makes it preferable
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to other works that lack it, and this preference makes people to be disposed to pay more
for that work than they would for the others. People are prone to pay more for a work that
has more aesthetic value than for one that has less aesthetic value. It is also a motivation
for people to consume that work rather than one whose aesthetic value is lower.10 The
aesthetic value of a film’s soundtrack contributes to the overall aesthetic value of the film.
If Allen’s appropriation diminishes the aesthetic value of Morricone’s soundtrack, it also
diminishes the overall aesthetic value of GBU; if so, less people would be interested in
watching the film, which would decrease Morricone’s income from the screenings and sales
of the film’s copies. This is an economic harm that prevents Morricone from making a
living as a composer. Therefore, the use of the first measures of the source work as the first
measures of the secondary work is not fair when both the source work and the secondary
work belong to the genre of film music.

Things complicate, however, when a soundtrack appropriates a commonplace pat-
tern. This is, in principle, a fully permissible practice. In his soundtrack for the series
Los Gozos y Las Sombras released in 1982, Nemesio Garcı́a-Carril appropriated a Galician
vocal folk song.11 He used it as a monodic purely instrumental melody performed by an
ocarina (a Galician instrument made of clay and whose timbre is similar to a warm flute)
to start the opening credits. This use of this folk melody served to satisfy the purpose
of the genre: it locates the audience in the place where the action is developed (Galicia),
introduces one of the leitmotifs that will be developed later and, due to its well defined

10 It might be objected that there are two important exceptions to this general relationship between aesthetic
and economic value. The first is the case of forgeries. It might be argued that, when we discover that x is a
forgery, the economic value of x tends to decrease despite x’s aesthetic value being the same. The second is
the case of reattributions of works. It might be argued that, when x is attributed now to an author more
famous than the former, the economic value of x tends to increase despite x’s aesthetic value being the same.
However, the claim that x’s aesthetic value is the same in both cases is controversial. The objection only
works under an empiricist notion of aesthetic value. Under a more contextualist approach to aesthetic value,
aesthetic properties supervene on the relationships between x, its author and the author’s context. Since
x’s authorship changes in both cases, it is expectable that the supervenient aesthetic properties are also
different, and hence, that x’s aesthetic value also changes. In addition, the objection just concerns marginal
cases (e.g. forgeries and reattributions), and thus it cannot be considered as an objection to the idea that, in
normal cases, a work’s aesthetic value is taken to be an economic value. I am very grateful to an anonymous
referee for this remark.

11 The song is an alalá from the region of Lugo, collected in the Cancionero Musical de Galicia
(Sampedro y Folgar 1982: No. 20) and in the Cancionero Gallego (Torner and Bal y Gay 1973: No. 97).
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sonic profile, serves as a label to identify the film, anticipating its predominant dark, mys-
terious and nostalgic character. Four years latter, the group Milladoiro also appropriated
the same folk song to use it as the beginning of their music for the opening credits of
the film La Mitad del Cielo, whose action is also developed in the north of Spain with a
predominantly dark and mysterious aesthetic. Milladoiro used the folk song exactly in the
same way as Garcı́a-Carril: as a monodic purely instrumental melody performed by an
ocarina to start the opening credits.

This Galician folk song is a commonplace pattern and, as we have previously seen, there
is no damage in appropriating a commonplace pattern. However, Milladoiro does not
only appropriate the same commonplace pattern as Garcı́a-Carril; they also appropriate
Garcı́a-Carril’s use of that pattern. Whereas the pattern is a commonplace, the use of that
pattern is not. By contrast with the genre of religious music, having an original start is
a fundamental value for works in the genre of film music: it cannot be sacrificed for the
sake of maximizing other values. The lack of originality here prevents a soundtrack for
the opening credits from fulfilling the purpose of this genre: to be a wake-up call for the
audience by means of univocally identifying the film, anticipating its main atmosphere and
leitmotifs. The realization of this purpose achieved by Garcı́a-Carril in his soundtrack of
Los Gozos y Las Sombras is now destroyed by Milladoiro’s appropriation of Garcı́a-Carril’s
use of the same folk song: the appropriation has here the same derogatory effects as in
Morricone’s case analysed above, generating an equivalent economic harm.12

In sum, using the first measures of a source work as the first measures of a secondary work
is not permissible when both works belong to the genre of film music. The appropriation
prevents the source work from realizing the purpose of the genre, which harms the source
work’s aesthetic value and results in economic harm to its composer. When the secondary
work is in the genre of film music, the appropriation is fair only when the source work
belongs to a different genre, especially when the source work is of public domain.13 However,
it is not permissible to appropriate the same use given to a work of public domain in a
previous soundtrack: you can use, for instance, a same folk song to start the opening credits,

12 Certainly, no harm would have been produced if Milladoiro had given the folk song a use different from
the one given by Garcı́a-Carril, for instance, changing its instrumentation, texture, and rhythm, or even
using it in its original vocal form or in a different place of the film.

13 As we have seen, folk songs are paradigmatic cases. But the source work appropriated in the music for a
film’s opening credits can perfectly be an authored work of public domain when demanded by the script
(e.g. one of Chopin’s piano works as it happens in The Pianist).
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but you must use it differently, with a different instrumentation, texture, dynamics or
tempo. If not, derogative effects for the first soundtrack and harm to its composer are
caused.

All this applies to the genre of opera overtures.14 Post-Rossini opera overtures have
the same purpose as the music for a film’s opening credits. In fact, the music for a
film’s opening credits is usually regarded as an overture that inherits the place and func-
tions of opera overtures (cf. Bribitzer-Stull 2015: 102, 261–2). Thus, the functions of
works in the genre of opera overture is to “prepare musically a psychological atmosphere
adapted to the forthcoming drama” (Nielsen 1959: 296), to anticipate the opera’s leitmotifs
(cf. Bribitzer-Stull 2015: 102) and to serve as a wake-up call for the audience that identifies
the opera. Consider, for instance, the electroacoustic start followed by the fortissimo entry
of brass and strings in alternated clusters over constant timpani beats of the overture of
John Adam’s Doctor Atomic (2005), an opera that focuses on Robert Oppenheimer and that
explores the psychological ambient around the preparation of the atomic bomb. Using
this part as the start of a new opera that focuses on Hitler would have the same derogative
effects for the appreciation of Adam’s work as for the cases of film music considered above,
causing him a similar harm. Accordingly, appropriating the first measures of a source work
to use them as the first measures of a secondary work is not permissible when both works
belong to the genre of opera overture. The exceptions to this principle are the same as for
works in the genre of film music.

Using the first measures of a source work as the first measures of a secondary work is
also not fair when both works belong to the genre of minimal music. The reason is that, in
many cases, the secondary work is a market substitute of the source work, which causes
economic harm to the source work’s composer.

The unquestionable purpose of the genre of minimal music is to reduce at minimum
the musical material to compose a work. Apart from this ultimate aim, other additional
purposes of works in this genre have been pointed out: to provoke a “trance-inducing”
effect (Suzuki 2013: 120), to induce a “new mode of hearing” (Phillip Glass, as cited in

14 It might be questioned whether opera overture is a self-standing musical genre. Instead, it might be argued
that it is merely a sub-form of a bigger musical composition, and that the only self-standing relevant genre
here is the genre of opera. If the reader prefers, she may consider that the genre at stake is the genre of opera
in the full sense. This does not affect what will be said in what follows. Since the overture is the beginning
of an opera, the conclusion achieved is that it not ethical to appropriate the beginning of an opera when the
secondary work is also an opera.
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Mertens 1983: 79), to purify the concept of musical work or even to provide phenomenal
knowledge of properties of time (Puy 2018). In any case, the way to achieve those purposes
requires the strict repetition of a minimal musical cell (cf. Puy 2018: 1286–7). This way
of manipulating the musical medium results in works that present some typical charac-
teristics: steady beat, static instrumentation, pure tuning and an easily audible structure
(cf. Gann, Potter & Siôn 2013: 4–6).

The strict repetition of a minimal cell during several minutes leads, however, to a per-
ceptual problem: listeners stop paying attention to the stimulus because of their familiarity
with it (consider, for instance, the continuous ticking of the hands of a clock). Minimalist
variations along the multiple strict repetitions are needed to avoid this perceptual problem.
Minimalist composers developed to this extent three techniques of minimal variation:
(i) successive superposition of other repetitive series of different cells (e.g. Steve Reich’s
Music for Pieces of Wood), (ii) application of additive processes within the one and only cell of
the work (e.g. La Monte Young’s Death Chant and Phillip Glass’ Music in Fifths), and (iii) phase-
shifting processes in the repetitions of the one and only cell of the work (e.g. Steve Reich’s
Piano Phase) (cf. Puy 2018: 1288–91). These three techniques constrain at a minimum the
possible variations of the repetitive piece for the sake of satisfying the main purpose of the
genre.

Given these normative constraints imposed by the genre of minimal music to compose a
work in that genre, if you appropriate the first measures or seconds of a minimal work to use
them as the first measures of another minimal work, the secondary work will be extremely
similar to the source work in its acoustic profile and expressive character. This is particularly
notorious if both the source work and the secondary work are composed following the
techniques (ii) and (iii), since both works would consist in the continuous repetition of one
and the same minimal cell. This high degree of similarity qualifies the secondary work as
market substitute of the source work: many people that hear the secondary work would
loose interest in hearing the source work, which causes economic harm to its composer. The
original cell is the core of the source work because such a cell is to be minimally developed
in this genre. Appropriating it and its first repetitions is appropriating the core of the
work, especially if both works are composed following the techniques (ii) and (iii).

The situation here is radically different from the one described when considering
the case in which the secondary work belongs to the genre of theme and variations. In
that case, as noted in 4.1, the genre requires the appropriated theme to be varied in very
different and contrasting ways, applying to this extent a great variety of compositional
techniques: elongation, reduction, contrasting tempos, changes of tonalities, textures and
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instrumentation, and so on. The resulting variations present great differences concerning
their sonic profile and expressive character, despite keeping some links with the theme
varied. The appropriation does not make in this case the secondary work a market substitute
of the source work. None of this happens when the secondary work is in the genre of minimal
music, where the variations of the appropriated material are demanded to be minimal
according to the way of manipulating the musical medium mandated by this genre.

Therefore, using the first measures of a work as the first measures of a secondary work
is not permissible when both the source work and the secondary work belong to the genre
of minimal music. Some exceptions to this principle can be found when the composition of
the source work follows technique (i) and the composition of the secondary work follows
techniques (ii) or (iii), and vice versa. In those cases, since one of the works involves the
repetition of more than one minimal cell, the two works may exhibit a lesser degree of
resemblance, which may fail to qualify the secondary work as a market substitute of the
source work. In addition, there is in principle no ethical problem in using the first measures
of a minimal work if the secondary work is in a different genre (e.g. a tribute work, a theme
and variations or an overture), and vice versa. The secondary work would never count as a
market substitute of the source work given the way of manipulating the musical medium
demanded by those genres.

In sum, the use of the first measures of a work in the genre of film music, opera overture
or minimal music as the first measures of a secondary work is not fair when the secondary
work is in the same genre as the source work. The appropriation causes harm to the source
work’s composer in Young’s economic sense. In those cases, Young’s general claim (3) on
musical appropriation, i.e. that the appropriation of a work’s parts is usually permissible
and beneficial for composers and audiences, is false. The situation is the opposite when
the secondary work is in the genre of theme and variations, tribute works and liturgical
music, where the appropriation is always fair. In addition, when the secondary work is in
the genre of theme and variations, Young’s general claim (1), i.e. that the appropriation of
the whole source work is uncontroversially non-permissible, is also false.

5 Conclusion

The results achieved in the previous section speak in favour of the thesis that the truth
of ethical claims on musical appropriation is sensitive to the genres that the involved
works belong to. I have considered a specific kind of musical appropriation: using the first
measures of a source work as the first measures of a secondary work. This use does not
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count as fair or unfair simpliciter. Assuming Young’s view on fair use, according to which a
use counts as fair if no economic harm is caused to the source work’s composer, we have
seen that using the first measures of a source work as the first measures of a secondary
work causes harm when the works are in certain genres but not in others. Accordingly,
the claim that this kind of musical appropriation is permissible is sometimes true and
sometimes false. It is true, for instance, when the secondary work is in the genres of theme
and variations, tribute works or liturgical music. It is false, however, when both the source
work and the secondary work are in the genres of film music, opera overture and minimal
music. As a consequence, Young’s general claims that the appropriation of a whole work is
not permissible and that the appropriation of a work’s parts is permissible are sometimes
true and sometimes false. Their truth is sensitive to the genres of the involved works.

Ontological matters are relevant to elucidate the permissibility of artistic appropriation.
They have played a crucial role here to define the scope of musical appropriation: a work’s
versions and a song’s covers fall out of this scope because they are not cases of pattern
appropriation but of pattern instantiation. In addition, Young’s view of fair use based
on economic harm and the Millian Principle is simple, clear and provides an interesting
balance between protecting the interests of composers and those of the audience. However,
to obtain a complete notion of fair use, one that secures justice and equality, the normative
role that musical genres play in the production and appreciation of works needs to be
considered. I hope I may have contributed something in this regard.15
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